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With the VI International Symposium on Molecular* Beams

this biannual aeries celebrates its first deaennium.

Since its inception in 1967 it has acquired a somewhat

special nature compared to moat of the conferences in

which scientists participate these days.

This conference with its topic, molecular beams, brings

together birds of various feathers. Engineers, physicists,

and chemists with interests ranging from the making of

a very intense source of large clusters to the exact know-

ledge of a potential, from the details of a simple bi-

moleaular reaction to the processes happening on a

surface, are brought together and, as time has taught us,

keep coming together for discussions, knowledge of new

discoveries and, needless to say, to learn from ea<ih

other's experience. This series of symposia, like the

one on Rarified Gasdynamias, was horn in 1967 in the south

of France on the beautiful C6te d'Azur. Although the

organization has always been under the aegis of various

committees, the growing up has taken place under the ever-

lasting care of Dr. F.M. Devisnne. It is because of his

continuous activities that this child has become mature

and, hopefully, may endure a colder climate.

To make the transition aomewhat less sudden, we have been

able to surround it with a multitude of flowers. In our

activities we have been assisted by many people, and we

would like to thank the various committees and the sponsors

for their contributions.

J. Kistemaker

J. Los

A.E. de Vries
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John B. Fenn
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The VI International Symposium on Holeoular Beama and

this book of abatraeta which represents ita materializa-

tion, are dedicated to John B. Fenn on the oaaa8ior of

his 60th birthday.

Thie aeries of Symposia, right from ita inception, and

the people around it are indebted to Dr. Fenn for count-

leaa precious oontributiona to aoienoe in general and to

the art of molecular beama in particular. Quite a few of

ua has* taken our first steps in this field with the

help of hie papere. We are convinced that in the future

he will continue to inspire and lead us in this enjoyable

but difficult area of science.

The message that John Fenn carries to thoee who have the

good fortune to listen to him or know him personally ie

a message of human science. It is this human aspect of

hie personality as well as his achievements in science

that we would like to recognize by dedicating thie book

to him.

F.M./Devienne J. Los
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G E N E R A L I N F O R M A T I O N

1. REGISTRATION
The conference secretariat, headed by Louise Roos, is
located at the Congress Center Leeuwenhorst, Langelaan 3,
Noordwijkerhout.
Telephone numbers: direct conference line: 02523 - 4344

Leeuwenhorst Hotel: 02523 - 2741

The aonferenoe dealt will be open on Sunday from noon
till 6 p.m.The personnel at this desk will gladly provide
information and assistance to conference participants and
their guests during the conference.

2. FEE
May we remind those participants who did not yet pay the
conference fee to do so upon their arrival. The fee of
f 200,— includes all administrative costs of the meeting,
the book of abstracts, all costs of the social programme,
coffee and tea, a drink during dinner and the Conference
Dinner. The non-participante fee ia f 90, — .
Payment for accommodation at Leeuwenhorst, including room
and meals is handled by the staff of the hotelregistration
desk of Leeuwenhorst Congress Center, at the main entrance
in the same building, not by the conference secretariat.

3. CONFERENCE SESSIONS
All sessions will be held at the Congress Center Lecuwenhorst.
Parallel eeeaione will be held from Monday afternoon through
Thursday.

The crowded programme reatriata all apeakere to etiok to a
presentation of 12 minute* and 3 minute a dia cue a ion time.

4. PROJECTING FACILITIES

Slide projecting facilities will be available for all sessions.
Slides should be 5 x 5 om. Overhead projeotora are available
and are preferred to blackboards. Please hand-in your slides
to the technician seated at the entrance door of the conference
room, 15 minutes prior to the start of your session.
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5 . BOOK OF ABSTRACTS

Participants will be handed the book of abstracts upon arrival

at the registration desk, No Proceedings will bs published.

6. SOCIAL PROGRAMME

Sunday, April 17: 8 pm - 10 pm Reception at Leeuwenhorst
bar no. D

Monday, April 18: Visit to FOM-Institute in Amsterdam,
departing at 7 pro, arriving back at
Leeuwenhorst at 11 pm.

Tuesday, April IB: Visit to flower auction in Aalsmeer,
departing from Leeuwenhorst at 8.30 am,
back at Leeuwenhorst about noon.

Wednesday, April 20: Visit to Keukenhof and Conference Dinner,
departure at 4.30 pm, back at 11.30 pm.

Thursday, April 21: Visit to Teyler Museum, Haarlem,
departure at 2 pm, back at 6 pm.

7. ACCOMMODATION AND MEALS

These should be arranged with the staff of Leeuwenhorst, not
with the Conference Secretariat. Because of the isolated
si tuation of Leeuwenhorst all conferees are expected to take
their meals together at the center in room C.

8. MONEY

Bank facilities will be provided for at the Congress Center.

9. CONFERENCE ADDRESS

During the conference your address will be:

Congress Center "LEEUWENHORST"

Langelaan 3

Noorduijkerhout, The Netherlands

telephone: (02S23) - 2741

telex: 41885

10. LABORATORY VISITS

Should you wish to visit other laboratories in The Netherlands

apart from the FOM-Institute, which is included in the social

programme, then please advise the oonferenoe secretariat upon

your arrival.
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TIME TABLE OF MEALS AND SOCIAL BREAKS AT LEEUWENHORST CENTER

Sunday, April 17, 1977 6.15 p.m.

8.00 - 10.00 p.m.

dinner

Reception bar D

Monday, April iu, 1977 7.30 - 9.00 a.m.

9.30 - 10.00 a.m.

0.45 p.m.

3.15 - 3.45 p.m.

5.45 - 7.00 p.m.

breakfast

coffee

lunch

tea

dinner

(buaea leave for Amsterdam 7.00 p.m.)

Tuesday, April 19, 1977 7.30 - 8.30 a.m. breakfast

(buaea leave for Aalemaar 8.30 a.m.)

0.30 p.m. lunch

3.40 - 4.15 p.m. tea

6.15 p.m. dinner

7.45 - 8.00 p.m. coffee

Wednesday, April 20, 1977 7.30 - 9.00 a.m. breakfast

10.40 - 11.10 a.m. coffee

0.30 p.m. lunch

3.45 p.m. tea

(buaea leave for Keukenhof 4.30 p.m.)

Thursday, April 21, 1977

•. • • *

7.30 - 9.00 a.m. breakfast

10.40 - 11.10 a.m. coffee

0.30 - 2.00 p.m. lunch

(buaea leave for Haarlem 2.00 p.m.)

6.15 p.m. dinner

7.45 - 8.00 p.m. coffee

Friday, April 22, 1977 7.30 - 9.00 a.m.

10.30 - 11.00 a.m.

1.00 p.m.

breakfast

coffee

lunch
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VI INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON MOLECULAR BEAMS

N o o r d w i j k e r h o u t , H o l l a n d , A p r i l 18 - 2 2 , 1 9 7 7

MORNING I AFTERNOON EVENING

Sunday, April 17 regis t ra t ion noon-6 pm. reception at Leeuwenhorst
8-10 rm.

Monday, April 18
I.L. U.Pauly; J. Farges

Laser Induced Fluorescence

Elastic Collisions

Clusters (p) visit to FOM-Institute A'dam
dept. 7 ym.

Tuesday, April 19 visit flower auction Aalsmeer

dept. 8.SO am.

I . L . G. Boato, H. Hdberlana

Elastic Collisions

Nozzle Beams (p)

I . L . E.N. tare, F.M. Devienne

10 i
( J Wednesday, April 20

I.L. A.L. Beers; J. Los

Surface Interactions

Reactive Collisions (p)

Surface Interactions

Reactive Collisions (p)

4.30 p.m. to Keukenhof

I
Conference Dinner in A'dam

7.45 ~ 10.00 pm.

Thursday, April 21

I.L. l. Wharton; R. Campargue

Inelastic Collisions

Techniques (p)

Visit Teyler Museum
Haarlem
dept. 2.00 pm.

I.L. J.P. Toennies

Friday, April 22
Inelastic Collisions

Techniques 1 pm closure

All sessions are in the great auditorium, except for (p) - parallel sess'OK in Room D—9

I.L. = Invited Lecturer-



Monday morning, April 18, 1977 Great Auditorium

9.30 o o f f e e

10.00 OPENING BY J. KISTEMAKER

SESSION A: INVITED LECTURES
Chairman: J. Loa

10.10 Al ELASTIC COLLISIONS AND BEAM RESEARCH WITH LASERS

H. Pauly

11.00 A2 PHYSICS OF CLUSTERS

J. Farges

SESSION A: LASER INDUCED FLUORESCENCE
Chairman; J. Korving

11.SO A3 HIGH RESOLUTION LASER SPECTROSCOPY AS A DIAGNOSTIC
TOOL IN BEAMS

K. Bergmann, U. Hefter and P. Hering

12.05 A4 VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION AND DIMERFORMATION IN A
Na/Na2 BEAM

K. Bergmann, U. Hefter and P. Hering

12.20 AS OBSERVATIONS OF SODIUM DIMERS IN A NOZZLE EXPANSION

F. Aerts and H. Hulsman

1 2 . 3 5 e n d

1 2 . 4 5 l u n c h

•i
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Monday afternoon, April 18, 197? Room D-9

SESSION B: CLUSTERS
Chairman: H.C.W. Weijerinck

14.00 Bl HOW CAN THE TEMPERATURE OF CLUSTERS IN A CLUSTER
BEAM BE MEASURED BY ELECTRON DIFFRACTION ?

G. Torchet, H. Bouchier, J. Farges, M.F. de Feraudy
and B. Raoult

14.15 B2 ON THE CHARACTER OF SMALL ArnK
+ IONIC CLUSTERS

R.D. Etters, R. Danilowicz and J.V. Dugan

14.30 B3 ATOMIC INTERACTION WITH QUANTUM FLUID CLUSTERS:
CROSS JET DEFLECTION OF *He- AND 3He-CLUSTERS

J. Gspann and H. Vollmar

14.45 B4 CLUSTER BEAM FORMATION FROM SOLID MATERIALS AND
APPLICATIONS OF IONIZED-CLUSTER BEAM

Toshinori Takagi, Isao Yamada and Ako Sasaki

IS.00 BS CADMIUM TELLURIDE LAYER DEPOSITION USING THE IONIZED
CLUSTER BEAM TECHNIQUE

J.B. Theeten and A. Mircea-Rousel

IS.IS tea

SESSION D: CLUSTERS
Chairman: J. Gspann

1S.4S Dl DIMERIZATION IN NOZZLE BEAMS

H.-D. Meyer

16.00 D2 ABSOLUTE CONCENTRATIONS OF DIMERS IN FREELY EXPANDING
JETS OF Ar, CO2 AND O2

Naisin Lee and J.B. Fenn

16.15 D3 MECHANISM OF HOMOGENEOUS CONDENSATION OF CO, AT
RAPID EXPANSION

Yu.S. Kusner, A.K. Rebrov, B.Ye. Semyachkin,
P.A. Skovorodko and A.A. Vostrikov

16.30 D4 MASS FLUX DISTRIBUTION OF FREELY EXPANDING JETS
ACCOMPANIED BY CONDENSATION

K.W. Ensslen and W. Obert

16.45 e n d
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Monday afternoon, April 18, 1977 Great Auditorium

SESSION C: ELASTIC COLLISIONS
Chairman: V.B. Leonae

14.00 Cl ABSOLUTE TOTAL ELASTIC CROSS SECTIONS FOR COLLISIONS
OF O2-He, Ne, Ar, Kr, AND Xe AT THERMAL ENERGIES

E. Luzzatti, F. Pirani and F. Vecchiocattivi

14.IS C2 THE TOTAL COLLISION CROSS SECTION OF Ar-Ar AS A
FUNCTION OF VELOCITY IN THE THERMAL RANGE

C.A. Linse, J.J.H. van den Biesen, C.J.N. van den
Meijdenberg

14.30 C3 VELOCITY DFPENDENCE OF TOTAL CROSS-SECTIONS AND SMALL
ANGLE DIFFERENTIAL CROSS-SECTIONS FOR Kr-Ar

P.M.A. van der Kam, H.C.W. Beijerinck, W. Thijssen,
D. Bol and N.F. Verster

14.4S C4 ELASTIC SCATTERING OF IONS: DETERMINATION OF THE
GROUND AND EXCITED STATES OF XeO+ FROM RAINBOW AND
STUECKELBERG OSCILLATIONS

A. Ding, J. Karlau and J. Weise

IS.IS t e a

SESSION E: ELASTIC COLLISIONS; VARIOUS
Chairman: V. Aquilanti

15.45 El ELASTIC SCATTERING OF METASTABLE HELIUM FROM HELIUM,
A MOLECULAR BEAM STUDY OF THE HELIUM EXCIMER
POTENTIALS

B. Brutschy and H. Haberland

16.00 E2 MEASUREMENTS OF DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS FOR LASER
EXCITED Na2P3/2 COLLIDING WITH Hg

R. Dtiren, H.O. Hoppe and H. Pauly

16.15 E3 AN EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS FOR THE STUDY OF THE
DIFFERENTIAL SCATTERING WITH HIGH ENERGY BEAMS

V.B. Zubkov, A.P. Kalinin and V.B. Leonas

16.30 E4 THE EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF SHORT-RANGE INTER-
ACTION FORCES BETWEEN H2-MOLECULES

V.N. Khromov, V.B. Leonas

16.45 ES THE EFFECT OF THE APPARATUS RESOLUTION ON MEASURED
DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS

R. Diiren, W.-D. Held and D. Secrest

17.00 E6 A STUDY OF OSCILLATION AMPLITUDE SETTLING TRANSIENTS
IN A MOLECULAR BEAM MASER

P.R. LefrSre and n.C. Laine1

17.15 e n d ~ 17 - (17.45 - 19.00 dinner)



Tuesday afternoon, April 19, 1977 Room D-9

SESSION G: NOZZLE BEAMS
chairman: E.L. Knuth

16.15 Gl SPEED RATIOS OF NEON NOZZLE BEAMS

G. Brusdeylins, H.-D. Meyer and K. Winkelmann

16.30 G2 TEST OF A He-He POTENTIAL BY COMPARISON OF
CALCULATED AND MEASURED NOZZLE BEAM SPEED RATIOS
G. Brusdeylins, A.U. Chatwani, R. Feltgen,
H.-D. Meyer, J.P. Toennies and K. Winkelmann

16.45 G3 ROTATIONAL RELAXATION OF PARA- AND NORMAL-HYDROGEN
IN NOZZLE BEAM EXPANSIONS

K. Winkelmann

17.00 G4 ABSOLUTE INTENSITIES OF SUPERSONIC BEAMS

H.C.W. Beijerinck, A.H.M. Habets and N.F. Verster

17.15 GS GAS FLOW PARAMETER DETERMINATION BY MOLECULAR BEAM
METHOD

A.E. Zarvin, R.G. Sharafutdinov

17. SO e n d
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Tuesday afternoon, April 19, 1977 Great Auditorium

SESSION F: INVITED LECTURES
Chairman: J.P. Toenniea

14.00 Fl SURFACE SCATTERING AT THERMAL ENERGIES

G. Boato

14.SO F2 REACTIVE SCATTERING

H. Haber land

I S . 4 0 t e a

SESSION H: ELASTIC COLLISIONS (ANISOTROPS);
_ ^ PHOTODISSOCIATION
Chairman: J.N.L. Connor

16.IS HI MEASUREMENTS OF THE ANISOTROPY IN THE TOTAL CROSS
SECTION OF Na2-NOBLE GAS SYSTEMS BY MEANS OF LASER-
INDUCED FLUORESCENCE
A.G. Visser, L.K. van der Meij, J.P. Bekooy and
J. Korving '

16.30 H2 THE ANISOTROPIC POTENTIAL OF MOLECULAR HYDROGEN

L. Zandee and J. Reuss

16.4S H3 GLORY SCATTERING WITH A POLARIZED NO BEAM

H. Thuis, S. Stolte, D. Klaassen and J. Reuss

17.00 H4 HIGH RESOLUTION DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION OF
POLARIZED ROTATIONALLY STATE SELECTED LiF on Ar

Daniel Auerbach, Len-Yuan Tsou and Lennard Wharton

17.IS Ht DYNAMICS OF INFRARED MULTIPHOTON DISSOCIATION OF
SF6 BY MOLECULAR BEAM METHOD

E.R. Grant, M.J. Coggiola, Y.T. Lee, P.A. Schulz and
Y.R. Shen

17.30 H6 MOLECULAR BEAM PHOTODISSOCIATION OF THE ALKALI
IODIDES USING 34 7.1 nm LIGHT

T-L. Rose and W.R. Anderson

17.4S e n d

18.15 d i n n e r
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i
Tuesday evening, April 19, 1977 Great Auditorium

19.45 coffee

SESSION I: INVITED LECTURES
Chairman:G.Scales

20.00 II BEAM, BEAM, BURNING BRIGHT, LIKE A DIAMOND IN
THE LIGHT

R.N. Zare

20.50 12 UTILIZATION OF HIGH-ENERGY MOLECULAR BEAMS IN
URANIUM ISOTOPE ENRICHMENT

F.M. Devienne

21.40 e n d
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Wednesday morning, April 20, 1977 Great Auditorium

SESSION J: INVITED LECTURES
Chairman: P.K. Rol

9.00 Jl STRUCTURE DETERMINATION BY KeV ION BEAM TECHNIQUES

A.L. Boers

9.50 J2 ION-PAIR FORMATION

J. Los

10.40 coffee

SESSION L: SURFACE INTERACTIONS
Chairman: R.K.B. Helbing

11.10 LI ATOMIC DIFFRACTION FROM A LOW TEMPERATURE METAL
SURFACE

G. Boato, P. Cantini and R. Tatarek

11.25 L2 A STUDY OF THE (001) FACE OF NiO BY MEANS OF ATOMIC
DIFFRACTION

P. Cantini, G.P. Felcher and R. Tatarek

11.40 L3 VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENTS OF A POTASSIUM
BEAM SCATTERED FROM THE SURFACE OF LiF BY MEANS OF
TIME-OF-FLIGHT METHOD

Shinji Tomoda and Isao Kusunoki

11.SS 14 ABSCENCE OF TRANSLATIONAL ENERGY ACCOMMODATION OF
0, ON CLEAN AND OXIDIZED TUNGSTEN, SPECULARLY AND
DIFFUSIVELY SCATTERED

Daniel Auerbach, Charles Becker, James Cowin and
Lennard Wharton

12.10 L6 MOLECULAR BEAM STUDY OF OXYGEN CHEMISORPTION ON
(111) SILVER

M. Cavallini, M. Cini and S. d'Andrea

12.25 e n d

12.30 l u n c h
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Wednesday morning, April 20, 19?7 Boom D-9

SESSION K: REACTIVE COLLISIONS
Chairman: Y.T. Lee

11.10 Kl IONIZING COLLISIONS WITH H-ATOMS

W. Aberle, J. Grosser and K.-H. Unruh

11.25 K2 CHEMI-IONIZATION REACTIONS OF Ca, Sr, Ba AND Yb
ATOMS WITH THE HALOGEN AND INTERHALOGEN MOLECULES
G.J. Diebold, F. Engelke, H.U. Lee, J.C. Whitehead,
and R.N. Zare

11.40 K3 A CROSSED BEAM APPARATUS FOR CHARGE TRANSFER
MEASUREMENTS

G. Conforti, F. Del Giallo, F. Pieralli, G. Ventura,
G. Zaccanti, C.B. Cosmoviei, A. D'Innocenzo,
G. Leggieri, A. Perrone

1 1 . 5 5 e n d

1 2 . 3 0 l u n c h
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Wednesday afternoon, April 20, 1977 Great Auditorium

SESSION N: SURFACE INTERACTIONS
Chairman: C.W. Nutt

14.00 Nl HYDROGEN ATOM SURFACE RECOMBINATION AT LOW
TEMPERATURES STUDIED BY MOLECULAR BEAM, MICRO-
CALORIMETRY AND MASS SPECTROMETRY

T.R. Govers, L. Mattera and G. Scoles

14.IS N2 TIME-OF-FLIGHT MEASUREMENTS OF VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
OF H2, HD AND D2 DESORBING FROM Ni SURFACES

George Cornsa, Rudolf David and Klaus D. Rendulic

14.30 N3 STICKING COEFFICIENT OF ATOMIC HYDROGEN ON GRAPHITE

K. Flaskamp, G. StScklin, E. Vietzke and K. Vogelbruch

14.45 N4 DIMER FORMATION ON A POLYCRYSTALLINE TUNGSTEN SURFACE

Y.F. Hsieh and R.K.B. Helbing

15.00 US SPATIAL AND ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS OF SATELLITE-SPEED
HELIUM ATOMS REFLECTED FROM SATELLITE-TYPE SURFACES

S.M. Liu, W.E. Rodgers and E.L. Knuth

IS.IS N6 KINETIC THEORY OF ATOM TRAPPING ON SOLID SURFACES AND
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION

N. Be Homo, R. Loiodice and G. Rizzi

IS.30 N7 SCATTERING IN TWO DIMENSIONAL SPACE

R.K.B. Helbing

2 5 . 4 5 t e a
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Wednesday afternoon, April 20, 1977 Room D-9

SESSION M: REACTIVE COLLISIONS
Chairman: F.S". Klein

14.00 Ml CALCULATION OF RATE CONSTANTS AND PRODUCT VIBRATIONAL
DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THE FAMILY OF REACTIONS X • F, +
XF + F (X = Mu, H, D, T) t

J.N.L. Connor, W. Jakubetz and J. Manz

14.IS M2 CROSSED BEAM KINETICS: ANGULAR PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION
OF THE REACTION OF Br WITH CHjI

J. Heuschkel, L. Matus, G. Stflcklin and E. Vietzke

14.30 M3 REACTIVE SCATTERING OF SEVERAL RARE EARTH METAL
ATOMS WITH O2 AT ENERGIES BETWEEN 0.1 AND 1.2 eV

R. Dirscherl and K.W. Michel

14.45 M4 ROTATIONAL-VIBRATIONAL EXCITATION OF REACTION PRODUCTS
FROM UV CHEMILUMINESCENCE AT 1.6 TO 53 eVCM

I. Kusunoki and Ch. Ottinger

IS. 00 MS MERGING.BEAMS STUDY OF CH, REACTIONS WITH CH,*
AND CH4 IONS

Percy Rustomji Patel, A.B. Lees and P.K. Rol

IS.IS M6 MEASUREMENTS OF DISSOCIATIVE CROSS SECTIONS OF
HEAVY IONS

F. Marcel Devienne and Robert Combarieu

IS.30 e n d

1S.4S t e a
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Thursday morning, April 21, 1977 Great Auditorium

SESSION 0: INVITED LECTURES
Chairman: N.F. Verater

9.00 01 OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY OF ULTRA COLD MOLECULES
. Lennard Wharton

9.50 02 NOZZLE BEAM TECHNIQUES

R. Campargue

10.40 coffee

SESSION Q: INELASTIC COLLISIONS
Chairman: M. DUren

11.10 Ql ROTATIONAL EXCITATION OF HYDROGEN MOLECULES BY
NEUTRAL PARTICLE IMPACT

U. Buck, F. Huisken, J. Schleusener and H. Pauly

11.25 Q2 CROSSED MOLECULAR BEAM STUDY OF ROTATIONAL EXCITATION
OF HD (J = 0 * 1) IN COLLISIONS WITH He

J.M. Farrar, A.L.J. Burgmans, J.M. Parson, R.B. Walker
and Y.T. Lee

11.40 QS MEASUREMENTS OF THE INELASTIC ROTATIONAL COLLISION
CROSS-SECTION OF CsF ON SEVERAL ATOMS AND MOLECULES

J.M. Henrichs, R.M.P. de Bie, C.G.H. Simons and
N.F. Verster

11.SS Q4 THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF Aj AND Am
TRANSITIONS IN SMALL ANGLE COLLISIONS OF POLARIZED
CsF WITH ATOMS AND MOLECULES

U. Borkenhagen, H. Maithan and J.P. Toennies

12.10 QS DISTRIBUTION OF VIBRATIONAL AND ROTATIONAL ENERGY
IN.THE PRODUCTS OF THE REACTION:
Ar*(3p) • N2(X»E ) Ar(iS) • N

g u

E. Cutshall, J. Feldstein and E.E. Muschlitz, Jr.

22.26 end

12.30 I u n a h

18.15 dinner
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Thursday morning, April 21, 1977 Room D-9

SESSION P: TECHNIQUES
Chairman:

11.10 PI TIME-OF-FLIGHT ANALYSIS OF HIGH-GRADIENT ACCELERATED
CLUSTER BEAMS

H.O. Moser, J. Martin and R. Salin

11.25 P2 GENERATION OF A PULSED MOLECULAR BEAM BY MEANS OF
AN ULTRA HIGH SPEED ROTOR

C.W. Nutt, T.J. Bale, P.J. Cosgrove and M.J. Kirby

11.40 PS THERMAL HALOGEN ATOM BEAMS OBTAINED BY ELECTRON
SPUTTERING

H. Overeijnder, M.L. Szymofiski and A.E. de Vries

11. SS P4 A HOLLOW CATHODE DISCHARGE AS A HIGH INTENSITY
SOURCE FOR FAST NEUTRALS IN THE eV RANGE
P.G.A. Theuws, H.C.W. Beijerinck, P.J. Uitterhoeve,
D.C. Schram and N.F. Verster

12.10 PS EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS WITH MOLECULAR BEAM GENERATOR
FOR INVESTIGATION OF DOUBLE COLLISION PROCESSES
IN LOW ENERGY RANGE

A.N. Zavilopulo, I.P. Zapesochny, E.M. Mauscop and
B.V. Shkoba

2 2 . 2 5 end

1 2 . 30 l u n c h
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Thursday evening, April 21, 1&77 . Great Auditorium
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12.00 T2 INFRARED LASER SPECTROSCOPY OF MOLECULAR BEAMS

T.E. Gough, R.E. Miller and G. Scoles
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CONCENTRATIONS OF POLLUTING GASES SMALLER THAN THE
ppm

F. Marcel Devienne and J.C. Roustan
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ELASTIC COLLISIONS AND BEAM RESEARCH WITH LASERS

H. Pauly

Max-Planck-Institut fUr Strttmungsforschung, Bfittingerstrasse 6/8

3400 - Gttttingen, West-Germany
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PHYSICS OF CLUSTERS

J. Farges
Groupe des Agregats Moliculaires

Laboratoire de Diffraction Electroniquet Universite de Paris Sud
91405 Orsay Cedex, France

For an isolated cluster of N molecules the melting temperature Tt^ is not

precisely defined. It is the temperature for which the self-diffusion coef-

ficient D N is equal to a worthy fraction of its value (TM^) for bulky materiel

at triple point. TtL. decreases with N, For example, in the case of an argon

cluster, molecular dynamics calculation shows that TM.QQ = — = - for D J Q Q ^g

(D^ at triple point).

On the other hand, diffraction experiments show that the clusters set in

a free jet are in a solid state (Dv, = 0), and that their temperature are not

very different from TM^ (See the paper by Torchet and all.). Therefore, their

thermal energy allows them to pass rapidly from one domain of the phase space

to another, if the last one is prefered from the point of view of free energy.

In other words the clusters set in a free jet are in internal thermodynamical

equilibrium. Metastable mean configurations are not likely to exist,at least as

far as N is small (few hundred molecules for example). In this case, the part

of the surface is predominant in the determination of equilibrium configurations.

The clusters "do their best" to adopt a spherical shape and to present a sur-

face made of close-packed atoms. For this purpose they may adopt a local order

very different of the one which prevails in bulky material. Thus we have ob-

tained the experimental evidence that Argon clusters adopt a dense random

packing structure for N < SO and that a transition from random to icosahedral

packing takes place for 50 <• N < 60

t Tnstitut d'Electronique Fondamentale, Laboratoire Associe au C.N.R.S.
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HIGH RESOLUTION LASERSPECTROSCOPY AS A DIAGNOSTIC TOOL IK BEAMS

K. Bergmann, U. Hefter, P. Hering

Fachbereich Physik der Universitat Kaiserslautern

Tlie combination of high resolution laser spoctroscopy with the

technique of molecular beams allows a very detailed beam research

since molecules or atoms in specific quantum states can he sampled,

yielding previously unavailable sources of data.

In our experiments a Na/Ha2 beam eirerges from a 0.2 mm nozzle -and

is collimated by a 2 nun wide slit 50 cm downstream. To probe the

molecules we used a single mode Ar -laser which can be tuned with-

in the gain profile of the laser line (8 GHz) to several transi-

tions between specific levels in the ground state and second elec-

tronically excited state of the Na? molecule (see Fig. 1). The quan-

tun numbers of the participating levels are known from spectroscopic

analysis . The atoms are probed v,ith a djre laser.

Monitoring the velocity distribution in a beam via Doppler-shifted
2)emission was one of the first spectrcsccpic methods used in beams .

In the case of heavier molecules (e.g. Na,), however, not only a

high resolution Fabry-Perot interferometer but also a monochromator

of medium cr even high resolution is needed, to select one single

line of the emission spectrum. Another version of this technique

makes use of the Doppler-shifted absorption via laser induced fluo-

rescence ' . The laser crosses the molecular beam perpendicular or

nearly parallel for probing the perpendicular or parallel velocity

distribution respectively. A photomultiplier detects the total

fluorescence. If the laser is tuned across the absorption profile

only molecules with a specified velocity can absorb. The fluores-

cence intensity I(A9 ) yields the velocity distribution since it

is proportional to the number density n(v). This is true only for

sufficiently low laser intensities below the level where, power

broadening of the absorption line indicates depopulation of the

ground state. The velocity v and the frequency offset Ai> are cor-

related via the Doppler-eff ect V-ffjĵ f ( »>o is the center frequency

of the transition, B is the angle between the laser and molecular

beam), A disadvantage of this method is that only the component of

the velocity along the laser beam axis can be determined. This re-

sults in a correlation of the measured parallel and perpendicular

distribution. Since the width of the latter distribution is dif-
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ferent for molecules in different quantum states (sec subsequent

paper) high resolution in parallel velocity can only be achieved

with highly collimated beams.

No such problems are encountered using the TOF via optical pum-

ping method . Even with moderate laser intensity considerable

depletion of the population in a specific level occures through

optical pumping in a beam due to the lack of collisional repo-

pulation. The depopulation is demonstrated in Fig.2. The pump

laser cresses the beam vertically. A probe laser was used to

monitor molecules in the pumped level passing through a 0.1 mm

slit downstream of the pump laser. This analyzer was rotateble

in the horizontal plane since we used fiber bundels for the probe

laser as well as for collecting the indrced fluorescence. A sche-

matic set up of the TOF experiment is shown in Fig. 3. The pump

laser is switched off with a rapidly rotating disk intersecting

the laser beam in the focal plane between two lenses for about

30 fis. During this time, a group of molecules or atoms in the

level under consideration can pass the pump laser without being

optically pumped. These particles will arrive at the probe laser

after a time delay according to their velocity, thus the time

dependence of the fluorescent signal yields the TOF spectrum of

molecules or atoms in a specific quantum state (see Fig. 4)• In

our case the prcbe laser also has sufficient power to cause con-

siderable pumping. Each molecule passing through the analyzing

beam has a chance close *-,o unity for absorbing a laser photon.

Then, in contrast to the Doppler-shifted absorption method, the

detection efficiency is independent of the velocity and we are

monitoring the flux of particles in the beam.
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Fluorescence (No2 - Beam)

Laser Intensity (A«488nm)

(v/J) (3/43)
» 9 • I —

(2/98) (6/41)

«5GHz

(5/55)

Fig. 1: Spectrum of the total Na~ fluorescence in

part of the tuning range of the 488 nm Ar laser •

line.

Profile of
Na2 (0/28)

oven ™ o *VJ v\ ^'

V
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••"

* • • " " .

/ " • , pump laser on

^

-.

*""""*""V*'V~

-1° 0° +1°
Fig.2: Beam profile of molecules in the (0/28) level

with and without optical pumping. A probe laser detects

the molecules behind a 0.1 mm slit. Fiber bundels are

used for the probe laser as well as for collecting the

fluorescence. The analyzer is rotatable in the hori-

zontal plane.
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Time of Flight via Optical Pumping

PUMP PROBE
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VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION AND DIMER FORMATION IN A Na/Na, BEAM

K. Bergmann, U. Hefter, P. Hering

Fachbereich Ph.ysik der Universitat Kaiserslautern

1 2 \
Usir.g the TOF via optical pumping method ' ' and the Dopplershif-

ted laser induced emission3) described in the preceding paper, we

measured the parallel and perpendicular velocity distribution res-

pectively for Na atoms and Nao molecules in a variety of indivi-

dual quantum states. In addition we.monitored the flux of mole-

cules in specific states while changing the stagnation pressure.

In all cases we found a significant dependence on the internal

energy of the molecules. The goal of these experiments is to im-

prove our understanding of the beam dynamics and the dimer for-

mation process.

Two TOF spectra for molecules in different levels are shown in

Fig. 1. A difference in flew velocity un and temperature Tn can

be seen. Fig. 2 shows the variation of uu with.the ov^n teatoera-

ture for molecules in different quantum states anct^fpA tbe'^toms.

Over the whole temperature range u,, is larger than expected from

isentropic expansion. The most remarkable feature is the reversal

of the ordering of the flow velocity versus internal energy bet-

ween the low and high temperature r»gime. This behaviour can be

traced* hack to the dimei* formation process,~The observation jff

the'intens,j-l"Sy variaticn ofTjnolecules 'in particular quantum s*?*es

provides more detailed information ^bbut the dimeri^sation (see

fig"^P) ' A simpl# ritadel calculation for the**population and d) ' .A simpl# ritadel calculation for the**population and de-
populotior of a specific Igvel during the (jxpac ŝicn shows that
the no'n monotonic variation is caused i ^ the cojn^etition of dif-
feren* cohtribution's* "to {He population-. At low temperature the
intensity increases because of the rising'oven pressure, at an
intermediate temperature relaxation into "lower lying states de-
pletes the population while at high temperature the dimer forma-
tion via atomic recombination is-' the dominant process. A more de-
tailed analysis indicates, that originally the molecules are not
formed in low lying states, but levels of intermediate energy are
populated in the primary process.

The redistribution cf the heat of formation plays a key role in
the beam dynamics. The number density at T = 850 K is about 10
times less the density at 1020 K. On the low temperature side
the density is not high enough for a complete redistribution of
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the excess energy. The molecules formed in the beam will retain

some additional kinetic energy. After the formation, on their

way into the free molecular flow rtsgion, they will still suffer

many elastic collision causing an effective deceleration. Simul-

taneously, the internal energy of the molecules will be removed

via inelastic collisions resulting in a small gain in kinetic

energy. Nevertheless, since the molecules undergo many more elas-

tic collisions the net effect is a deceleration. Molecules fcund.

in v = 0 are not formed in the beam Kith a large relative rate

but are brought into that state via collisions. Consequently they

will have suffered more collisions than molecules escaping into

the free rcolecular flow region with more internal energy. Their

deceleration to the average flow velocity is nearly complete and

they will be slower than molecules in higher states.

At high temperature, i.e. density, the molecules undergo several

thousand collisions and the excess energy is completely absorbed

by the bulk system. The mechanism responsible for the ordering

of the flow velocity vs internal energy at low temperature is no

longer dominant. Most of the molecules will relax into low lying

states (cooling of internal degrees of freedom). The population

of the vibrational levels, however, cannot be described by a

single vibrational temperature. We found increasing excess popu-

lation for levels of increasing energy. Again molecules found

downstream with high internal energy represent a group of parti-

cles that has suffered fewer collisions compared to those with

most of their internal energy removed by collisions. Thus we ex-

pect the most complete acceleration and cooling of T,, for mole-

cules in v = 0.

The velocity slip observed between the atoms and the molecules

follows naturally from the picture outlined above. The heat of

formation contributes to the acceleration of the beam, i.e. the

i c o l e c u l e s are the driving species accelerating the atoms.

Thus we expect a slightly lower velocity for the atoms.
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Fig. 1: TOF spec-

trum via optical

pumping for mole-

cules in two (v,J)

states. The flow

velocity as well

as the width of

the distribution

is significantly
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Fig. 2: Flow velocity u|( of Ka atoms and Na2 molecules in
different (v,J) states in a supersonic beam. Nozzle dia-
meter was 0.2 mm. The nozzle temperature was kept 70 to
100 K above the oven temperature. The isentrcpic limit i s
calculated for an ideal monoatomic gas and based on the
oven temperature since we found no variation of u(| when
changing the nozzle temperature by 60 K.
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Observations of sodium dimers

in a nozzle expansion.

F. Aerts and H. Hulsman

Universitaire Instelling Antwerpen

B-2610 Wilrijk, Belgium.

Abstract. The formation (and cooling) of sodium dimers during

the expansion from a nozzle source is studied by means of laser-

induced fluorescence. The region of the nozzle is irradiated

with light from an Argon-ion laser (single mode and slightly

tunable) and photographs of the resulting fluorescence are ana-

lysed. This gives the spatial distribution of the dimers which

have the same (known) v,J-quantum state and the same Doppler

shift. Some of the quantum states that have been observed in

the immediate vicinity of the nozzle are normally not found

"downstream" in the molecular beam.
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HOW CAN THE TEMPERATURE OF CLUSTERS IN A CLUSTER

BEAM BE MEASURED BY ELECTRON DIFFRACTION

G. Torchet, H. Bouchier, J. Farges, M.F. de Feraudy, B. Raoult
Groupe des Agregats Moleculaires

Laboratoire de Diffraction Electronique''' - Universite de Paris Sud
91405 Orsay Cedex, France

1. INTRODUCTION.

Tt is well-known that the stagnation conditions (p , T , d) govern both nucleation
and Cxjster sixe during a free jet expansion ( 1 ). flu? there is no evidence for a
straightforward relation between these conditions and the temperature of clusters.
Then, experimental temperature determination can be helpful to get a description of
nucleation and growth processes and, at least, a better knowledge of the cluster beam
considered as a beam source. By use of our apparatus (2 ), we have obtained electron
diffraction patterns from clusters of different molecules : Ar, CO^, N,,, 0^, H^O.
Clusters are observed after skimming and collimating the free jet . Temperature deter-
minations are strongly related with our studies on the structure and dynamics of mole-
cular clusters. Some results will be summarized in order to concentrate this paper on
cluster temperature. A simple relation between temperature and intermolecular potential
will be proposed.

2. METHOD.

A. Large clusters . Electron diffraction patterns from large clusters, with a mean size
of H > 1000 molecules per cluster, always exhibit crystalline lines which correspond
to a known phase structure of the bulk solid. This structure is well defined in a pre-
cise range of temperature, as far as low pressures are considered. Then, it is possible
to estimate the cluster size - from the line-width -, the lattice parameter --from the
diameter of Debye-Sherrer rings - and the mean square atomic displacement <u > - from
the damping of crystallographic lines with diffraction angle. In the bulk solid, last
two measurements lead to the temperature T : the lattice parameter by using the thermal
expansion coefficient, the m.s. atomic displacement by using the Debye approximation
and the Debye temperature © (Debye model predicts that <u2> is a function of T/O ~ ).
Moreover, in the case of clusters, we take into account size effects, which are noticeable
on these measurements, by extrapolating to the infinite size experimental data obtained
for different sizes. Actually with increasing size, we observe an increase of the lattice
parameter and some decrease of the atomic displacement. However, <u2 > measurements are
difficult to interpretate in terms of T because of uncertainties in the drawing of the
correct crystallographic background which is required to get correct line heights data.

B. Small clusters . Electron diffraction patterns from small clusters (N < 1000 molecules)
no longer exhibit well-defined lines. Furthermore, all the molecular clusters investi-
gated, except CO2 clusters, present a non-crystalline arrangement which becomes predo-
minant with decreasing size. Then, the only way to get informations on small clusters is
to built realistic models to be compared with. This has been done extensively for Argon
via molecular dynamics calculations which give directly the temperature of a considered
model ( 3 ).

3. RESULTS.

A. Variation of _Temjjerature_with cluster size. An important result concerns the variation
of < u^ > with cluster sjze. We have CO2 diffraction patterns covering a large range of
sizes, from 40 A to 400 A in cluster diameter. In this case, it is not too difficult to
get < u > estimates because of the purely crystalljne structure. The relative decrease
of < uz > is about 15% when increasing size from 40 A to the extrapolated bulk value.
As observed for metallic clusters ( 4 ) , the Debye temperature is very likely to decrease
with decreasing size, due to surface effects. Then, the actual cluster temperature is
estimated not to vary more than a few percent in the range of sizes 1000 < Tf < °°.
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B. Cluster Temperature

- Ar. Solid Argon presents a cubic structure. Lattice parameter data have been extra-
polated and the bulk value corresponds to a temperature T » 37± 5°K. The reported
result of molecular dynamics calculation was T - 34+ 3*K for a~150 - atom cluster ( 3 ).
This gives another support to the hypothesis of a small temperature variation.

- C02 . Extrapolated lattice parameter measurements lead to a value T - 108 •_ 10°K.

- Oj . On diffraction patterns from large (>2 clusters, we observe the cubic structure,
yo 2 i which is known to exist in a short range of temperature 43.6 < T< 54.4SK at
zero pressure. The extrapolated lattice parameter data gives T * 48.5 ̂  2°K which
is in perfect agreement with the observed structure. ~

- N.. We observe the low-temperature structure, a N,, which is cubic and exists for
T < 35.5°K at zero pressure. Extrapolated data give a lattice parameter slightly
larger than the maximum compatible with the cubic structure. This seems due to the
presence of non-cristalline structure noticeable on the diffraction patterns, the
consequence of which is an underestimate of cluster size. The N« cluster temperature
in then probably close to the transition temperature 35.5"K.

- H,0. Limitations in our experimental conditions result in a maximum ice cluster size
of some 1500 molecules per cluster. It makes it impossible to use extrapolated lattice
parameter data. Among strong non-crystalline characters, diffraction lines can be
assigned to cubic ice structure. For bulk solid, the range of temperature corresponding
to this structure depends highly on experimental conditions of formation :
120 < T < 195°K can be considered as a maximum range from data taken in the litte-
rature. The Diffraction pattern from largest ice cluster provides only a rough estimate
of the temperature through < u^ > measurement : we obtain T - 185 +_ 2°K.

C. Temperature and intermolecular_potential

Considering our experimental results, it appears clearly that the stronger the
attraction between two molecules, the higher the cluster temperature. Then the cluster
temperature should be related with some intermolecular potentiel. This is consistent
with condensation-evaporation process which occurs during the growth of clusters in an
expanding jet ( 5 ). In order to get a semi-quantitative relation, we need a simple
molecular potential. We can make the asumption that surface molecules, for instance the
last ones to escape from the cluster, have various relative orientations and that their
interaction can be described by a core potential. Such a potential function is similar
to that of Lennard-Jones and takes into account the sizes and shapes of the molecules
but not their relative orientations. Potential parameters, particularly the well-depth -6?.
are related to virial coefficients measurements (6,7). Fig. t gives cluster temperatures
T vscorresponding core potential parameter e. Ar, O2 and CO- values are alined and even
the H,0 value is in surprising agreement, if we consider the rather small-sized cluster
involved. By use of Fig. 1, we find 32.5 « T < 35.5°K for N 2 cluster temperature.

D. Temperature and surface structure

A temperature of 27 + 3*K has been reported ( 3 ) for 40 - atom Argon clusters,
significantly lower then The temperature 34 *_ 3°K of 150-atom clusters. In fact, the
surface structure - for instance the number of nearest neighbours for a surface molecule -
changes rapidly when N < 100 atoms and the condensation-evaporation process yields a
lower temperature. But for the molecular clusters considered with IT > 1000 molecules,
the surface structure is not expected to vary, that is consistent with an almost size-
independent temperature.
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4. CONCLUSION
Lattice parameter measurements provide the best way to get the temperature of large

clusters (IT > 1000 molecules). As we observe an increase in lattice parameter with
increasing site, we use extrapolated lattice parameter value, i.e. the equivalent bulk
value, to estimate the cluster temperature. Experimental indications exist to assume a
weak variation of T with cluster size. Considering clusters of different molecules,
the linear variation of T with the well-depth of the intermolecular core potential
gives argument to extend to all molecular clusters the condensation - evaporation procei'
propoaed previously, on the basis of Argon experiments. Practically, this relation could
provide a first estimate of the temperature of other large molecular clusters.
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On the Character of Small ArnK
+ ionic Clusters

R.D. Etters
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J.V.Dugan

Science and Technology Committee, Rayburn Bid.

Washington, D.C. 20525

The thermodynamic properties of small aggregates of neutral atoms and ions

are difficult to calculate for several reasons. First, the potential has been

accurately determined only for a small number of ion-atom pairs . Secondly, except

for the hetrogeneous dimer, the total interaction cannot be accurately described

by a pairwise additive expression. Finally, the interaction is given by a com-

plicated set of coupled, non-linear, integral equations.As a result, most previous

works can be classified into two catagories of approximation. Dynamic calculations

have been performed using simplified model potentials. Alternatively, there are

static calculations which employ a more accurate representation of the N-body

potential.

This work describes a self-consistent formalism that overcomes previous

limitations in that it dynamically calculates system properties, based upon the full

N-body potential, without an a-priori designation of the equilibrium structures.
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Consider the system Ar K+, containing a single ion at the instantaneous

position r. (t), and N-l neutral atoms at positions r.(t), i-2,3 N. The ion-

neutral pair potential can be expressed in the form

Vn+(l.k) - V0(r,k) + Vd.B(rlfc) -

rlk

where the short range and dispersion terms, VQ and
 v
dii, are obtained from recent

potential data . The third term in Eq.(l) is the strongly attractive ion-induced

dipole, polarization interaction. E. is the total electric fiald at the location

of atom k,«fc is the atomic polarizability (1.64 % for Ar), and *(*llt) accounts

for the change in the polarization interaction from its asymptotic value, due to

overlap at small separations .A small (M.5Z) contribution to the potential comes from

the electric field E\ - E Ej. , where E.. is produced at the ionic site by the ion-

induced dipole on neutral atom k. E. induces a dipole moment p. • n.E. on the ion

with polarizability a. - 1.2 & for K*. The interaction of this dipole with the

neutral atoms give rise to the last two terms in Eq.(l). Vn+(l,k) agrees closely

with the results of ref.(l) but explicitely displays the E. field dependence, a neces-

sary feature of our exposition for N > 2.

The interaction between a pair of neutral atoms is

nn LJ 4
rjk

where V ^ is the Lennard-Jones 6-12 pair potential for Ar, with parameters

(e - 119.8 K, o - 3.4 X) . The second term represents the ion-induced dipole inter-

action between pairs of neutral atoms.

The total potential for the system is

VT" JaV 1^* jLiVJ'W O)

This potential form, depending on all pairwise interactions is illusional.
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Each term in Eq.(3) is actually an N body potential, depending simultaneously on

the positions of every particle in the system. This complicating circumstance is

entirely due to the expression for the electric field E. at the site of each atom

or ion.

kl nft kn

The first term gives the field on the fc— neutral atom due to the point ionic

charge e, and the second term gives the field on the k atom (or ion if k-1)

from ion-induced dipoles on all the other particles. The form of Eq.(4) was

determined by transforming the dipole fields from the coordinate axes of each

dipole to a coordinate system specifying the locations of all particles, a crucial

simplification. This term couples together the dynamic behavior of all particles in the

system. Only moderately important for small N, it increasingly reduces E^ as N increases,

tending to destabilize larger clusters. Equation (4) represents a set of coupled,

non-linear equations for the electric field.

The thermodynamic expectation values of physical quantities are determined

by an average over ensembles, selected with a bias given by the Boltzmann probability

distribution. This Monte-Carlo method proceeds as follows. An ensemble is randomly

selected. The electric field t^, k-l.........N is iteratively calculated for that

ensemble by first replacing E , on the right side of Eq.(4), with the field due to

the ionic point charge. One iteration is sufficient to determine the fields to well

under )X error. The results are then used to calculate V T (Eq.3). This procedure

is repeated for every ensemble used to obtain thermodynamic averages. What results

is a way of determining the interaction for all possible configurations of atoms and

ion, and hence the dynamical behavior of the ionic system is deduced self-consistently.

The clusters investigated have the following features in common. At low tempe-

ratures they form crystallites and, when the temperature is increased to Tm(N),
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m melting transition occurs. Continued heating produces spontaneous disassociation

abruptly at T-(M). The values of these temperatures are displayed on Table (1).

The substantial decrease in T_ wich increasing N can be understood by noticing

that stability against disassociation is directly related to the strength of the

ion-neutral bond. This bond strength is given by the average ArK potential energy

. >shown on Table (1). The decrease of the ion-neutral bond strength with in-

creasing N is almost entirely due to the dominant polarization interaction which,

in turn, depends exclusively on the strength of the electric field. As expected from

the TB(N) behavior, Table (I) shows that the electric field on all particles de-

creases with increasing N. The cause of this behavior is an electrical analogue

of Lenz's law. The ionic point charge produces fields, and hence dipoles, on all

the surrounding atoms. The atomic dipoles, in turn, produce fields on each other

that act to reduce the net field at the atomic sites. The greater the number of

ion-induced dipoles, the greater the reduction in net field strength. Hence, the

N dependence is transparent. The relative lack of large ionic clusters has been

2 6
observed experimentally ' .

The low temperature structures are icosahedral for N-13, with the ion in

the middle. N-7 forms an octahedron, with the ion in the middle, and N-5 forms

a skewed structure. N-3 is an isoscoles triangle. The only structure in common

with Ar neutral clusters is the icosahedron. This and the much higher disassociation

temperatures, compared to the neutral clusters , is a consequence of the strong

ion-neutral bond.
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• N

3

5

7

13

Tn(K)

8 ± 2

19 ± 1

11 1 0.5

TB(K)

125 ± 5

98 ± 2

80 ±10

48 ± 2

< V l n / e >

- 11.3

- lO.fl

- 9.2

- 5.8

<E

0.

0.

0.

0.

* 1 >

488

446

425

300

<E,>

0.074

0.078

0.026

0.004

Table (I). The melting and disassociation temperatures, in Kelvin units,

the average ion-neutral bond strength at T - 1.0 K

<V]n>, in units of e - 119.8 K, and the average electric field

on the atoms <E ,.> and on the ion <E|>, in units of

(esu/cm )xl0 , at T • 1.0 K, versus cluster size.
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ATOMIC IMTIIMCTiaM WITH QUMRUN FLUID C U l i m S i CBOSS-JR DsTLKTION

or 3m- M B 4n-cui8TOi8

by

J. Gspann and B. Vollaar

Institut fur Kernverfahrenstechnlk der Universitat und des Kernfor-
achungszentrums Karlsruhe* 7SOO Karlsruhe, Germany

Introduction. As a consequence of the quantum properties of helium•
clusters of helium atoms cannot freeze as a result of the evaporation
cooling taking place during their flight through vacuun. Even at the
absolute zero of temperature about 25 bars of pressure are needed
for bulk liquid 4Be, and about 32 bara for bulk liquid 3He, to solidify.
These values are not reached by the internal pressures of heliua clusters
however small because of the snail surface tensions of the helium
liquids. Consequently, helium clusters are distinguished from all
other kinds of clusters by remaining always liquid.

In addition, the helium liquids may become superfluid below some
critical temperature which is 2*17 K for bulk liquid 4He under its
own vapor pressure and 0.93x10 K.with unpressurized bulk liquid 3Be.
Although the respective properties of very small free helium droplets
are not known, in view of the orders of magnitude of the critical
temperatures of the bulk liquid it seens rather unlikely that the
evaporation cooling of clusters may suffice for 3He-clustera to

superfluid while with 4Be-clusters it could well be the case.

We have studied earlier the velocity dependence of the total scattering
of Cs atomic beams by 4Be-cluster beams, in comparison with correspon-
ding experiments with N2- and lie-cluster beams /1, 2/. Only with the
4He-cluster beams a deficiency in the effective total scattering
compared to the expected bnhavlour has been observed which was largest
near 200 m/s of relative velocity. However, it is difficult to estimate,
and therefore still a matter of investigation, to which extent this
effect could be attributed to the presence of a small amount of
unrondensed helium atoms in the cluster beam /3/.

In the present paper we are giving a first account on an experimental
study of the drag coefficients in free molecular flow of helium clusters
of either isotope. The drag coefficients describe the respective
efficiencies of linear momentum transfer onto the clusters and are
found to be appreciably lower for helium than for nitrogen clusters /*/
which is ascribed to the fluidity of the helium clusters.
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Experimental. The scheme of the experimental arrangement which is
shown in figure 1 resembles closely the one used earlier for studying
the mass separation of nitrogen clusters effected by cross-jet
deflection /4/. The cluster beam is generated by skianing a partly
condensing flow of preceded gas through a converging-diverging
nozzle of 0.11 nun throat diameter and 10° Initial divergence. For the
generation of 3He-cluster beans a nearly complete recycling of the
very costly feed gas had to bn installed within the experimental
set-up /3/.

The cluster beam is deflected by an intersecting free jet of carbon
dioxide, or of xenon, which is cryopumped by a cold trap with liquid
nitrogen, or liquid neon respectively. The convergent cross-jet noEsle
has an orifice diameter of 0.22 mm and may be turned around the point
of intersection of the axes of the cluster beam and the cross-jet,
changing the angle B in order to change the relative flow velocity.
The distance of the cross-jet nozzle from the cluster ioeam axis is
adjusted so as to produce at a suitably chosen cross-jet source pressure
a deflection of the cluster beam of 2.5°, with focusing of the deflected
beam /5/ at the detector entrance aperture.

The working principle of the time-of-flight mass analyser has been
described in detail earlier /6/. Important changes to be noted here
are the replacement of the mechanical beam chopping by pulsed electron
impact ionization and the introduction of a stripper grid at the end
of the cluster flight path which disassembles some of the cluster ions
allowing thus sufficient post-acceleration for secondary electron
multiplication to become possible.

Results. Figure 2 shows measured drag coefficients C- of Be-, Be-,
and N -clusters as a function of the cluster size. Since the clusters
are always small compared to the mean free path in the cross-jet flow
the drag coefficients pertain to free molecular flow conditions. With
nitrogen clusters the earlier measured value of a drag coefficient of
about 3 has been confirmed and found to be practically size-independent
over 2 orders of magnitude of the cluster size.

On the other hand, the drag coefficients of helium clusters are found
to be smaller than 2 and increase with increasing cluster size. The
data obtained with a Xe cross-jet are somewhat below those observed
with a CO. cross-jet but otherwise confirm the trend of the latter.

A value of the drag coefficient of 2 means that the linear momentum
transferred per unit time just equals the linear momentum flow intercepted
by the cross sectional area of the cluster, which has been assumed to
be that of a sphere with the density of the corresponding bulk material.
Drag coefficients larger than 2 normally arise from the reflection or
reevaporation of the impinging particles. Drag coefficients smaller
than 2 are very unusual and seem to point to a penetration of the
clusters by some of the Impinging particles which may be possible
owing to the fluidity of the helium clusters.
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CLUSTER BEAM FORMATION FROM SOLID MATERIALS
AND APPLICATIONS OF IONIZED-CLUSTER BEAM

Toshinori TAKAGI, Isao YAMADA, and Akio SASAKI

Department of Electronics, Kyoto University
Yoshida Honmach, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606, Japan

1 Introduction

A new type of ion source "Vapourized-Cluster Ion Source" has been developed in 1972 for the purpose

of deposition and epitaxy.(1) The cluster consisting of lO'-lO' atoms coupled loosely each other is formed

by an adiabatic expansion ejecting the vapour of materials into a high vacuum region through a nozzle of a

heated crucible. The clusters are ionized by electron bombardment and accelerated along with neutral clus-

ters toward a substrate. The new techniques which use an ionized-cluster beam may be named "lonized-Clus-

ter Beam Deposition (ICBD) and Epitaxy (ICBE)". These techniques are very useful in the growth of single

crystal layer and the deposition of improved quality of the film with a strong adhesion.<2) < 3 )

In this paper, the experimental results of the cluster size dependence of nozzle diameter and of crucible

temperature are reported for Ag. Fundamental firm properties and film formation mechanisms of metal and

semiconductor are also studied. Ouster size has been measured by using electrostatic energy analyzer. This

method is much easier as compared with the time-of-flight method which was used before by u s . ( 2 ) ( 4 )

The concept of a cluster ion has been utilized previously only with gaseous state of materials. In the

study '5* " \ the mean cluster size which measured by using ExB mass analyzer was in the order of between

lO'-lO* atoms/cluster. Recently the results of CdTe deposition by our ICBE technique have been reported

by another group.<7) The clustering process, the ionization of the clusters, the cluster size, and the interac-

tion of the ionized-cluster beam with a substrate have been discussed. The size of CdTe cluster was around 103

atoms/duster.

D Vapourized-metal cluster formation and cluster size measurement

Metal vapour is ejected into a high vacuum region through a small nozzle of a heated crucible in which

metal is vapourized. Metal vapour aggregate, that is cluster, is formed by an adiabatic expansion. During the

expansion, random thermal velocity of the atoms is transformed into a directed translation^ velocity. The

kinetic energy of the cluster is much greater than that of the thermal energy of atom because the velocity and

the mass of one cluster are greater than that of one atom.

The kinetic energy E ^ of a cluster consisting of N atoms is expressed by

Ekln =» i m N V *j (1)

where m is the mass of the atom and Vej is the ejection velocity. Assuming that the uniform ejection velocity

Vej has been given to all atoms in the vapour through the expansion, Vej is expressed by
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7-1
Po
Po

l-(i-)v P o '
y

(2)

where 1 : ratio of the specific heat*,
Po • metal vapour pressure in the crucible,
p : metal vapour pressure in the vacuum chamber, and
Po : density of the vapour in the crucible.

The E k i n is measured by an electrostatic 127° energy analyzer. If the ionized-cluster it accelerated by the ac-
celeration voltage V, c c , beam energy Eis given by

where Vd: deflection voltage between electrodes,
R2: radius of curvature of the outer cylinder, and
Ri: radius of curvature of the inner cylinder.

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the apparatus for the cluster size measurement system. The dus-
ter size is obtained from the measured value of Vd and calculated by the equations (1) - (3). Figure 2 shows
the typical results of the cluster size dependence of Ag on the crucible temperature for different nozzle diame-
ters. Cluster formation appears remarkably from the expansion ratio po/p of 101 - 1 0 s and saturates over 1 0 * -
10*. The results show that the size of cluster is increased with the nozzle diameter at a high vapour pressure
region for 0.3 mm* and 1 mm* nozzle diameters. But for l.S mm* or larger nozzle diameter, pressure difference
between inside and outside of crucible cannot keep enough high to have the adiabaic expansion, therefore size of
the cluster is less than that of the cluster from 1 mm* nozzle. The center value of cluster sizes was about 3 x 1 0 *

- 5 X 10* from the calculation by above mentioned
method using measured Vd . In the calculation of Vej,
we assumed the ideal adiabatic expansion occurred.
But actual ejection velocity is less than the value from
the calculation, because of the flow resistivity during
the expansion through the nozzle. Therefore actual
cluster size is greater than the values shown in the
figure. This results coincide with the previous
experiments by the time-of-flight method where the
mean cluster size was about 10 s atoms/duster and
the distribution of the cluster size was about 5 0 0 -
2000 atoms/cluster.(2)ELECTRON EMITTER

FOR I0N1ZAT10N

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of
cluster size analyzer.
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Cluster size dependence on the crucible temperature
for different nozzle diameters.

Ill Fundamental properties of the films by the ionized-chuter beam deposition and epitaxy.

Principal advantages of ICBD and ICBE are uses of the kinetic energy of accelerated cluster ions which

convert to thermal, sputtering and implantation energies and adatom migration. The migration effect is an

important characteristics of ionized-cluster beam deposition and epitaxy. The migration occurs when both

ionized and neutral clusters are broken up into atoms upon impact with a film or substrate surface. This was

„„,„„ ,,,-,„. confirmed by electron microscopic

! observations. Figure 3 shows the

••ram ^ H • • ~™^.'~ , ,.^ micrographs of films formed by mi-

grated particles.

The films formed by ICBD

shows good adhesion as shown in

Fig. 4, high packing density as shown

in Fig. 5, and good crystalline states.

The ICBE is useful for the growth

of a single Si crystal on a relatively

low temperature substrate (300-

800°C) in conventional vacuum sys-
t e m O f ' - l O " 4 Torr.). Figure 6

shows electron diffraction patterns of
Fig.3 Electron micrographs of films

formed by migrated deposits.
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Fig. 5 Packing density dependence
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Fig 6 Diffraction patterns of Si epitaxial films by "ICBE.

epitaxial films. Crystalline state could be improved by changing the acceleration voltages.

The ICBD and ICBE are successfully applied to electron device fabrication and to crystal growth, such

as thin film type solar cell by Si epitaxial growth, ZnS:Mn DC EL cell, ohmic contact formation on Si substrate,

SOS (Si on sapphire) growth, compound semiconductor (for example, InSb and GaAs), and etc. This technique

has also high potentialities in flexible circuit fabrication on insulating film and interconnection in IC or LSI.
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CADMIUM TELLURIDE_l^]fER_DEroSITION_USING_THE_IONIZEp_CLUSTER_BEAM_TECHNIQUE

by J . B . THEETEN and A.MIRCEA-ROUSSEL

Laboratoires d'electrique et de physique appliquee, b.p. IS, Paris 7677-49, France

ABSTRACT.

Two systems are described which produce a beam of ionized

clusters ( *, 1O3 atoms) of CdTe. Following the idea of Takagi et al*-1-*,

this beam is used for CdTe layer deposition. Transmission and scanning

electron microscopy and electrolytic Schottky diode method are used to

assess the deposited layers. Deposition on CdTe and GaAs substrates are

discussed as a function of: l) the temperature of the substrate, 2) its

orientation, 3) the acceleration energy of the clusters.

[lj see for instance : T. TAKAGI, I.YAMADA, A. SASAKI
J.Vac.Sc.Tech. 12., 6_ (1965) 1128.

* this work has been partly supported by D.G.R.S.T. under contract 75-7.H88
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ABSOLUTE TOTAL ELASTIC CROSS-SECTIONS FOR COLLISIOHS OF

O2-He, Nef Ar, Kr AND Xe AT THERMAL ENERGIES.

E.Luzzatti", F.Pirani and F.Vecchiocattivi
Dipartimento di Chimica dell'Univcrsita - 06100 Perugia-ITALY
•Laboratorio Motodologie Avanzate Inorganiehe, CNR - 00100 ROMA

The shape of glory undulations in the velocity dependence

of the total elastic cross-section can be modified by the effect

of the potential anisotropy in the atom-molecule systems. In the

Og-rare gases systems, since oxygen is a relatively small homo-

nuclear diatom, this anisotropy effect is expected to be not

very significant for the total croBS-sections at thermal energies

and without state selection. In this work the absolute total

cross-sections for 0,-He, Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe systems have been

measured in a velocity range between 0.4 Km/sec and 2.4 Km/sec,

and the cross-sections are tentatively interpreted assuming the

usual potential model of spherical symmetry.

The details of the molecular beam apparatus used for the

total elastic cross-section measurements are given elsewhere ,

and only the experimental conditions are described here. The

cross-sections have been obtained from the attenuation of a

velocity selected (3?S FWHM) beam through a scattering chamber,

filled with the target gas. All the target gas have been kept

at liquid air temperature except Xe which has been kept at room

temperature. For all the systems an 0 2 beam produced in a source

at -v 800°K is used. Additional measurements are carried out to

extend the investigated velocity ranges cross-sections for 02-Ne

system have also been measured using an Og beam from a source at

room temperature, and in the case of Og-He and Og-Ar, cross-

-Bections have also been measured using the oxygen as target.

All the laboratory cross-sections, Qeff(v.j), are deconvoluted

to the center of mass cross-sections, Q(v), using the least

squares procedure of ref.2, except for Ar-Og and Og-Xe systems,



I'APh'H i.1/

where the method is not reliable. This ia because the velocity

spread of the target molecules in these cases ie larger than the

velocity spacing of glory undulations. Cross sections are shown

in fig.1 against the laboratory Telocity, v1, or the relative

velocity, v. As for 02-Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe cross sections are re-

ported as Qefffv,,)^2/5 or Q(v)»v2y'5. In the C>2-Ne, Ar, Kr and

Xe systems| glory extrema are observed, and from the average

dependence (» v~ ' ) of the absolute croas-section, the van der

Waals constants, G,, are obtained and reported in table I toge-

ther with the constants calculated via the Slater-Kirkwoort

formula , The experimental and the theoretical results agree

satisfactorily*

h beat-fit of the cross sections have been tried with some

usual potential model as LJ(12,6), exp( u ,6) and MS'/. As for the

seoorkd one,<xhaa been kept fixed, for every system, at a value

of 13.772. The MSV has been used with the experimental van der

Waals constants of table I, and with a spline function in the

range 1.10 <r/r < 1.45. The best-fit potential parameters arem
listed in table II. As an example of the best-fit, the cross-

-eections, calculated using the LJ(12,6) parameters of table II,

are reported in fig* 1 as solid lines. The measured cross-sections

appear well reproduced, within the experimental error, by these

isotropic potential models.

A comparison is possible for the present best-fit potentials

with the LJ(12,6) parameters reported previously' . For 0o-He
(A)

the parameters obtained ' from best-fit of the relative elastic

cross-sections appear in good agreement with the values of this

paper. For 0,,-Ar and O_-Kr the parameter for LJ(12,6) potentials,
(5)EP available from differential cross-sections , do not agree

very well with the present ones. However it should be noted that,

in differential cross-sections of ref.5, a strong effect due to

the potential anisotropy makes it difficult to extract the best-

-fit potential parameters. For 02-Ar system an investigation by

infrared spectroscopy at 93°K is also reported . In this case
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TABLE I. Van der Waals constants.

SYSTEM

Og-Xe

O2-Kr

O2-Ar

O2-Ne

06(x10"

EXPERIMENTAL

163±12

1134.9

81+6

24 t2

erg cm )

THEORETICAL*

150
108

80

27

a) The theoretical constants are calculated using for
the polarizability of the rare gases those of Ref.7
and for 0 2 that of Ref.8,
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the spectrum was interpreted by an anisotropio potential model
•ade up by a sinusoidal potential added to a LJ(12,6). The para-
meters of the spherical part of the potential, that i s of the
LJ(12,6), are in very good agreement with the present ones.
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TABLE I I . Best-fit potential parameters.

System

O2-He

O2-He

02-Ar

O2-Kr

02-Xe

Potential
Model

LJ(12,6)

LJ(12,6)
exp(o«,6)
MSV

LJ(12,6)

MSV
LJ(12,6)
exp(s<,6)
MSV

LJ(12,6)
exp(c(,6)

s

(x1O*15 erg)

4.0
4.0

9.0
9.0
9.5
18.0
18.0
19.0

21.7
21.8
24.0

24.9
25.0

(x10~ cm)

3.44
3.50

3.32
3.39
3.50

3.62
3.69
3.90

3.71
3.78
4.12

3.85
3.92

(x108 cm"1)

_—

-' " '

1.9

1.9
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THE TOTAL COLLISION CROSS SECTION OF AP.-AR AS

A FUNCTION OF VELOCITY IN THE THERMAL RANGE

C.A. Linse, J.J.H. van den Biesen and C.J.N. van den Meijdenberg

Huygens Laboiatorium, Rijksuniversiteit Leiden, The Netherlands

To describe the Ar-Ar interaction several potentials have been proposed

(refs. I, 2, 3). These potentials have been derived starting from different

bulk property data as well as spectroscopic and differential cross section

data. The measurements of the glory structure in the total cross section

as performed by Bredewout (ref. 4) provided in principle an essential test

for the existing potentials. However, the overall energy dependence of the

measured cross sections was not in agreement with the theoretically pre-

dicted C 6 and Cg values. Therefore new measurements were performed with

improved angular and velocity resolution. Relative values for the total

cross section were again derived from measurements of the attenuation of

a velocity selected primary beam (ref. 4).

The essential improvements are the following. The scattering gas is

obtained from a supersonic source which can be operated at room temperature

and at 112 K. In this way the lowest relative velocity g attained for Ar-Ar

is 650 m/s. Due to the small velocity spread in the beam the damping of the

glory amplitude is limited to 1.7Z of the total cross section at extremum

number 2.5 where the effect of the velocity spread is largest. A second im-

provement is obtained by placing the detector in a separate ultra high va-
—9cuum chamber in wi.ich the total pressure during the experiment is 1 x 10 torr.

A quadrupole filter is used for mass separation. The quality of the signal

allows a very narrow collimation of the beam. The angular resolution func-
-4tion W(8) of the apparatus has a half value angle of 2.7 x 10 rad, which

gives rise to an angular resolution correction of 3Z at 4000 /s. Data are

collected by a PDP 11/20 computer, sampling the incoming beam intensity IQ

and the attenuated beam intensity I as well as the background. The maximum

attenuation allowed is 27Z. The secondary source pressure is never higher

than 30 torr at 112 K. Under these conditions the fraction of dimers is ex-

perimentally found to be lower than 0.1X.

Measurements have been performed in the relative velocity range 650 /s

to 1450 m/s with the secondary nozzle at 112 K and in the range from 770 /s
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a 2100 m /s at 294 K. From 2100 m /s to 3900 m/s measurements were done with
full beam intensity without velocity selection. This resulted in an extra
correction for the velocity spread of 0.2Z at the most, which was neglected
for the present purpose.

The total correction for angular resolution and velocity spread has
been calculated for the Barker-Fisher-Watts potential according to ref. 4
and has been applied to the data to obtain total cross sections. The actual
choice of the potential for this calculation is not important since the cor-
rections have been shown to be small. The results are shown in fig. I.

4000

Fig. 1

The total cross section of Ar-Ar as a function of
relative velocity.
Measured cross sections in arbitrary units:
A « secondary nozzle at 112 K.
9 • secondary nozzle at 294 K.
Calculated cross sections, scaled to the experi-
mental data:

Barker-Fisher-Watts potential.
Maitland-Smith potential.
Parson-Siaka-Lee potential.
*

As one can see there are s t i l l differences between the results of the
measured and calculated cross sections. However, the energy dependence of
the cross section remains within the limits to be expected from the theo-
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retical predictions. Measurements on the systeas Ar-Kr and Kr-Ar are in pro-
gress to provide a further internal check on the present results.

This work is part of the research program of the "Stichting voor Fun-
damenteel Onderzoek der Materie (FOM)" and has been made possible by finan-
cial support from the "Nederlandse Organisatic voor Zuiver Wetenschappelijk
Onderzoek (ZWO)".
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Velocity dependence of total cross-section and small' angle differential

cross-sections for Kr-Ar. • •

P.M.A. van der Kam, H.C.W. Beijerinck, W. Thijssen, D. Bol, and N.F. Verster

Physics Department, Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, The

Netherlands

Introduction • . ,. ,

The existence of glory undulations in the total cross-section Q is well

established both experimentally and theoretically. On theoretical grounds

they should also be present in tl,e small-angle differential cross-section

o (e). Pritchard has suggested to measure the glory undulations in small-

sagle scattering experiments. However, no experimental results are available.

In combination with total cross-section measurements they offer the

possibility to determine absolute values of Q. This type of experiments has
2)3)

been done by Henrichs et al ' ' tot the system CsP-Ar, resulting in absolute

values with an accuracy of 2X.

Theory

In the semiclassical approximation the scattering amplitude f (o) can be
4)

calculated from two contributions . The first one, f(o) , is due to the

small phase shifts at high 1-values, caused by the long range attractive

part of the potential Cgr
 8. The second contribution f(o) . is due to the

stationary phase shift near the maximum phase shift, corresponding to the glory-

trajectory. The complex quantity f(o)-f(°>attr+f(°)gl is shown as a vector in

figure 1. As the relative velocity g between the collision partners increases

f(o) . rotates clockwise giving rise to the glory undulations. Thus can be

written Q • Q + Q and o(o) • o(o) + o(o)

As o(o) - |f(o)|2 and Q - (4r.'k) Im f(o) the relative amplitude of the glory

undulations in o(o) is a factor 2 cos (w/(a-l)) greater than in Q. Due to the

angle it/(s-I) between f(o) and the imaginary axis the extrema in the undulations

in o(o) will be shifted towards higher velocities in comparison to the extreme

in Q.With increasing scattering angle e the vector f(e) will rotate towards

the imaginary axis and this phase-difference will decrease. For s-6 this phase

angle has decreased to 0.12w for 6*-1 and to 0.02* for 0*-2, with 0*-e/Q and
Q
e" (4ir/Q)Vk, the characteristic angle of the differential cross-section, and

0 the c m . scattering angle.

Quantum mechanical JWKB calculations of o(e*)flttr# for e*<8 are well described

(within \Z) by the following analytical approximation (for s- 6) 6 )

7/6 (1)

The parameters cQ, c, and c2 have been obtained with a least squares f i t ,
resulting in cQ-2.936, c,-3.6l and c2"0.578.
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Experimental set-up

The cross section measurements were done in a crossed beam apparatus.

For the primary beam an effusive source in the transition region was used,

adjustable from 300K to 1800K. The secondary beam is a cryopumped supersonic

beam, adjustable between 300K and A00K.

The time-of-flight method is employed for velocity analysis of the primary

beam. A schematic view of the experimental geometry is shown in figure 2.

The total cross-section experiments consisted of measuring time-of-flight

spectra from the primary beam with and without secondary beam. These experi-

ments were done with Ar-Kr (all diaphragms 0.5 mm diameter).

For the differential coss-section measurements the scanner diaphragm

was displaced 0.55 ran from the beam axis, resulting in a complete shielding of

the primary beam from the detector. With the secondary beam switched on a T.O.F.

spectrum is recorded from the differentially scattered particles. At regular

time intervals the scanner diaphragm was returned to the beam axis, and T.O.F.

spectra of the primary beam were recorded with und without secondary beam.

Comparison yields the information to calculate ti.e differential cross-section

as a function of g. These experiments were done witis Kr-Ar (background).

Extensive 20K cryopumping was used, resulting in a working pressure of
_g

10 Torr. All experiments were computer controlled, enabling long measuring

times (10-15 hours).

Data Analysis

Due to the finite angular resolution it is necessary to know the transmise'T.
2 2

function n,,(6 ,g) for each experimental geometry used. The nw(9 ,g) are obtained

using a Monte Carlo method . Trajectories are taken through random positions

in the three diaphragms and the resulting c m . scattering angle is calculated.

The lab.-cm. transformation and thus the experimental geometry, is contained

in nv(0 ,g). For each lab. displacement y of the scanner diaphragm and for
2 2

each relative velocity g nv (0 ,g) is given as a histogram in 0 . The actual
2

convolution of cross-sections with n ( 0 tg) used the first five moments of the
histogram.

In the total cross-section measurements the attenuation of the primary beam

is given by
N = Noexp (-5Qexp (g))

with N and N the defector signal with and without secondary beam,respectivily,

and 5»nlg/v., where n is the density in and 1 the length of the scattering centre,

and V| the velocity of the primary beam.
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The attenuation £Q has to be corrected for forward scattered particles,

resulting in ^
5Q(g)-Wexp (g)

 + e/o(e2,g)no(e
2,g)de2.

The detector-signal d8e to differentially scattered particles is given by

Ny-No 5exp(-W(g)) "exp(y.8) - No 5exp(-?Q(g)) J o(92,g) ny(e
2,g)d02.

for three equal collimators. °

Using (I) the behaviour of a(0) t as a function of g can be calculated.

Then a (y(g) will oscillate around this calculated cross-section, with glory

extrema shifted in comparison to those in the total cross-section.

Results

In figure 3.2 the smoothed result of a total cross-section measurement is shown

not yet corrected for forward scattering. The positions of the extrema are in good

agreement with a J.W.K.B. calculation , as given in fig. 3.1. The forward
-i -3 -I -3

scattering correction amounts to 27 at g • 0.76 10 , to 1.4X at g • 1.03 10

and to 0.9Z at g~ - 1.29 10~ . Mien including these corrections the amplitudes

are still smaller than the calculated ones, partially due to velocity spread of

the scattering centre.

In figure 3.3. the resulting glory minimum of a differential cross-section

measurement is given, also smoothed. The position of the minimum is shifted

0.04 10 "* sm in comparison to the minimum in Q. With a glory period of 0.54 10~3

sm this corresponds to a shift of 0.47 rad. This is in agreement with the

calculated angle between f(0) . and the imaginary axis, which is 0.44 rad at
-1 -1 *

g - 10 ' (0 - 0,9). The amplitude is close to the theoretical prediction.
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3.2 Relative total cross-section for Ar-Kr.

primary beam Ar, T - 1400 K, 650< v.< 1450 cis
8OU1TC6 " I

secondary beam Kr, T

-1

T - 320 K, v, - 400 ms

3.3 Relative differential cross-section for Kr-Ar.

primary beam Kr,

secondary beam Ar, T
source

1400 K, 600<

" 3 2°
1200 ms-1

V2 " 5 7°
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Elastic Scatteringof Ions: Determination of the Ground and Excited
States of XeO+ from Rainbow and Stueckelberg Oscillations

A. Ding, J. Karlau, J. Weise
Hahn-Meitner-Institut fur Kernforschung Berlin GmbH, Bereich Strahlen-

chemie, D 1000 Berlin 39 .

Molecular beam experiments prqvideanforn^tipn about the potentials

constable molecular species. XheM»lybis of^feiasti'c differential cross

sections has yielded a vast amouti^B potential data '.

Partiejkrly interesting are the potentials of excited molecular ions,

as they play an important role in reactive and inelastic collision processes.

A typical example is the molecule XeO which is not only important for ion

molecule reactions but appears also as a shov-Jf.ved intermediate in the ex-

citation mechanism of XeO* exciplex formation. *

Elastic scattering experiments of O on Xe have been performed in the
2)usual crossed beam arrangement ; the elastic differential cross sections

have been measured over a wide range of ion energies (E
C M = 8 to 100 eV).

The O is produced either in an electron bombardment or in a plasma ion

source. Depending on the source parameters and the parent gas used (CO,

CO_, DqO in the electron bombardment source, CO in the plasma ion source)

the contribution of the ground state and the metastable states O ( S°, D,
2
P) can be varied. In the plasma source, CO seems to favour the production

+ 2
of the O ( D) state. In the electron bombardment source (parent gas CO,

+ 2D2O), however, a significant amount of O ( P) is present at high electron

energies.

Fig . l shows a correlation diagram of the lower XeO states. Accord-

ing to Wigner and Wittmer3) XeO+(4I ") results from O+(4S°), XeO+(2I~,

TT, A ) from O+(2D). and XeO+(2£ +, 21T) from O+(2P). In addition there

are several states t 2 ' 4 ^ 1 , 2< 4TT. 2 ' 4 A . 2 $ ) arising from charge ex-

change asymptotic levels (O(3P, 1D, lS) +Xe + ( 2 P 3 , 2 1 / 2 ) .
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(JC4S)+XeC
OC3P)+Xet
O(3P>*Xet

Fig. 1 - Correlation diagram for the lower states of XeO .

The differential cross sections shown in Fig. 2 exhibit several

interference patterns; two of those can be described as rainbow structures,

and two as Stueckelberg type oscillations. In order to separate the diffe-

rent states, experiments have been performed where the electron energy

was varied using the electron bombardment source. Fig.2a shows the dif-

ferential elastic cross sections for different electron energies but con-

stant ion energy. This clearly shows that rainbow structure I is predo-

minant at high electron energies, while both structures I and II together

with the Stueckelberg oscillations disappear at low electron energies, in-
4 _

dicating that they are not caused by the Z. ground state. We therefore
+ 2assign rainbow structure I to the scattering of O ( P) and Structure II to

+ 2the scattering of O ( D). A third rainbow, only visible at small angles

and low ion energies, is tentatively assigned to the ground state.

The Stueckelberg structure is clearly visible at intermediate ion
4)energies (cf. Fig.2b). Using reduced variables ( T = E • 9 and a =

N • V ^ — . ',N is the number of Stueckelberg maxima counted from the
(2yU8 '

origin) one can find the appear en ce angle of the Stueckelberg oscillations,

thus getting information on the position of the avoided crossing. According
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to the procedure of F.T.Smith we find the reduced appearance angle

as x = 1230 eV • grad. We assign Stueckelberg structure A and rainbow

structure II to two potential curves of different molecular symmetry aris-
+ 2

ing from the same asymptotic state O ( D).

Potentials have been derived from these scattering structures and

from data about the ionic radii of the atomic species. This was done using

an inversion method and partial wave calculations of the differential cross

sections.
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" <u

b) O*(aD)*XeC1S)

0 10 20 30 40 SO

Fig. 2 - Differential elastic cross sections for the scattering of O ( S , D,
2P) onXeTS)

a) Variation of the composition of the O state by changing the electron energy
E e l in the ion source (parent gas D2O) for a CM-energy of E^M = 80 eV.
I and II designate rainbow structures caused by the scattering of O+(2P) and
O+(2D). respectively;

b) Stueckelberg oscillations in the differential cross section for different ion
energies (parent gas: CO2. E e l = 30 eV). The arrows show the Stueckelberg
oscillations A.
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Dimerisation in Nozzle Beams

H. -D. Meyer

Max-Planck-Institut fur Stromungsforschung

D-3400 Gottingen, Bottingerstr. 4-8, Germany

Dimer formation in a nozzle beam of rare gases has been investigated

using a rate equation approach. Assuming the dimers are formed by a
2 3termolecular collision ' , the rate equation is:

(1)

where n_. is the number density of the dimers and n the number

density of the monomers. n_. <r< n is assumed, k, and k. are the

forward and backward rate constants. We assume isentropic flow. If

we are more than one nozzle diameter away from the nozzle, the rate

equation can be transformed to be

d (VXD> V f c | 1 -3.25
= a k(2> Zd z = a ^574 kf(2> Z U — G l z T ) ( 2 )

o

where:

mole fraction of dimers in the beam

mole fraction of dimers in the stagnation chamber.

, £ - potential well depth, kD = Boltzmann constant
*5n , T = stagnation density and temperature

d = nozzle diameter

kf = forward rate constant . . .

; V1
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& and G (. T ) are defined by the equilibrium constant for dimers

K(T):

^ = K(T) = * T= * T" 3 / 2 G ( j^ ) G(0)

Obviously for z - • oo the solution of the differential equation (1)

(i. e. the terminal mole fraction X f̂) must have the form:

' f { o ) = (3)

with some function f to be determined.

20

10 —

5 -

I I I 1 . .

—

—

—i—r—7 I i .

• / 1

/

/y^ As 50

y^^0' "* As 20

. — •

A - 1

2 -

0.S
kT/E

02 0.1 0D5

Fig. 1 Dimer mole fraction as a function of beam temperature.
The curve labeled Eq. is the equilibrium mole fraction.
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In fig. la variety of numerically integrated solutions of eq. (2) is shown.

For these particular curves k = k = const, has been assumed. The

parameter A is defined by

n d
2? (4)

" " T5/4 "f
o

If k. varies with temperature as

kf = kf • [ 3r~ ) (5)

the terminal numerical solution of eq. (2) can be very well fitted by:

n d
f ( - T O ) = q • A8 (6)

To

where A is given by eq. (4) and q and s are listed in the table as

a function of T

T

q

s

-1

0.51

0.64

0

0

0

. 3 5

. 4 4

0.

0.

1

275

37

Thus the dependence of the terminal dimer mole fraction on the stag-

nation conditions is: (p = stagnation pressure).

o o * o '

with some constant «c', fl'.

The first term represents the "prefabricated" dimers, the second

the formation of dimers during the expansion. We were able to experi-
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mentally verify this dependence of the dimer mole fraction on the stag-

nation pressure with s = 0. 6 . . . 0.8. Recently Knuth has developed

a sudden freeze model for dimer formation in nozzle beams. His

approach neglects the prefabricated part completely, but yields the

same result for the second part, if one chooses s - 2/3.

For mole fractions of dimers larger than the prefabricated ones, our

model indicates that the dimer mole fraction depends on the stagnation

conditions only by the expression:

l + s . T
*o o

For the particular cate s = 2/3, this becomes

0 - 4 T" 2 - 4

o

2 3 4 5 7
* * ' *

p-d

This will be compared with the scaling laws given in the literature
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Absolute Concentrations of Dimers in Freely Expanding Jets
of Ar» C02 and 02*

Naisin Lee and J. B. Fenn
Yale University

New Haven, Connecticut 06S20

In 1961 Bentley and Henkes independently found mass spectrometric evidence
of dimers and other small clusters in supersonic jets of carbon dioxide freely
expanding into vacuum(1,2). In the next few years Greene and Milne, Leckenby
et. al., and Hagena and Henkes reported similar observations with a number of
other gases(3,4,5). In the wake of these early studies and motivated by a variety
of interests there has been a steadily growing band of investigators concerned
with the formation, structure and properties of these so-called van der Waals
molecules which, in spite of their ephemeral nature, can reach substantial
concentrations in the small supersonic jets which have become widely used as
molecular beam sources. We report here some recent work in our laboratory which
was aimed at calibration of a mass spectrometer so that absolute concentrations
of neutral dimers might be determined. We along with others had been made
somewhat uneasy by the usual assumption that neutral dimer/monomer ratios could
be inferred directly from the dimer/monomer ion ratios obtained with mass
spectrometers.

Our approach to the calibration problem was fairly straightforward. We
passed a small stream tube from a freely expanding jet through the ion source
of a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QPS) and then into mass flux gauge (MFG). The
latter comprised a standard ionization gauge in a glass envelope whose inlet
tube was fitted with a conical metal tip having an aperture 2.4 mm in diameter.
The source nozzle was made of pyrex glass and was 41 microns in diameter. Gas
or liquid from an outside source could be passed through an annular jacket to
provide control of the source temperature. The QPS was located at an L/D of
about 2000 on the jet axis. The inlet to the MFG was at an L/D of about 4000,
also on the jet axis. The ambient pressure was about 10 torr for the nozzle
flows used in this study. There was no skimmer or collimator between the nozzle
and the QPS so that there should have been no mass discrimination due to Mach
number focussing. A flag between the nozzle and the ion source allowed us to
intercept the jet flow so that the background contribution to both QPS and MFG
signals could be determined.

•This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant
GK 2S883 and ONR through Project SQUID under contract N00O14-67-A-0226-0OO0S,
Nr-098-038.
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The QPS signal, when only monomer and dimer are present, can be repre-

sented by Ij = ni^ci antl J2 " n2^C2 wnere tne n's represent neutral number

densities in the stream tubes, I's are QPS ion currents, and the C's are

calibration constants to be determined. The contribution of n. to I, is

assumed negligible. The MPG signal is similarly I = C (n. > 2n.) = C C,I, +
S S I 6 S 1 1

2CsC2I2 wnere cs
 i n c l udes the streaming velocity which converts n into a flux

and which was determined to be the same for both species. Note that the fragile

dimers are dissociated on the hot inner surfaces of the MFC so that its signal

indicates total mass flux as monomer. T and p are first adjusted so that I.
oo t

and therefore n, are effectively zero, i.e. below the detectable level. Thus,

CSC, is determined. T and p are then adjusted so that I, and I. are observable

but no I, or higher polymer ion currents are discernible. In this way, C L is

determined and the ratio CJ/CJ is established so that n2/n, - ( C J / C J U I J / ^ )

can be used to find n,/n,. In principle, this procedure can be iterated to

determine n./n,. In practice, we were unsble to obtain useful remits because

of noise and the very narrow range of T and p over which there was I., I,

and Ij but no I where x is .4 or more.

We found that indeed there was substantial fragmentation of dimers in

the ion source. For an ionization voltage of 40 we found C-/C, was 7.5 for

argon and carbon dioxide, ibout 10 for oxygen. At 60 volts it was IS for argon.

The calibration procedure was confirmed for argon from the dependence of total

scattering cross section upon source pressure by applying the results of van

Deursen et.al. for the relative cross sections of dimer and monomer(6).

Measurements of dimer/monomer ratios were obtained for Ar, C02» and 0 2

over a range of source conditions. A sudden-freeze model was used to approximate

rate constants for dimer formation. The values so obtained were compared with

a ternary collision rate constant for Lennard-Jones molecules based on the

treatment by Kassel(7). The probability of stable dimer formation from a

3-body encounter seems to be characterized by an activation energy of about

0.38 times the attractive well depth and a steric factor of 0.18 for Ar, 0.22

for 0, and 0.46 for CO-. Figure 1 compares the experimental data with this

model. Figure 2 shows our terminal dimer/monomer ratios along with those

obtained in some previous studies.
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Although we were unable to extend our procedure and calibrate the
QPS for trimers we did study the pressure dependence of I,/I.. We found
that IJ/IJ - p° 3 where a 3 was 7.03 for Ar and 4.04 for CO2. The analogous
values of a2 for IJ/IJ were respectively 2.68 for Ar and 3.07 for C02- If
trimers are formed from a ternary encounter between a dimer and two monomers
one would expect « 3 • o2 + 2. If they are formed by a binary encounter between
two dimers one would expect a } • 2a2> If they result from a binary encounter
between a dimer and a monomer, one would expect ou • a, + 1. Thus, the values
we found suggest that the formation of Ar dimers occurs by one or both of
the first two mechanisms. In the case of CO, it appears that a simple binary
encounter between a dimer and a monomer can form a trimer which survives long
enough to be stabilized by subsequent binary collisions.
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Mechanism of homogeneous condensation of C0 ? at

rapid expansion.

Yu. S. Kuanar, A. K. Rf.brov, B. Ye. Semyachiun, F. 4. Skovorodko

and A. A. 7ost.rifc.ov

Institute of Thermophysics, Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk 90, U.S.S.R.

The gas can r^ach the saturation state by the adiabatic ex-

pansion. It is obvious, that if the number of collisions nt ti;.ta

molecules ufber approaching the saturation state ( for example,

while expanding into vacuun ) is not large, than the condensation

at such a "rapid" expansion fails to take place. By increasing

the stagnation pressure PQ or decreasing the stagnation tempe-

rature To one can provide a sufficient amount of collisions for

appearesce of a new phaaa with the appreciable effect of tb.3

latent heat on the flow parameters. It is evident, that under

such conditions the slowest limiting stage of the condensation

process determines essentially the whole process. In this paper

an atterat has been made to shov/, that the limiting sta^e of the

condensation of the rapidly expanding gas is the process of for-

mation of the critical nucleus by means of binary collisions.

The results of the numerous molecular-beam and specbroscopic

studies of CO., condensation process while expanding into VSCUHD

may be summed up as follows:

1. The molecular aeeiu intensity 7 for the given sonic noz?.le

diameter Om and given To under stagnation pressure "o i

greater than some value POM , increases fast, approaching to

" ro . The ion signals of dimer3 (C02):i, triuers (COj)^ and

tetrainers (COg)^ reach the maxima at pressure Do & little higher

than PQtt \ these over the region of Po up to their maxiiauni are

proportional to ^ [i] .
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2. At fixed Values To and d^ at Po > ^ the velocity of

the flow ^/ increases [2] .

3. When the condensation is taking place in the flow the gas tem-

perature T changes slowly [5] ,
— ' — A$

4. The moan cluster si'.e N depends on Pg , viz. /V "" 4 [^]

5. While increasing /£ the condensate mass fraction J? in the

flow increases much slower, than N [5J .

6. The scalirr ifvvs for condensation in the jets aret

where rt • 0.6 + 0.7, Ji = 5.2 + 4.5. In papers [6,7] it is

shown, that the behaviour of J , V , N , X VS. Po at ^ ,

u^= const, observed experimentally may be explained in the frames

of the classical nucleation theory. The results computed are corre-

lated by the scaling laws analogous to those observed experimental-

ly with oi = 0.6 and j3 ~ 3.5.

To elucidate the features of the process of homogeneous con-

densation and to determine the range of the applicability of equ-

ations used in computations [6,7] » the approximate analysis of

the system of gasdynaiaics equations and those, describing the kine-

tics of condesation was carried out by the method, described in [8J

The gas velocity was assumed to be constant. The supercooling
7* -T

9 = f- 1 where T, is the temperature at which the satura-
'/

tion state is reached, was assumed to be small parameter. The clas-

sical expression for the nucleation rate •* • ' 1 j

and equation for the droplet growth rate [*J

M .t*dNnJW[p{r)] , C3)
oft

were used. Here fl -gas density, CO - specific volume of liquid,

6 - surface tension, O - bond energy of a molecule in liquid,

af - diameter of the molecule, rf - the number of molecules in the
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droplet.

All the condensate parameter*, such ae «a? , At , the quantity

of oondanaata partiolaa V are found to be the funottona of aingle

parameter Z - the number of binary oolllaiona of a molecule after

approaching saturation atatat

The expreaalon for X la obtained by assuming T • T, - const

The eoeffioienta in the relations (M) are determined by gas pro-

perties. Slnoe Tt ff ** I the oondenaate maaa fraotion incre-

ases slowly with lneroaaing ^ , but A7 •* 0O * It la obvious

from (jk) that the condition of the oonatanoy of oondenaate parame-

ters ia Z • const. It results in the sealing laws, which are va-

lid only in some range of source conditions Po , £ and «#

exponents differing a little from those obtained experimentally.

One can see from (4) and (5) that the approximate analysis

describes the experiments qualitatively. The analysis Bhows that

there ia a requirement determining minimum Zmin * or the suffi-

cient droplet growth to taie place in the Jet - the requirement of

the prooeaa quasistationaxity A t max /^"rtt * i • where A *mox

ia the time interval when nuclei are formed, Tref is the time of

the nucleating rate st«iitiE*iion [9] % Atmat/r^e -J(z)

end 2/nin D*iag determined from the condition J(&*,{») "^

whloh provides imi/l >* I

The analyalu shows that relations (<0 and (?) are essentially

connected with the sharp / (&) dependence.

Some authors ( [2,4] and others) suggested the limiting role

of the dimer formation. Baaing on this assumption and considering

that at the saturation state the dlmer concentration coincides with

its equilibrium one, and the bigger particles grow by means of
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binary collisions (the experimental data confirm this fact for C02),

then the nucleation rate in this case would be

£ * Cz , (6)

where $>t and Cg are the cross-section and the equilibrium dimer

concentration. 1£ depends only on temperature, but not on superco-

oling. It appears that

that is inconsistent with the experimental data.

Thus the limiting stage of the C02 condensation in rapid expan-

sion appears to be the critical nucleus formation by means of bina-

ry collisions.

The existence of the maximum of small cluster concentrations vs.

P at 71 , a . m const at such consideration is dua to the increase
o o * point

of the relative gas temperature at the given' of the jet because of

tho condensation heat liberated.
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Mass Flux Distribution of Freely Expanding Jets Accompanied by Condensation

K. w. Enaalen and W. Obart

Insti tut fur K«rnvMrfAhran«£s?hnik der University t und das Kernforschungs-

sentxums, Postfach 3640, 7500 Karlsruhe, Germany

Cluatar beams obtained from a freely expanding nozzle flow axe ©* lntareat
2 3

both for tha study of tha baalc condensation process ' itself and with regard

to their application such aa the heating and fueling of fualon devices .

Experimental and theoretical results concerning the production and tha properties

of cluster beans were reported at earlier symposia on molecular beams ' .

In a»at of the work previously done highly collimated beams ware used which had

been produced by screening out the core of the freely expanding gas-cluster flow

using one or two skivers. Thus, tha cluster beam la only a small fraction of tha

total noszle mass flux and there la no information about the spatial pf"£ern

of the flow emerging from the nozzle, the amount of condensed gaa in relation

to the nozzle mass flux, the homogeneity of broader cluster beams, and the

spatial distribution of cluster occurrence. This Information, however, 1st

useful to discuss the dependence of the cluster beam intensity on the nozzle

geometry or on the stagnation conditions and it is also Important for optimizing

the cluster beam formation .

Experimental setup

In the experiments reported In this study the mass flux distribution of freely

expanding flows accompanied by condensation was measured when* in the absence of

a skinmter, the gas expands froa supersonic nozsles into a discharge chamber at

a base pressure of about lo"6 Torr. Thus, the complete mass flux distribution is

obtained and in addition It is guaranteed that no interference by skimmers or

coilimators afftcts the flow pattern.

* o minimize the pumping efforts the nozzle mass flux la pulsed for periods up to

10 ms. All the experiments axe carried out with hydrogen as the test gaa. The

cluster size and mass flux density are measured using a retarding field detector

and an lonization gauge, respectively.
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lta and Dlacuaalon

Tha apatlal aaaa flux diatxlbutlon and cluatar alia ara aeaaured for dlffarant

stagnation conditions and aarlaa of supersonic noaalaa. Aa a typical rasult a

proflla of tha aaaa flux and cluatar alca la shown In fig. 1. Zn addition, tha

aaaa flux dlatrlbutlon calculatad with tha Ashkenaa Sheraan8 foraula for aonle

noaala flow without condanaatlon la alao plottad In tha aaaa figure.

typical curvea of tha Intensity and cluatar alaa on tha beaa axis ara shown In

fly. 2a and 2b, respectively, aa a function of tha stagnation pressure for 3

conleal noxxloa having the aaaa dlaanalona but dlffarant noisle lengths. Zn flga.

2c and 2d tha corresponding aaaa flux distributions ara plottad for two characte-

ristics stagnation pressures.

In tha flga. 1 and 2c, d It can be aaan that tha aaaa flux distribution curves

show typical properties.

Tha apatlal distribution exhibits a distinct core portion in tha profile.

Tha cluatar alaa prof ila daaonatrataa that tha cluatara occur exactly in
thla core portion. Thus,'this range corresponds to the actual, maxlaua
usable cluater beaa.

Tha intanaity Is generally higher by a aultlple as ceapared with an uncondenaed
aonle nossle bean under tha aaaa stagnation condLUons and nosala throat
diameter. Tha Measured intensities reach up tolo atoaa ar"1*"1.

Tha dlvarganoy of tha uaabla beaa, calculatad with tha help of tha profile
half width and the virtual source point, which has been found to lia nearly
always in tha noasla exit region, la generally considerably smaller than
tha nosxla cone angle and rangea generally froa 4° to 10° for tha noszlea
•atudiad.

Tha aaaa flux of tha uaabla baaa related to the total nozzle aaaa flux, the
so-called gaa efficiency of degree of condensation, depends strongly on tha
atagnation conditions and on tha noszle geometry and variea fron aoae percent
up to about 20%. Tha total cluater flux reachaa up to 1021 atoms a"1.

Tha axperlaanta demonstrate alao the atrong influence of nozzle boundary layera

and the effect of the axpanaion downatreaa the nozzle exit on eluater baaa gene-

ration (aaa a. g. fig. 2).

Dlacuaalon of tha affect of preaaure, temperature and nozzle geeaetry ahowa that

tha aaaa flux danaity - contrary to tha cluatar alsa - la generally tha aaae if

only tha noxzlo aaaa flux and tha nozzle length ara identical.
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Fig. 1 Typical spatial mass flux and cluster size distribution of a
hydrogen cluster beam in a distance of 3O cm from the nozzle
in absence of any skimmer or collimator and a calculated curve
for a corresponding sonic nozzle flow without condensation.
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Figs. 2a, 2b Intensity and cluster size of hydrogen cluster beams as
of stagnation pressure for different nozzle lengths.

function
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Fig. 2c

Figs. 2c, 2d Spatial mass flux distribution of hydrogen cluster beams for
different nozzle lengths.
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Elastic Scattering of Metastable Helium from Helium, a Molecular Beam

Study of the Helium Excimer Potentials

Bernhard Brutschy and Hellmut Haberland

Fakultat fiir Physik der Universitat Freiburg

We have studied the long range parts of the A Z and C I

Helium excimer potentials in a crossed atomic beam experiment. The
1-4)experimental details have been described earlier in detail . Briefly,

Helium atoms of a supersonic beam of variable kinetic energy (16 - 250 meV)

and very good velocity resolution (1 to 8 Z) is excited by coaxial electron
I 3

impact to the two metastablp states (Is2s, 2 S and 2 S). The singlet state

can be quenched optically. This beam is crossed at a right angle with

a beam of ground state He atoms, and the angular distribution of the

excited Helium (He*) atoms is measured. Fig. 1 shows the experimental

results for six different kinetic energies. The scattered flux of He(2 S)

atoms is plotted against the LAB scattering angle (6_, - 2-6 ). All data
CM LAD

points are normalized with the reading of a stationary monitor detector,

which is placed 30 out of the plane of the two beams. Angular distribu-

tions for He(2 S) + He have been measured before, but for only one

kinetic energy and with less resolution , and no interaction potential

was extracted from the data.

The electronic wavefunctions for He - He must be either symmetric (g)

or antisymmetric (u) with respect to the exchange of the excitation.

Therefore the asymptotically degenerate levels split into a gerade

(C Z ) and an ungerade (A Z ) potential. From the analyses of the
u 6)

emission spectrum of a helium gas discharge one knows that both po-

tentials have deep inner minima at an internuclear separation of ̂  I A,

whose shapes are well known. Both potentials have also intermediate

maxima at 2 - 3 X whose shapes and heights are rather uncertain. Nearly

no information is available on the long range parts of the potentials,

which are so important for the understanding of collision and diffusion

processes in Helium gas discharges. The physical reasons for the unusual

structure of the potentials has been discussed in detail by Guberman and

Goddard7*.

For the scattering of identical nuclei ir. different electronic states

the scattering amplitude becomes
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f(e) - j(«g(») + « < « - • ) + fu(8) - fu(«-e))

At least four different scattering amplitudes contribute at each scatter-

ing angle. Because of this complication, and because orbiting occurs for

kinetic energies above SO meV, no inversion procedure was attempted.

The potential was determined by a trial and error method. Those parts

which are relevant to the discussion of our results are shown in Fig. 2

by the aolid lines. Only the outer part of the C £ potential is given,

as its intermediate maximum is too high to be overcome at our collision

energies, which are indicated by the horizontal arrows in Fig. 2. The

differential croas aectiona calculated from this potential, transformed

to the LAB system and averaged over experimental resolution is given

by the solid lines in Fig. I. The results of an ab initio calculation

are given by the daahed lines in Fig. 2; the calculated barrier height

is 60.7 meV at 3.09 X compared to 47 * \ tSh&at 3.14 + 0.05 % from our

determination. The calculations give an upper^jEpit to the exact i.esult ,

and in fact our results are 5 to 20 meV lower eveftghere. Assuming that

the atomic contribution to the correlation energy retMu|lftpearly constant

for R > 3 X, the authors estimate that the value for the^jfotential ma-

ximum ahould be reduced by 10 to 20 X. It was possible to unravel the

origin of all the interference structure in the differential cross

sections. The very regular oscillations for energies below 80 roeV

result from nuclear symmetry. Besides the symmetry oscillations one has

at higher kinetic energies g-u oscillations, orbiting and rainbow oscilla-

tions and their mutual interferences.

The angular distributions for He(23S) + Re are shown in Fig. 3. The fitting

procedure for this system has not been completed so far. More details

will be presented at the conference.

Financial support by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft is gratefully

acknowledged.
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Fig. 1 Differential cross sections for

Ha(2 S) + He in the LAB-system.

The solid linea have been calcu-

lated fron our potantial, which

is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Interaction potential for the

He.(A,C) states derived from

the differential cross sections.

Note the change of scale in the

A-potential, which causes the

apparent break in the slope of

the potential.
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Measurements of differential cross sections for
2

laser-excited Na P3 .'2 colliding with Hg

R. DUren, H.-O. Hoppe and H. Pauly

Max-Planck-Institut fUr StrBmungsforschung

D34OO GOttingen, W.-Germany

The determination of reliable interaction potentials for

excited atoms is until now based upon fluorescence experiments

in cells . Eventhough the results from these measurements

have been brought to a high refinement in some cases beam

experiments with the same goal seem desirable. Experiments of

this type are rare ' ' and in our contribution we want to give

a report of extensions of our results of which a note has been

published previously . In this work we have measured the diffe-
2

rential cross section for Na in the P, .--state interacting with

Hg.

A survey of the apparatus is shown in figure 1. In addition

to the molecular beam part of the experiment (left hand side) we

have a CW-dye-laser for the excitation, from which the light is

directed just into the scattering volume.

For the excitation of the Na we use the transition from

the P = 2 level in the groundstate to the F = 3 level in the

2 p3/2~ s t a t e > T h i s r e (3 u i r e s a bandwidth less than 30 MHz for the

laser and for a proper measurement of the differential cross

section stability of the laser for several hours 6 ). The next

efficiency of the excitation has been determined by measuring
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the deflection of the atomic beam due to the momentum transfer

from the photon. Due to this momentum transfer the profile of

the atomic beam splits into a profile with two distinct peaks.

The undeflected part corresponds to F = 1 particles in the ground-

state the deflected part corresponds to the F = 2 particles.

Examples of such profiles (laser on and off) togehter with

the results of a deconvolution of the profile with laser-on are

displayed in figure 2. The evaluation of these profiles for

various energies yields the result, that in the average 55 % of

the particles in the beam undergo excitation (theoretical limit

62.5 % ) . The displacement of the peak for the F = 2 particles in

the figure corresponds to the momentum of approximately 60 pho-

tons.

The measurement of differential cross sections for the

excited species is sometimes observed by the groundstate con-

tribution in the beam and by even slight differences in the re-

solution for the measurement with and without laser. At the

present time therefore the cross section in the small angle

part can only be given in it's coarse structure. In the large

angle part the above mentioned problems do not exist due to the

monotonic groundstate behaviour of the cross section. The struc-

ture which we observe there in the difference signal (for "laser

on" and "laser off") can then be unambigously ascribed to the

cross section for the excited state. This structure has been

observed for various collision energies. In a plot of the diffe-

rence signal versus the product 2mg (deflection angle times re-

lative velocity) extrema of oscillations are found at constant

values of 3*g. The result of two measurements at different ener-

gies is displayed in figure 3.
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A preliminary comparison of these results with potentials

from a pseudopotential calculation J has been performed. To

obtain the measured pattern the inelasticity following from

the calculated potentials had to be enlarged. With this the

origin of the oscillations can be attributed to curve crossings

in the excited states. This is in good agreement with the ex-

perimental finding that the extrema of oscillations are found,

at constant values in the £ *g representation.
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AN JSiXtERIMBHTlli APPARATUS FOR THE STUDY OF THE
DIFFERENTIAL SCATTERING WITH HIGH ENERGY BEAMS

V.B.ZUBKOV, A.P.KALININ, V.B.LEONAS

SPACE RESEARCH IHSTMDTJS, ACADuMX 07 SCIENCES OF
THE USSR, MOSCOW

The experimental studies of the repulsive interaction for-
ees were carried out, untill recently, by the method of measu-
rlng the total cross sections with high energy beams suggested
by Aadur as far back as the fourtieth* The measurements of the
differential scattering (DS) can be considered the natural deve-
lopment of this method*

The present paper gives a description of the experimental
set up for the automated DS measurements in the small angle ran-
ge whic^ provides information on potential in the range of Inter
action entt̂ sr 0.1*10 eV.

The scuamatio of the experimental set up is given in Fig*
1) i - an ion source with separating magnet, II - charge exchan-
ge end the neutral beam formation chamber, III - a work chamber
with a scattering cell (SC) ana commutated electromagnetic valve
(EV) and a device for the cell pressure measurement (RM), iV-an
angle scanning system, V - measuring devices connected tnrough
interface with computer, VI - a vacuum system*

The energy of the ion (and neutral) beam varies from $00
to 3000 eV* To produce neutral particles charge exchange is used*
The oharge exchange cell (CC) can be heated up to 400°u; to pro-
duce excited particles charge excnange in vapor of low evapora-
tion temperature substances is used. The ions which survived af-
ter she passage tnrough CC are removed xrom the beam by oefieo-
tlon platesi the neutral beam is coilimated oy an entraaoe ori-
fice of the SC-cell (tne diameter of tne entrance Sx ana exit
S2 orifices are O.I and I mm, respectively).

The angular divergency of the obtained beam does not prac-
tically depend on energy. Fig.2 shows the unscattered beam pro-
file measured by the deteotor at the distance of 250 mm from 82
(the arrows indioate the true width of the beam)*

the movable SC-cell can be removed out of the beam* To sup
ply SC with scattering gas the electromagnetic valve (EV) is
used which altexnativly direots the gas either to the chamber III
or to the 8C-cell* The pressure in the SC-cell is determined
with the accuracy within 1% using an automatic device which mea-
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sures the flow-rate through the orific es S-. and S.,.

To detect beam particles the channel-type-electron-multi-
plier (CEM; i s used. With discrimination level cho sen the noi-
se counting race does not exceed O.i sec. . The dead time of
the electronics allows the counting rate losses for intensiti-
es 4 I0-5 sec. to be neglec«fc"|ta..

OEM with an entrance apperture S, (0 Q»t> mm; i s placed on
the platform movable axong two directions. The scanning of tlw
detector i s effected by a micrometer acrew which i s connected
with dc motor M (rotation speed - l rev/sec). The slotted disc
with 5<6 s l i t s is mounted on the motor axis which makes i t pos-
sible to set che detector at vacuous angles with a minimum ang-
le step equal to 5• -L0""̂  rad. The angles of the Dtf measurement
are witnin the detector angles d =0 and tf sp.iO'^ rad. To
avoid the backlash the deoectur scanning was performed, always
in one direction.

for x,us aucumatization of measurements the experimental
apparatus was interfaced with mini-computer E-100 I (,12 bit
word, bK memory).

The main taafca of this system are:
1. The measurement and control of the operating condi-

tions including programm commutation of electromagnetic valve
(EV).

2. The setting detector at various angles with tne cont-
rol of the detector angular positions.

5. The counting of the preset number of pulses and sto-
ring of the digital information of flux intensities correspon-
ding to scattering by target gas It(o< ) and by background 1^

(ot ) .
4. The processing of the accumulated data for a single

measurement cycle and displaying of the corrected (with account
of the background scattering) scattered rluxes 1 (c< ) on the
screen.

' 5. The statistical processing of the obtained data cor-
responding to angular distributions collected curing many suc-
cessive measuring cycles; presenting the final data in the form
of tables and plots.

The measurable scattering flux value I (c< ) i s related
to the differential scattering cross-section weighed by the
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precisely computable apparatus function through the convolution
type equation.

Fig.2 presents a typical display picture xor a single mea-
surement cycle, in toe left side the measured beam profile dis-
tribution is shown, in toe right - toe reduced intensity lot
versus o< measured with this Dean.

Broad possibilites of the apparatus described and acoive-
able precision of measurements enable to perform the aosolute
DS measurement for atomic» atua-aolecuie and uoxecul%* 'pairs.

Taxing into account; tne relative simplicity of che caxeul-
ation wf th» faot par»-iwi»8 collision dinamios, the potentiali-
ty of this apparatus creata a firm base for a coordinated (theo-
retical and experimental) attack at the problem of quantitative
determination of the anisotropic short-range potential surfaces*
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0

Pig.2. Typical display picture for a single cycle.
Left side - beam profile I0(c<);
right side - reduced intensity IHM'vs d
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THE EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OS SHORT-RANGE
INTERACTION FORCES BETWEEN Hg-MOLECULES

KHROMOV V.N., LEONAS V.B.

SPAOB RESEARCH INSTITUTE, ACADEMY OF SCIENCES USSR,
MOSCOW

Re.lis.b3e information on short-range interaction between H2-mo-

iscules is of obvious interest in connection with the calculations of

various macroscopic properties of hydrogen both in gaseous and in

condensed state and particularly in connection with some aspects of

solid hydrogen problem.

TUe ab initio computations of H2-H., repulsion energies are ful-

filled for only a few number or configurations or for a few points

of potential surface (PSj (see Ref. [i]).

The full PS is not known and in Ref/2] computed energy valu-

es were interpolated to generate hypersurface. To estimate a priori

it's quality is not possible, on the other hand the PS analytic form

suggested in [2jto fit calculated energies mates it difficult to

carry out the dynamical computation on this surface and to compare

the predictable and observable scattering patterns.

This paper deals with an empirical determination of parameter

values for model i*S using the measured aata on differential scatte-

ring of H 2 molecules in hydrogen gas.

A detailed description of experimental set up may oe found in

[j>] und in another our paper presented to tnis symposium. The mea-

aux-aule value OM of scattered particle flux according to [3]

may be described by the following equation

cC3><4>

here B'B(H.Q)- deflection function that depends on impact parameter

and a set of angles Q - specifying effectively frozen apace

orientations of colliding molecules, f«(8) - apparatus function or

detector's effeciency, C - a known constant.

The measured data for beam energy £=600 eV are shown in fig.la

using the reduced intensity Jot3 and angle dE *

In the case of anisotropic interaction the only way of onter-

preting of scattering data is the computation of convolution C/(ol)

using some model PS. It is just this method (a trial and error pro-

cedure) that we used in this paper.
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We nave chosen an additiv- w t «?*•;. al aa a model ¥8

here Ttj - distance between force centers of interaoting molecules,
%y% - intramolecular distance between force centers, wich does not,
as a rule, coincides with the equilibrium bond lenght It , R
distance between centers of gravity of interaoting molecules.

Optimisation of IB with respect to "*»,§ values have bomn car-
ried out using ab lnitio findings related to the ratio of energies
for linear and T-eonfiguration for Hg-E, system. She chosen value
'Zi.i =0,477 2 insures the best approximation to the theoretical

evaluation of the ratio of energies for ^-Hg system in a wide range
of moleoular separation distances.

The method of calculating tme driELeotion function for the addic-
tive potential has been described in Hef• [j] • To compute 3 (<*)

values using equation (I) by the Monte Carlo method with
statistical error smaller than 2% requires 10^ trajectories.

The calculated scatered patterns are compared with measurements
la fig.Ib. The caiculationa have beta carried out for the following
approximations: quasiclaasical scattering on preaveraged potential
\f(R)=2U6expf&R)t*Q* MI. [•}] (curve l of fig. Ib)| clas-

aieal scattering on additive SB with parameter values î,o =0,477 2,
A=59 eY, di =3.56b I"1 (curve II of fig.Ib)} classical scattering on pre-
averaged potential of Eef. [2] (curve III fig.Ib).

Comparing the measured scattering pattern with computed ones we
may conclude that the optimized SB of the additive type reasonably
well describes the observations in the angle range ( U E > 10), where
quantum scattering effects are small* In the angle range ot£ < 10 it
is neoeasary to use s stricter quasiclassioal calculation of soatte-
ring on anlsotropic potential. Such a calculation has not been carri-
ed out for it takes a lot of computer timei however the presented da-
ta (curve I) enables us to conclude that an agreement between qua-
siclasaical calculation and the measurements wull not be worse than
for curve I in fig. Ib.

The values of potential energies for an additive IB after their
averaging V (R)-259 exp(3.55R) , may be compared with
bothjsheoretieal [i] , [2] and experimental data. The agreement of
our V (R) values with the theoretical ones is not worse than 10%. for
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relatively large separation distance our T (R) values are in gooa
agreement with, thermal beam data of Ref» [4] • She use of 7 (R) offe-
red tar toe present paper permits to reduce appreciably the uncertain-
ty of the molsoular-to-atomio phase transit i t ion preassure estimated

[l] rpr sol id hydrogen* Appropriate estimate for this Talus corres-
ponds to ~ I M bar*

1. A.K.MeHanant H.BeeJc and J.A.Kr*maaael. Aiys. Key. A9,1852 (197*).
2 . R.D.Itters, R.Danllowicz and t.England. Ays.ReT«AI2,2I99 (1975).
^. V.B.Leonae- Uspekhy Piz.Hauk, 107,29 (1972)•
4* R.Oengenbaoh, Ch.Eahn, W.Sehrader and J.P»Toennies. Zheoret*

Ohim.Acta (Berl.) 34, 199 (1974).
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THE EFFECT OF THE APPARATUS RESOLUTXOH OR MEASURED D1FFEREHTIAL CROSS SECTIONS

R. Duren, W.-D. Held and D. Secrest *

Hax-Planck-Institut fur Stromungsforschung, D-3^00 GSttingen, West-Germany

The analysis of scattered intensity data measured in a crossed molecular bean
experiment consists in most cases of two steps: The unfolding from the unavoidable
apparatus broadening and the transformation into the center of mass system. For the
simplest case of the elastic collision of tvo particles, the integral equation to
be solved fop the elastic center of msss differential eress section d <r(v )/d w
is given by the following expression for the scattered intensity I,:

For the notation see reference (1). Additional averaging due to a finite scatteric

volume AV and angular spread of the incoming beams has been neglected for simpli-

city<2>.

An apparatus bandpass function » which connects the directly measured intensity

distribution I- with the center of mass differential cross section can be derived

in the following way. A transformation of the integration variables v^, Vg, J, v^

into the center of mass variables v , 6, jf, v, converts Eq. (1) into the following

alternative form:

/
r

f

The delta-function of Eq. (1) has been used to integrate over the final CM

velocity v,. The Jacobian of the transformation is

* ' ^ I ,3,

The quantity f is the angle between the two incoming beams.
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Inserting this expression into Eq. (2) and assuming the c u e of the commonly

encountered ^-independent CM-croai tedion one gets:

The detected Mattered flux it thus given as an integral over the relevant CK-
vaxiebles of the product of two functions, the differential cross sectior des-
cribing the physics of the scattering process and an apparatus bandpass function
*, defined by So.. (U). * depends only on the experimental setup and the kine-

matics of the collision process. Therefore # can be calculated for the collision
process independently of the actual cross section.

As a consequence of this result two aspects of the evaluation of scattering
data can be considerably simplified. First, deconvolution procedures for actually
•assured cross sections say be developed with the help of the known bandpass
function. Secondly, in designing an experiment, the function if can be calculated
in advance and the resolution of the apparatus can be defined and determined
unasjhigously. To calculate the bandpass function a program has been written and
some test esses have been calculated. In the actual program additional averaging
neglected in the equations above has been included.

As an example we want to discuss in this report the bandpass function for a
system with mass-ratio 1 : 5 (e.g. particle 1 • He, particle 2 - He). For this
system the results are displayed in the figure as contour plots with contours
at heights of 0.95. 0.75, 0.5, 0.2$, 0.05 and 0.01. The bandpass function *J of
the CM-vsriables B and vf normalized to 1 at the maximum is given for an obser-
vation angle 9Q • 10, $ Q • 0° with a detector out-of-plane acceptance angle of
* 1°. From these plots, the influence of various experimental parameters can be
studied. In figure (a) the velocities of the primary and secondary beam are
Maximilian, the in-plane divergence of the primary beam is O.J»° and the in-
plane acceptance angle of the detector is also O.U°. The distributions of the
other variables have been taken to be delta-functions. The half-width in the
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relative velocity is Avp •* 1800 m/s and in the angle A6«* 0.7°. In case
(b) the angular divergence of the primary beam and the in-plane acceptance angle
of the detector have been set to sero. It in interesting to notice that in this
case the resolution in the velocity ( &v « 1700 m/s) remains approximately
unchanged compared with the case (a) but that the angular resolution is impro-
ved by a factor of two. In case (c) the influence of the remaining Maxvellian
distributions in v^ and vg in. case (b) is studied. For v1 and v. triangular
distributions (slotted disk velocity selector) have been used with their maxima
at the velocities of the maxima of the respective Maxvellian distributions in
case (a) and (b). The half widths have been set to 10 % for v. and 20 % for v_.
The resulting half widths in v and 8 are seen to be greatly improved and it
is noticed that the most probable values of v and 8 are shifted appreciably
compared with the Maxvellian cases.

This brief example han been discussed here to demonstrate the value of the

bandpass function as a tool to determine the influence of the various components

of a scattering machine on the effective resolution.

References:
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A study of oscillation amplitude settling transients in a molecular beam maser
P.R. LefreVe* and D.C. Lain!

Department of Physics, Keele University, Staffordshire, ST5 SBG, U.K.

The dynamic behaviour of oscillation amplitude build-up from noise has
been studied in a molecular beam maser (MBM). The three forms of growth
curve, predicted theoretically, namely exponential, aperiodic and damped
periodic have been observed with their associated "times of silence".

1. Introduction. The first studies of MBM oscillation growth processes were
made" by Grasyuk and Oraevskii'. However, the oscillatory amplitude settling
transients they predicted theoretically were not observed, on account of the
long time of formation of the active molecular beam after sudden application
of EHT to the MBM focuser. The first report of MBM oscillatory settling
transients was first published by Laine* and Bardo2 who used a type of molecular
Q-switching based upon saturation broadening of the maser line by a strong
frequency-swept microwave signal injected into the maser cavity. However, the
method suffered from interference by the magnetic hyperfine structure of the
particular spectral line used and also precluded measurement of the "time of
silence". An intra-cavity probe switching method was therefore investigated
by Bardo and Lain!3 which did not suffer from these drawbacks. A similar
technique was also used independently by Shakhov4. A more detailed study has
now been made using this probe method and the principal results are presented in
this communication.

2. Experimental techniques. The MBM employed was capable of strong oscillation
on the J=K=3 inversion line of natural ammonia. A ring focuser and EQIQ m0(*e
cavity were used. Oscillation switching was effected by suddenly removing
400-500V applied between cavity and the wire probe electrodes inserted through
the cavity wall and spaced at 2, 6 and 10cm from the beam entrance of the
grounded 12cm long MBM cavity. These probes,'designated 1, 2 and 3 respectively,
were made of silver wire, 0.09mm diameter and each was threaded through an
insulating glass sheath. Probe 2 was mounted opposite the MBM microwave cavity
coupling hole. All probes extended to 0.9 of the cavity diameter and had little
effect on either cavity Q or tuning. The capacity of each probe was ̂ 20pF.
The probes were driven singly, or in various parallel combinations, by a fast
transistor switch unit which could handle up to 600V d.c. supply voltage.
Permanent records of the oscillation amplitude transients were obtained from a
boxcar detector operated in the signal averaging mode whose output drove an
X-Y-t plotter. The pulse repetition rate of the square wave applied to one
or more of the switching probes was SQOHz.

3. Experimental results and discussion. A typical family of oscillation
amplitude settling curves using probe 2 alone is shown in Fig. 1. The probe
voltage pulse was switched off from 400V to 0V for lms and its p.r.f. was 500Hz.
The "time of silence", tc, for MBM oscillation to build up from thermal noise in
the cavity to an observable level decreases for higher levels of focuser voltage.
The three forms of build-up of oscillation are clearly seen: exponential (15-18kV)
aperiodic (19kV), and damped periodic (20kV upwards). The corresponding values
of T S obtained from Fig. 1 are replotted in Fig. 2 as a function of the
measurement parameters: relative amplitude of steady-state oscillation and ratio
of peak to steady-state oscillation amplitudes. All of these experimental
results are essentially in agreement with the theory of Grasyuk and Oraevskii'.
When various combinations of probes were employed with unused probes grounded,

+now at Institute of Educational Technology, Open University, Walton Hall,
Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire, MK7 6AA, U.K.
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F1g. 1: Family of
maser oscillation
amplitude transients
for successive focuser
voltages following
removal of 400V from
probe 2, with probes 1
and 3 grounded.

Fig. 2: Time of silence,
ts, as a function of
oscillation amplitude
parameters derived from
Fig. 1.

•i utta d »uk la I«M4>- I U M

the general characteristics of the oscillation amplitude transients were
preserved, but varied somewhat in detail. For example, when probes 1+2+3 were
used, the family of curves shown 1n Fig. 3 were obtained. Here, T S 1S longer
at large EHT values, relative to Its value when switching with probe 2 alone.
With probes 1 + 2, and 50kV EHT, MBM oscillation could be completely switched
off, but not with probe combinations 2+3 or 1+3, or with either 1 or 3 acting
alcne. At the lower values of focuser voltage, T. exceeds the mean transit
time of molecules through the cavity *240»s. The variation of ts for
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Fig. 3: Family of
maser oscillation
amplitude settling
transients for
successive focuser
voltages following
simultaneous removal
of 500V from a l l three
probes.
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Fig. 4: Time of
silence, T 5 . as a
function of focuser
voltage for various
probe combinations.
Unused probes grounded
to cavity. Inset
shows designation of
probes.

different probe combinations, as a function of focuser voltage is shown in
Fig. 4. With probes 1+2+3, the oscillation settling transient amplitude
modulation frequency, vm, was 6.4 ± 0.4kHz at 27kV EHT. The highest value
of % was 10.4kHz at EHT values between 40-50kV and showed three amplitude
maxima. The curve for probes 2+3 leads on to incomplete switching for EHT
values of 35kV and above. Incomplete switching action, even below 35kV
will presumably modify the apparent measured value of xs, since the initial
MBM gain must play some part in the oscillation rise time. Switching, using
probe 2, appears to be particularly effective. This fact is hard to reconcile
with the notion of Stark broadening in a localized region of the cavity and
an alternative Interpretation 1s therefore sought. In a further experiment
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with C M . HBM oscillation, when 200V 1s applied to probe 3, a decrease or
Increase In oscillation level occurred at low ana high values of EHT
respectively. No such enhancement occurred at any oscillation level using
probe 1. These results nay be understood In terms of spatial reorientation
of Molecules by the weak electric field of the probe5, since the electric
field 1n the vicinity of the probe determined by the probe-cavity geometry
1s essentially transverse, whereas all other electric fields associated with
the focuser (main and fringe) as well as the oscillating cavity field, are
longitudinal. In particular, with strong MBM oscillation, spatial reorientation
by a net transverse field at probe 3 will reduce molecular reabsorption6 of
MflM oscillation power 1n this region, thus enhancing overall oscillation level.
At low EHT values, however, a voltage applied to probe 3 will only decrease
regeneration, since emission will predominate over reabsorption at all points
along the cavity.

tow

F1g. 5: Ratio of
oscillation amplitude with
probe voltage on relative
to probe voltage off as a
function of oscillation
amplitude using probe 3
(upper curve) and probe 1
(lower curve). Unused
probes grounded to cavity.

unpwlwtad km unpMud*(ifM<wy onto)

At high excitation and using probes 1+2+3, T S approaches the asymptotic
value of 160vs, which Is In fair agreement with the value of 200j»s for a 10cm
long cavity obtained by Shakhov4 who used six probes and two opposing beams.
However, the assertion by Shakhov that T S IS Independent of MBM oscillation
amplitude Is not corroborated here.
4. Conclusions. The three forms of oscillation amplitude settling transients
In a molecular beam maser have been observed (exponential, aperiodic and
periodic) In accordance with existing theory'. The time of silence, xs, has
also been measured with various probe combinations. It has been demonstrated
that T S Is dependent, not only on the strength of oscillation, but also upon
the number of probes used. Thus due caution needs to be exercised in the
Interpretation of the measured values of T S . The present results are In rough
qualitative agreement with measurements by Shakhov4, although one discrepancy
has been noted. The probe switching action has also been considered and
experimental data to date appears to fit an Interpretation based on spatial
reorientation of molecules. The effect upon ts of Incomplete switching,
which leaves a residual but unknown gain has also been noted and remains for
further Investigation.
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SURFACE SCATTERING AT THERMAL ENERGIES

G* Boato, Istituto di Scienze Fisiche dell'University and

Gruppo Nazionale di Struttura della Materia del CNR.Genova, Italy

The scattering of molecular beams from surfaces at

thermal energies has proven to be a direct method for

investigating the atom- and molecule-surface interact,

ions, as veil as a helpful tool for probing the structu

re of surfaces and their excitations* The subject vas

already covered in the past Symposium on Molecular Beams;

so research carried out in different laboratories during

the last two years will be emphasized in this talk.

First, elastic diffraction will be reviewed. Intensî

ty data from several crystal faces}-£o more restricted to

those of alkali halides - are now available: metals and

oxydes have been investigated. Progress in

the understanding of those features of the

atom-surface potential which are relevant in determining

the diffraction patterns has been made. The usefulness

of the hard corrugated surface model for analyzing alkali

halide data has been further stressed by several workers,

so that a more reliable meaning can be given to the deriv

ed corrugation parameters.

Bound state resonances were further studied both expe

rimentally and theoretically and band structure effects

were resolved. The Debye-Valler factor was measured in a

fev other system and studies were made to correctly derive

information on surface lattice vibrations from these measu

rements.
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Inelastic diffraction is a much more difficult subject

to cope with. Information on the excited phonons is diffi^

cult to obtain by measuring only the angular distribution

of the inelastically scattered intensity; the interpretajt

ion is complicated by the presence of bound state resonan

ce effects which accompany the inelastic diffraction. High

resolution energy analysis of the scattered particles ap_

pears then to be the only way of obtaining detailed and

useful information on inelastic processes and surface exci_

tations.Several laboratories are making efforts to bring*

the experimental techniques to the refinement which is

necessary for reaching this goal.

The scattering of molecular beam from surfaces under

non-diffractive conditions has received further attention;

measurements were made under better controlled conditions,

using time of flight techniques. Studies of the."classical

surface rainbow" has been done on special surfaces, includ

ing stepped surfaces.

The study of surface chemical reactions by means of

molecular beam scattering is still at its beginning. Measu

rements were carried out in a few simple cases; several

laboratories are setting up new apparatures to perform

further experiments with well characterized surfaces. It

is hoped that light can be shed on some fundamental proces_

« Of heterogeneous catalysis*
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REACTIVE SCATTERING
H. Haberland

I. Physikalisches Institut der UniversitHt Freiburg, 7800 Freiburg

Hermann-Herder-Strasse 3, West-Germany
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Speed Ratios of Neon Nozzle Beams

G. Brusdeylins, H. -D. Meyer and K. Winkelmann

Max-Planck-Institut fur StrOmungsforschung

D 3400 Gfittingen, W. -Germany

1. Introduction

At the present time there appears to be no limit in the speed ratios

of nozzle beam expansions in Helium. Large speed ratios are not

expected in heavier gases since quantum effects are smaller. Further-

more with increasing dimer dissociation energy condensation effects

are anticipated to lead to a heating of the gas. The purpose of the

present work was to carry out a careful study of nozzle beams in

neon which by virtue of ite small dissociation energy (25. 3° K) and

light mass should show a behaviour intermediate between He and

the heavier rare gases. The only known previous work on Ne has
7

been reported by Abuaf et al. . In the present study the stagnation
temperature was varied from 77° K to 600° K.

2. Apparatus

The apparatus is similar to one descirbed previously. The nozzle

chamber is pumped by a 12000 l/sec diffusion pump, which is backed

by a roots-pump. The nozzles in the source are smooth curved aper-

tures with the nominal diameter of 20, 50 and 100yum. The effective

diameter of the nozzle was determined from flux measurements. A

small decrease of the effective diameter for smaller stagnation pres-

sure (smaller Reynolds number at throat condition), noted previously ,

was observed, here as well.

The conical long slender skimmer (32°/25°, full angles) had a length

of I = 25 mm. The optimal nozzle skimmer distance was found to in-

crease slightly with increasing nozzle diameter and pressure. The

detector and the time-of-flight (TOF) electronics are the same as
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2
described in , but the flight tube was changed to 1,1 m, The overall

resolving power of the apparatus is better than 1 % for a neon nozzle

beam at 300 K stagnation temperature.

3. Experimental results

The measured velocity distributions were evaluated in three ways. In

the first case a single Maxwellian distribution

g (V/| ) ~ vj exp (-13,, (v,, - u)2). BM- - ^ (1)
2kT((

was fitted to the measured data, where v. is the measured parallel

velocity component. In the fit procedure all apparatus smearing effects

were taken into account. As in the previous study of helium a better

fit of the measured distributions was obtained using the sum of two
/-\

Maxwellians with two different parallel temperatures T = -^r— ,

1 = 1,2 but identical most probably velocities u. = u_. From the

two temperatures and their relative contributions oi and (1 - «( ) an

average temperature defined by
T * T ' ^ U - ot )+ oCT(

(|
2) (2)

is obtained. In the experiments oi was found to vary between .15 and

. 3, and the temperature ratio T /T between 6 and 4. The third

temperature Tj. is defined in terms of a mean kinetic energy

1/2 k T* = (1/2) m J (v(( - u)2 f (v,, ) d v(/ . (3)

Only small differences between T and T of about 2 % were ob-

served. For comparing the shapes of velocity distributions the ratio
2 1/2of the speed ratio (S = [1/2 mu /kT] •' ) determined from the kinetic

temperature S(| (T,,) and that from a single Maxwellian fit Sjj given

by S^ /S^ =\ftyi/T1^ are plotted in Fig. 1 as a function of pQd.

The change of this ratio versus pod is much smaller than that for

helium for all nozzle temperatures. The neon data scatter about

S/f/S// aJ .95. Calculations done by Chatwani using the Monte Carlo

direct simulation method predict values of 0. 9 . . . 1.0 for the ratio

SK/qM

Vs«r
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MIn Fig. 2 the speed-ratios Sf/ for neon are plotted versus p d.
The theoretical curves are calculated by a moments solution of the

Boltzmann equation given by Toennies and Winkelmann .

For pQd values larger than 100 Torr cm there is no sharp increase

of the speed ratios for neon as for helium. Since the neon-neon poten-

tial does not show a zero energy resonance the collision integral does

not show a rapid increase at low temperatures. At moderate p d

values (pQd < 30 torr cm) there is good agreement between the theory

and the experimental data. But at higher p d values the observed

speed ratios are smaller than both the quantum mechanical curve and

the classically calculated curve. This is attributed to condensation

which lead8 to a heating of the gas and a decrease in the speed ratios.

This iB especially apparent for the measurements at 77° K nozzle tem-

perature. Even for the high stagnation temperature of 600° K the speed

ratios seem to be limited.
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Fig. 1 The ratio of the square roots of the parallel
temperatures calculated by two different procedures vs.
p d . The temperature TJ™ is obtained from the best
fi? of the measured time-of-flight distribution by a
single Maxwellian. The temperature T^ in the deno-
minator is the kinetic integral over the measured distri-
bution.

p0 d (Torr cm)

Fig. 2 Comparison of the measured and calculated terminal
speed ratios versus p d. The nominal nozzle diameters were
• 100/um,A 50fxm, A 20/um. The curves labeled QM

are calculated using quantum mechanical collision integrals.
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The sudden freeze model is based on the observation that Monte Carlo

calculated values of S are correlated with the logarithmic slope

B in Q U'2)*
3 in T

of a "smoothed" curve of J £• ' (7) for the assumed potential model. The

first potential is a Lennard-Jones ( LJ ) potential with R • 2.99 8 and

£ • 0.9*» meV. The second potential is a Morse-spline-Cg-Cg (MSC) potential with

the parameters fitted to measurements of the integral He-He cross section

(Ref. h and subsequent unpublished results of the same authors). The potentials
Q (2 2) • for both potentials are shown

in Fig. 1b. For the purpose of the sudden freeze calculations, it is necessary

' curve and remove the kink (which is due to the Ramsauer

effect). The smoothed temperature dependence is also shown in Fig. 1b. The

results for SIIQ0 from the sudden freeze model are shown and compared with

"exact" MCDSM calculations in Fig. 2.The results for the Lennard-Jones potential

are in reasonable agreement with the MCDSM results for the same potential. Between

p d • 10 and 100 Torr cm the sudden freeze results are somewhat smaller than thep
(2 2) •O (2 2) •

MCDSM results due to the errors made in smoothing the Jt ' function.

It can be seen that the differences between the two models are negligible

for p d«20 Torr cm but become significant at large values of p d. For example

at pQd • 130 Torr cm, the Lennard-Jones potential predicts S n - = 75 while the

Morse-Bpline-Cg-Cg potential predicts S,l8, • 220. This theoretical result can be

compared with the experimental values of Ref. 1 also shown in Fig. 2. Unfortunately

the smoothing of the a- ' curves introduces a significant error in the

theoretical curves. We can however estimate a correction to be applied to the

sudden freeze results by comparing the exact MCDSM results for theLJ potential

( A ) with the sudden freeze model results ( ). If we add on this correction

to the sudden freeze results for the MSC potential ( ) we find the curve

indicated by a dotted line ( ). This corrected curve agrees very nicely

with the experimental data and suggests that -theoMCSrpotential is in better

agreement with experiment than the LJ potential. Of oourse because of the

approximate nature of the sudden freeze model, a Monte Carlo simulation is needed

before more detailed and reliable conclusions can be drawn. These results do

however confirm the remarkable sensitivity of speed ratios at high p d to

small modifications in the potential shape.
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Fig. 1a: The Lennard Jones (12-6) potential (LJ) and\the Morse, spline
Cg-Cg (MSC) potential derived from He-He scattering data are
plotted as a function of internuclear distance R.
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Calculated S t integrals are plotted versus temperature

for the potentials of Fig. la. Smoothed curves (. -. -. - )were

UBed in the sudden freeze model calculations reported on here.
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Measured and calculated terminal speed ratios Sl|ttof

room temperature helium expansions are compared

as a function of p d . (p = inlet pressure, d - nozzle

diameter). Monte Carlo calculations (A) were p erformed

using the Lennard-Jones (12.6) potential. The curves (—)

and (—) show calculations with the sudden freeze model

for the LJ and MSC potential. From the difference between

the LJ Monte Carlo and 1/3 sudden freeze results a correction

has been obtained which can be used to correct the sudden

freeze results for the MSC potential to give the dotted curve

( ). This agrees quite well with the experimental data ({).
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Rotational Relaxation of Para- and Normal-Hydrogen in Nozzle Beam Expansions

K. Winkelraann

Max-Planck-Institut fur Stromungsforschung, D-3UOO Gottingen, W.-Germany

Velocity distributions of nozzle beam expansions of para- and normal-hydrogen

(p-Hp and n-H2) at a source temperature of T = 293 K and T * 80 K (only p-Hg)

have been measured. In the expansion of hydrogen the energy of the rotational

degrees of freedom is transferred via the energy of the random motion to direc-

ted kinetic energy of the gas. Because of the different populations of the

rotational energy levels (j = rotational quantum number): p-Hg, j • 0,2,1*,....;

n-Hg, 25 % p-Hg, 75 % ortho hydrogen, j • 1,3,5 ..... a different rotational

relaxation behaviour is to be expected.The time-of-flight apparatus is essentially

the same as that described in (i).The effective nozzle diameter d was 5.6 pn and

15.3 um respectively.The overall-velocity resolution for the hydrogen beams was }.h

The energy balance of a free jet expansion was used to determine Er(Vt»
 tne

rotational energy in the beam:

HQ = (5/2) k T + (1/2) mu2 + E r o t (1)

where T is the translational temperature, k the Boltzmann constant, m the

molecular mass and u the flow velocity. Since the pressure in the source p Q

was up to 200 Bars, H the enthalpie in the source, was interpolated from ta-

bulated values (3) taking real gas effects into account. The time-of-flight

spectrum was fitted by a sum of two Maxwellians (1) to extract T-, the tempera-
2 1/2

ture parallel to the streamline, u, and the speed ratio SH = ((1/2) mu /kTn)

With the assumption that the relational s. ites have a Boltzmann distribution an

effective rotational temperature was derived from the measured E r o t. We found

it also reasonable to set T = T w in Eq. (1) which agrees with the result in (2).

Measurements with p-H at T = 80 K show no rotational relaxation according

to the negligible population ( < 1SS) of the j =2 state.The highest achieved speed

ratio was about kO. Measurements at TQ= 293 K show only small differences in

the rotational temperatures of the two modifications (Fig. 1). The experimental

points agree with the results of other authors (2,3) and with calculations

similar to those described in (2) using the same collision number (300). The

lowest T . in the p-Hp-beam corresponds to a population of the j - 0 level of

92 %. This near agreement between the rotational temperatures for p-Hg and o-Hg

can be explained by the fact that mainly the 2-»0 transitions are responsible

for the rotational cooling from a source at temperature T Q = 293 K. Fig. 2
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1/2compares the flow velocities u reduced by u = (5 kT /m) , the maximum flow

velocity for a monoatoaic gas. The larger energy content (larger HQ) of p-H2

(the population or the j = 2 state is greater than that of the j « 3 o-Hg state),

results in larger flow velocities. At small p d the beam is underexpanded

(u < u ). The arrows at high p d indicate the maximum possible velocity given

by 2 H /m (Eq. (1), T-»0, E . — 0 ) , which for a real gas is a function onlyo rot
of pressure.

The highest measured speed ratios S||00 at T = 293 K are presented in the

following table

P ° d
(Torr cm) S» °°

P-H2 71.3 67.2

n-H2 77.0 85.7

The speed ratios of p-H,, are 5 - 10 % smaller than those of n-H,,: the higher flow

velocity is overcompensated by a larger translational temperature resulting from

the higher energy content of p-Hp.

Work is in progress to extend the measurements to higher source temperatures

and to compare them with a theoretical treatment similar to that of Rabitz and

Lam (S) using realistic rate constants derived from a recently calculated Hp~H2

potential (6).
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1: The reduced e f f e c t i v e ro ta t iona l temperature T . /T (T =293 K,
~~~ rot o o

source temperature) of p-H2(D) and n-Hg ( 0, & ) i s plotted versus

pQd (inlet pressure times nozzle diameter). The effective d is 5.6 W

( D , 0 ) and 15-3 um ( © ) respectively. Crosses indicate n-Hp

measurements of other authors (+ (2) , x(U)). The curve i s the result

of calculations (2) using a collision number of 300.
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The reduced effective rotational temperature T ./T (T "293 K,
rou o o

source temperature) of p-H2(D) and n-Hg ( O, @ ) is plotted versus

p d (inlet pressure times nozzle diameter). The effective d is 5.6

( Q , 0 ) and 15.3 urn ( O ) respectively. Crosses indicate n-Hg

measurements of other authors (+ (2), x(l*)). The curve is the result

of calculations (2) using a collision number of 300.
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Fig. 2: The measured flow velocity divided by u ( • (5 kT /m)1'2) is shown

as a function of pQd. The symbols have the same meaning as in Fig.

The arrows indicate the maximum flow velocities given by the source
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Absolute intensities of supersonic beams

H.C.W. Beijerinck, A.H.M. Habets and N.F. Verster

Physics Department, Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

Introduction

In a molecular beam experiment the center-line intensity 1(0) (particles s
-1 .< -1

sterad ) and the flow r a t W fSqghcles s ) of a beam source are important
features. To compare the performance of different types of beam sources we

introduce the peaking factor K, defined as the ratio

K = v(I(0)/N) O>

The factor it is added to normalize to K=I for an effusive source. The ideal peaking

factor for the supersonic flow from a nozzle follows from continuum theory.

Numerical values of < are available. Experimental values of < for an argon

expansion are presented in this paper, confirming these calculations. The actual

center-line intensity of a supersonic beam source with a skimmer is reduced in

comparison to this ideal intensity if the skinner shields part of the virtual

source from the detector. Experimental data on the virtual source radius are

given, enabling us to predict this shielding quantitatively.

Continuum theory

We consider the flow through an ideal Laval tube sharply cut-off in the

sonic plane. In this plane the flow is assumed homogeneous and parallel over

the circular nozzle exit. The flow rate N is given by

S = f(y) nQ
 8

f(y) =

with Y the ratio of specific heats, n the reservoir density, a » (2kT/m)

the characteristic velocity in the reservoir with T the reservoir temperature and

R the nozzle radius. Numerical values of f(y) are given in table I, together

? k
with the corresponding factor for an effusive source. We see a factor f(y)2v

increase in flow per unit density when going from free molecular flow to

continuum flow (for y » 5/3 this equals 1.82).

The ideal peaking factor of the nozzle has to be determined by numerical solution

of the hyperbolic differential equation describing the flow downstream of the

sonic plane. It appears that after a distance of a few nozzle diameters the

streamlines become straight. Moreover, all streamlines seem to originate from

the same point, the virtual source point, located at a position d downstream of

the sonic plane. The center-line density in the region of straight streamlines

is then given by
n(z) - a ng (z/R^T

2 (3)
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with 3 the position on the axis with respect to the virtual source point and a

a numerical factor. The values of a and d from the numerical results of
(12)

Sherman ' are given in table I. The center-line intensity is given by
9 k

I(o) - n(z) z u^ ,with ua - (y/(y-D) a. the final value of the flow velocity.
The peaking factor is

K = a (y/(y-l)r/f(y) (4)

and is given in table X for Sherman's numerical value of a. Comparison with an

effusive source shows that for -Y-5/3 we gain a factor 3.58 in center-line

intensity per unit of reservoir density.

Model calculation

The numerical data given above can also be obtained by chosing a suitable model

function for the density in the flow field and solving analytically two balance

equations, describing the conservation of mass and the axial component of momentum

for the flow downstream of the sonic plane. The model function is

nd',0) = a no(v/Rn)~
2 aoab((V/SHQ/QJ) (5)

with r and 0 the spherical coordinates with respect to the virtual source point.

The model function contains three free parameters a, b, and 0 of which one has

to be fixed by an a priori argument. The remaining two parameters are determined

by the balance equations. Using this model Sherman fixed b=8, resulting in

values of a that are in disagreement with his numerical data. We assume the

distribution to scale with the maximum deflection angle of the outer streamlines

The Prandtl-Meijer relation gives

BpM= h/2) {((y+l)/(y-V)h-l} (6)

for a sharply cut-off nozzle. Solution of the balance equations results in

the a and b values given in table I, together with the corresponding peaking

factor .We see a very good agreement with the K value derived directly from

the numerical data. As a whole, our model fits Sherman's numerical data for

the total flow field fairly well.

Table I

Reduced flow
rate
Numerical data,

Sherman (1,2)

Model function

with b=S,

Sherman (1.2}

Y

K
a
b

K

5/3

V 0.513
0.643
0.15
1.98
0.613
2
1.37
1.89

7/5

0.484
0.357
0.80
1.38
0.319
2
1.66
1.23

9/7

0.474
0.246
1.70
1.10
0.212
2
1.89
0.95

Effusive
source

0.282

Model function

BO= epM
(this work)

a
b
Qo

0.650
3
n/2
0
2

0.349
4.32
2.28
0.85
1.35

0.240
5.47
2.87
3.62
1.08

0.25
1
ir/2
0
1

Experimental 1.95 + 0.10
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Shielding effect of skimmer

In the case of a supersonic beam source without skimmer the center-line

intensity is directly given by I(o)m = (K/V) N. Using a skimmer the influence of

the perpendicular temperature has to be taken into account. A useful representa-

tion of the perpendicular velocity distribution is given by the virtual source

model* . From the free molecular region of the expansion the particle trajecto-

ries are prolonged backwards to find a virtual source distribution radiating

isotropically (in the paraxial approximation) along straight lines. A Boltzmann

distribution of the perpendicular velocities results in a virtual source

distribution given by

f(s,y) dx dy = (TR2^'1 exp -((x2+yS )/R&y) dx dy (7)

with a; and y coordinates in the plane at z=0, R =z(ajjz)/u<j the virtual source

radius and Ojjz) the characteristic velocity of the perpendicular velocity

distribution at position a. For free molecular flow we have geometrical cooling

2J_A* a and R is constant.

The center-line intensity I(o) with a skimmer is reduced as compared to the
8

ideal intensity I(o) by the shielding effect of the skimmer, and is given by

I(o)s = Ko)<DfJA f(x', y') dx' dy' (8)
where the integration is performed over the area A "visible" from the detector.

If the nozzle-detector distance is much larger than the nozzle-skimmer distance,

we obtain

I(o) = I(o) {1 - e x p - O J R / ) (9)

for a circular skimmer of radius r and
sI(o)g = Ko)^ er£(ag/Rv) (10)

for a slit skimmer of infinite height and with a the half-width of the s l i t .
3

Experimental

All measurements have been performed with our time-of- flight molecular beam

machine. The detector has been carefully calibrated for beam detection, by using

an effusive source. A 20 K cryo-expansion chamber is used to pump the supersonic

beam source. Measurements of the ideal peaking factor have been done for a con-

verging (60° full angle) cut-off nozzle with an optical diameter of 87 ym. The

flow diameter is 85.0 urn, as determined from the measured flow rate and Eq.2. A

3 mm diameter orifice in the end wall of the 20K cryo-expansion chamber (160 mm

downstream of the nozzle) replaced the skimmer. The reservoir conditions are

J"o=295 K and po=100 Torr which lies within the range where KoJ is proportional

to Jl/(no clustering, no large dimer concentrations). The experimental value

K=1.95 +^0.10, determined by repeated calibrations and intensity measurements for

Argon, is in good agreement with the numerical value of K.

For a quantitative evaluation of the shielding effect of the skimmer we need

accurate data on the virtual source distribution. The measured distributions, as

determined by a least squares analysis of measured beam profiles, is more complex
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than assumed in the previous discussion. The sum of two gaussian shapes is necessary

and sufficient to describe the data. For measurements on Argon, using a nozzle with

R =26 ym and a slit skimmer at a distance of 10 mm, the radii of the two virtual

source components and the population ratio c,/o_ (with a.+a =1) are given in
(4 5)

figure 1 . In the lower part of figure 1 we have calculated the resulting

center-line intensity l(o) for this
S

nozzle (if =26 pm) for different cir-

__ cular skimmers. For case 4,3,2 and 1
the skimmer radius r is equal to 0.05,

s
0.1, 0.25 and 0.5 mm, respectively.

This shielding effect is in agreement
(4)

with our measurements of I(o) .We
s

see that the increasing population of

the wide virtual source explains the

As it

is likely that (R /R ) and (a Ja )

scale with the product

n^ i?M
 T~1^S ( 4 > 5 ), the experimental

and a . can be used

to predict the performance of

other beam systems.

The shielding effect of the skimmer

also explains why the center-line

intensity of the monomers levels off

at the onset of clustering. This

behaviour is caused mainly by the

increase of both virtual source radii

and an increasing population of the

wide virtual source component due to

the release of the heat of formation,

as measured for an Argon expansion * .

Decrease of the monomer population in

the expansion is only a minor effect.

1. F.S.Sherman,Lockheed Missiles and
Space Co.,Rept. 6-90-63-61 (1963).
2. H.Ashkenas and F.S.Sherman, 4th
R.G.D.,Vol II, (ed.J.H. de Leeuw,
1966) 84.
3. M.Sibulkin and W.H.Gallaher, A1AA
Journal Ĵ ( 1963) 1452.
4. A.H.M.Habets, Thesis, Eindhoven
University of Technology (1977).
5. A.H.M.Habets, H.C.W.Beijerinck,
N.F.Verster, and J.P.L.M.N. de Warri-

F i mont, 10th R.G.D. (Aspen 1976).

I I " i i i i 1 1—i i i i n

pressure (Torr)
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GAS FLOW PARAMETER DETERMINATION BY MOLECULAR BEAM

METHOD

A.E.Zarvin, S.G. Sharafutdinov
Institute of Thermophysics,
Novosibirsk 90, USSR

The purpose of the present report is the description of mole*

cular-beaa system intended for studing nonequilibrium processes in

supersonic rarefied gas flows. The created system represent is a

small generator of molecular beam placed inside the low density

wind tunnel of Institute of Thermophysics, Siberian Branch of the

USSR Academy of Sciences £lj .

The time-of-flight method is used for measuring molecular ve-

locity distribution functions on molecular beam axis. The signal

MOO sensed by time-of-flight system detector is a convolution

integral of original distribution function \(.±) with instrument

function A U ) i

where ^ CO is measurement residual noise noneliminated by accu-

mulation system. Deconvolution of the original distribution func-

tion form is made by means of an algorithm [2j using statis-

tical regularisation method and permiting to evaluate parameters t

the density, the velocity and translational energy. An example of

deconvolution of the function j(t) according to experimental

data is shown in Fig.I (continuous curve means experiment, dotted

curve means deconvolution). In case of ellipsoidal distribution

function( parallel temperature can be determined by tiae-of-flight

method.

Determination of perpendicular temperature was made according

to molecular beam density cross profiles* Consider the process of

molecular baas extraction. Assume that Molecular beam skinning

from gas flow with ellipsoidal distribution in the absence of
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skimmer interference. In this case, density in an arbitrary
point of detection plane must be defined as follows:

where t»\J 1+-t^2©'Sx/3,f | the angle 0 denotes the direc-
tional difference between the streamline and molecular trajecto-
ry) $m , $>j_ are parallel and perpendicular molecular speed
ratios. Solid angles in which the skimmer opening subtends at the
nozzle and/or detector are assumed to be small. The density in
as arbitrary point ftg(6) is normalized to maximal n & o corres-
ponding to one on the axis. One can see that Sj. can be deter-
mined from the formula (2) when function of Pfg(6) of angle
0 is known.

Molekular beam density cross profile measurements was made
by using the method [3] • The schematic arrangement of the
experiment is shown in Fig.2. A molecular beam is extracted from
the gas flow expanding from nozzle I into vacuum chamber by
using skimmer 2 . Further this beam arrives in after skimming
chamber of molecular beam generator J > Simultaneously through
special device 4 an electron beam is introduced which crosses
molecular beam axis and arrives in cap 5 • Fluorescence excited
by an electron beam in the gas under cousideration by lens 6
through optical split 7 gets to detector 8 (a photoelectric
multiplier). Gas density registration as a function of distance
from molecular beam axis is realized by moving the detector with
the optical system along electron beam axis. Fig.5 displays the
off-axis beam density profile, normalized to unity on the beam
axis as a function of the angle © . Result of calculation of
Sx according to the formula (2) is also presented here.

Thus, it is possible to measure the density, the velocity,
parallel and perpendicular translational temperature in molecu-
lar beam by describing methods. Incident flow parameter determi-
nation by measurements in molecular beam has become assepted in
all domains, where molecular beam formation takes place without
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disturbance of distribution function form .
The following processes can cause disturbance of distribu-

tional incident flow scattering upon gas cloud near skimmer
entrance| beam-beam collisionsj beam-background collisions. The
influence of the latter effect on the velocity, parallel and
perpendicular temperatures in molecular beam is negligible [VJ .
Measurements with various skimmers, stagnation pressures and
nozzle-skimmer distances show that at Knudsen numbers of
K n s = ( Xea/ds) < 10 ( A«*» - average free path in incident

flow according to hard-sphere model, d s - skimmer diameter),
skimmer interaction causes a distortion of distribution func-
tion form. Only in the range of Kr\s > 10 the velosity and the
temperature measured in molecular beam can correspond to the
conditions in incident flow.

Simulation of gas cloud near skimmer by means of a shock
wave has also shown that velocity and temperature disturbances
at Ktr\s<IO take place downstream of skimmer entrance section.

1 • Zarvin A.E., Sharafutdinov R.G. Int "Rarefied Gas Dynamic",
Novosibirsk, "Nauka", 1976, p.19.

2 . Voskoboinikov Yu.S., Zarvin A.E., Foltavets A.A., Tomsons
Ta.Ya., Sharafutdinov R.G. Journal FUTF, I9?6,
N 5. P.32.

3 . Zarvin A.B., Sharafutdinov R.G. In:"Rarefied Gas Dynamic",
Novosibirsk, "Nauka", 1976, p.ja.

4 . Zarvin A.E., Sharafutdinov R.G. Journal PMTP, 1976, N 4,
P.ll.
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MEASUREMENTS OF THE ANISOTROPY IN THE TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS OF
NA.-NOBLE GAS SYSTEMS BY MEANS OF LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE

A.G. Visaer, L.K.. van der Meij, J.P. Bekooy and J. Korving

Huygena Laboratorium, Rijksuniversiteit Leiden, The Netherlands

I. Introduction. Studies of collisional alignment in molecular beams can yield

information about the anisotropic part of the scattering cross section [1].

Here we report on measurements of the degree of alignment in Na^ beams

arising from scattering by noble gases. Use is made of the technique of

laser-induced fluorescence.

The possibility of collisional alignment was first pointed out by

Ramsey [2]. For (nonspherical) homonuclear diatomics the scattering cross

section is dependent on the orientation of the molecule with respect to

the relative velocity of the colliding particles [3]:

a - oQ (1 + yP2 (g . J)) . (1)

Here o. is the isotropic part of the total cross section and g and J are

unit vectors along the relative velocity and the angular momentum respec-

tively. After scattering one obtains for the molecular beam intensity

(Y « 0

I - IQ [exp <-n*o0)] [1 - ynlaQ P2 (£ . J)] , (2)

where n denotes the density of the scattering gas and I the scattering

length. I. and I are the intensities before and after scattering. As the

attenuation of the beam depends on the orientation of J the spatial dis-

tribution of the angular momenta in the attenuated beam is of the form

n(J) - 1 + a2P2 (u . J) . (3)

Here u denotes a unit vector along the beam axis. The quantity a_ can be

measured by the method of laser-induced fluorescence. This is done by

measuring the fluorescence intensity I as a function of a magnetic field

H which rotates the molecular alignment over a certain (Zeeman) preces-

sion angle 8Z- The value of a. is then obtained from the relative change

of the fluorescence intensity with field on and off, I ( IH ~ M H " 0 ) (for

details see ref. [1]). When a. is known the value of the anisotropy para-

meter y is found from

Y = a2 R/in ^ / I Q ) , (4)
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where R is a correction factor (of the order of 1) which accounts for the an-

gular resolution and the velocity distribution of both the scattering gas and

the molecular beam. Experiments have been performed for the systems Na? -

(Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe). Furthermore, values have been obtained of the isotropic

part of the total cross section (°0) for these systems from measurements

of the attenuation under well known scattering conditions:

2. Experimental. A schematic diagram of the apparatus is shown in fig. 1. The

Na. beam is produced by a high temperature nozzle source. The beam, defined

by skimmer and collimators, passes through a scattering chamber and is sub-

sequently crossed with plane polarized laser light. The 4765 A line of the

argon laser is used to induce transitions from the v" = 0, J" - 28 level

of the X 5. electronic ground state to the v1 = 6, J1 = 27 level of the
1 **

B Ilu state. The single mode laser is frequency stabilized by a feedback

system which locks the frequency to the maximum of * e fluorescence emis-

sion [1].

The scattering chamber consists of two regions with different scattering

lengths I. (1 cm) and t (2 cm). By measuring the attenuation for these two

scattering lengths,accurate results are obtained for the total cross sections

as corrections are avoided for the outflow of the scattering gas. For the

measurement of the density of the scattering gas a calibrated ionization

gauge was used.

3. Results. In table I the directly measured values, a , are shown for the to-
exp

tal cross section of the systems studied. After correcting these values

for the angular resolution p.id the velocity distributions of both scattering

gas and molecular beam one obtains the desired isotropic total cross sections

o_. The values shown in table I are the cross sections at a relative velocity

of 1350 m/s. From o. the Van der Waals constant C, can be derived using [4]

C6 * fo5§3>5/2 "B • (6)

which are also tabulated.

The parameters Y, describing the anisotropy in the total cross section

are obtained from measurements of a^ (see eq. (4)). In table I the values

of Y are given, already corrected for the angular resolution and the velo-

city distributions.
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It should be noted that Y increases going from Xe through Kr to Ar but

drops abruptly for Ne. The relatively small anisotropy for Naj-Ne can be un-

derstood qualitatively taking into account the glory undulations in the ani-

sotropy [3]. The following regions in the velocity dependence of the aniso-

tropy can be discerned [5]:

glory region g < 0.4
*

transition region 0.4 < g < 2
repulsive region g > 2 ,

with g » — £ - , the reduced relative velocity; e and r are the usual para-
E r in

meters of the isotropic potential.

In the glory region the anisotropy oscillates around a constant value,

which is determined by the anisotropy in the attractive part of the potential.

Under our experimental conditions the (estimated) values of the reduced rela-

tive velocity for the systems Na.-Ar, Kr, X? (see table I) show that the

value of y is obtained at the low velocity side of the glory region. Due to

the fast oscillations in this region and the low velocity-resolution the os-

cillations are strongly quenched. Hence the anisotropy as measured is close

to the constant value expected for a purely attractive potential. There-

fore y may be related to q,, the anisotropy parameter of the attractive

part of the potential by the equation (see ref. [3])

The resulting values of q, are also shown in Table I. For the system Na.-Ne

the situation is different. Here the reduced relative velocity is higher

and the anisotropy is measured in the neighbourhood of the first, wide glory

minimum of the anisotropy. Hence it is not possible to describe the aniso-

tropy as measured by only one anisotropy parameter of the potential.

This work is part of the research program of the "Stichting voor Fun-

dament eel Onderzoek der Materie (FOM)" and has been made possible by finan-

cial support from the "Nederlandse Organisatie voor Zuiver Wetenschappelijk

Onderzoek (ZWO)".
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Table I

Experimental results . All symbols are defined in the text.

system

Na2-Xe

Na2-Kr

Na2-Ar

Na2-Ne

a

674

557

495

222

exp
A2

±

*

±

20

18

15

5

°0
A2

935 ±

738 ±

631 ±

244 ±

34

29

23

7

C6

10~60 ergcm6

2050

1130

770

71

1

1

2

Y x

.12

.88

.37

.76

102

± .

± .

+

34

30

23

32

*
g

.026

.040

.052

.40

(

.22

.38

.47

±

±

±

.07

.06

.05

Fig. I Experimental set-up
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The anisotropic potential of molecular hydrogen

L. Zandee and J. Reuas

Fysiach Laboratorium

Katholieke Universiteit

Toernooiveld

Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Using the technique of state-selected aolecular beams the total

collision cross section has been measured for H^-noble gas systems. The

state selection is achieved with respect to the projection quantum

number Bj for the lowest rotational state of ortho hydrogen (J"1). A

homogeneous magnetic field is applied during the scattering, thus fixing

the quantixatioii-azis.

The anieotropy A is defined as:

Here oj(aQ) represents the total collision cross section for the m«1 (0)

state• The quantization axis is chosen parallel to the relative velocity

Fig. 1 shovs the results for A vs. the reduced velocity v • Tiv i/eR «

£ and R represent the depth and the position of the isotropic potential

minimum. The eR values are indicated in the figure and come from measure-

ments of the total collision cross section with non state selected beams.

The introduction of v* eliminates the system dependence of the glory

phenomena for a large part.

The distorted wave approximation (DWA) is employed to generate the

theoretical anisotropy A as a function of the velocity.

For the fit procedure we adopted tvo models: the Lennard-Jones m-b

(LJ(m,6)) and Buckingham-Corner (BC) potential. In both moiels the potential

ansatz is

v - v0 • V 2P 2(COB e)

Pg represents the Legendre polynomial of the second order} 9 is the angle

between the molecular axis of H£ and the line connecting the centers of

mass of the scattering partners.
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For a single system we-extract two pieces of information. They consist
of the positions of the minimum in V (R ) and the value of V_ at this
minimum (eg), for instance. Their values both in the LJ- and BC-model are
summarised in table 1 for different isotropic potentials (V Q). Comparing
our results with Le. Roy's (ref. 1.) ve note a satisfying agreement for Reg;
however, e£ is larger in Le Roy's case by about 20 to kO%. This discrepancy
is displayed in Fig. 2 which also demonstrates that both our potential
models yield approximately the same \' curve.

For the Hg-He system ve find agreement with recent theoretical ab
initio calculations (ref. 2).

Caption to figures

Fig. 1 Anisotropy results of the Hp-inert gas systems vs. the reduced

velocity v* • ^ T
r ei/E

R
e-

Fig. 2 Comparison for Hg-Xr between the present results for V. in the
LJ- and BC-model and those obtained by Le Roy in the BC-model.
The shaded area reflects the uncertainty in Vg for our BC-fit.

Caption to the table
Results for V^-parameters using different V ' s . The uncertainties
correspond with one standard deviation. However, for the V £ of Le Roy
they indicate a 95% confidence limit.
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Glory scattering with a polarized HO beam

H. Thuia, S. Stolte, D. Klaassen, and J. Reuas

Fysiach Laboratorium

Katholieke Universiteit

Mijmegen, The Netherlands

Measurements I 1] of the aniaotropy A • (o.. - o^ )/OL in the total

collision cross section for HO-Ar, -Kr and -Xe have been extended to

relative velocities up to 1.1» km see" ; o»{o. ) stands for the total

collision cross section of the NO-molecule in the J • fl • m. • 3/2 state
J

polarized parallel (perpendicular) to the relative velocity v -. Several
glory undulations for each system are resolved and can be described with

existing DWA-JWKB theory [ 2] .

So far measurements of A over a large velocity range have only been

carried out for oriented H--moleculea. Due to their low mass, only the

transition and the N»1 glory regions could be investigated ( 3] . Our study

on BO is wore of aemiclassical nature and allows the exploration of aniao-

tropic glories from H < 2 up to N"U. For these systens very little about

glory quenching was known. Glory structure could not (yet) be revealed for

IO-N- and NO-SF. { h\ .

To obtain a state selected oriented fast NO beam, our earlier described

machine j 5] had to be modified. The new NO-source was a 0.01 cm 0 hole in a

heated stainless steel capillary. The inner diameter of the sixpole focuser

was decreased from \.k to 0.6 cm. The magnetic Rabi-field deflection modu-

lation was replaced by a mechanical chopping motion of the sixpole.

Fig. • shows experimental results. All systems exhibit strong (aniao-

tropic) glory4?&cillations. The small glory undulation of the average total

collision cross section (< 10)1) ia found to be shifted such, with respect

to the anisotropic glory structure reported here, that extrema coincide with

sero crossings and vice versa (see also [ 6]). The reason is that A standa

for the relative difference in total collision cross section for two

orientations with only slightly differing interactions.

We are able to determine cR^ values of 6.86, 8.36, 10.20 (x 10"1 erg %)

for respectively KO-Ar, -Xr and -Xe using a 12-6 L.J. potential. These are

in close accordance with values obtained from simple combinations rules [ 7] .

To eliminate the influence of eR we plotted A as function of

(Fig. 1).
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Clearly the anisotropic glory amplitude is different for the individual

systems and varies with v M l . The glory duping, due to velocity averaging

effects from the (effusive) secondary beam (T ff • 90, 90, and 120 K, res-

pectively for Ar, Kr and Xe) cannot account for the observed differences,

i.e. each system has to be described by a different set of anisotropy para-

meters q£ g and q^ 12, defined in the potential

From the behaviour of A at low velocities (large glory number N) the average

anisotropy A determines q^ g in accordance with earlier vork [ 1] . The ampli-

tude of the anisotropic glory for small N leads to values for <u ,J% 6 *

1.5• A new parameter analysis with precise values of these anisotropies will

be presented at the meeting.

Caption to figure 1

The anisotropy A vs. relative velocity v . with eB /h • 6.5, 7-9, 9.7 km sec"
2 i

for NO-Ar, -Kr,-Xe. The relative velocity was calculated as [vKQ + 2kTg/mgl ,

where the subscript 2 indicates secondary beam properties. On top glory

are shown. The dashed curve corresponds to HO-Kr; its glory damping due to

velocity averaging is indicated (full arrows). Similar effects are preaent

for the other systems.
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High-Resolution Differential Cross Section of Polarized,

Rotationally State-Selected LiF on Ar*

Daniel Auerbach,t Len-Yuan Tsou and Lennard Wharton

Pepartment of Chemistry and James Franck Institute
The University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 60637

We report high-resolution differential cross sections at thermal energy for

polarized, rotationally state-selected LiF on Ar. They were 2-8% larger with

UF in the J = I M 1=1 orientation along the relative velocity than in the J = 1

unpolarized state. The differential cross section in the present case is much more

sensitive to change in polarization than is the total cross section. The high-fre-

quency oscillations of the differential cross sections were found substantially

independent of J when the present J = 1 data were compared with non-state-

selected data for J = 15 or J = 25. The difference cross sections have high

frequency oscillations as well as more gradual angular variations.

t Department of Chemistry, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland 21218.
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2
Figures 1 and 2 show the 9 weighted laboratory differential cross sections of

J = 1 LiF on Ar at two different velocities in the polarized and unpolarized con-

dition, and also the difference differential cross sections. The difference cross

section plots indicate the noise of 1 standard deviation and a smoothed difference

curve obtained by a weighted polynomial fit. The polynomial was truncated at

the term where it failed to further improve the quality of fit.

An interpretation of the effect of polarization that is consistent with previous

measurements on LiF-Ar is that the small angle scattering is due, in great measure,

to a long range attractive r potential, where s =6, and which consists of spherical

and angular dependent P_(cos 0) terms of approximately equal size. Using the high

2
energy approximation for the intermolecular energy, and classical mechanics to

calculate the trajectories a much smaller difference in the differential cross sec-

tion (—2%) was calculated than was observed. However an approximate quantum

mechanical calculation using a superposition of spherical model potentials showed

that very much larger changes of the differential cross section with initial polariza-

tion can occur. The results possessed broad angular regions of the differential cross

section where the change of cross section with polarization was either positive or

negative. These regions were associated with angular shifts of the first order and

supernumerary rainbows, and the largest changes occurred as expected at the sides

of the rainbow peaks. (It had been previously shown that there was a marked effect

of the angular dependent part of the potential upon the location of rainbow features.

A more complete interpretation is needed which includes the undulations associated

with shifts in rainbow features and changes in the differential cross sections
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that vary less rapidly with angle. Both effects are discernable in the present

experiments.

In the range of experimental angles three or more cycles of high frequency oscil-

lation were observed. The location and amplitude of the high frequency features of the

differential cross sections resembled those expected from previously observed oscillations

at the same relative velocity, in which the UF had not been rotationally state selected

and had mean rotational J of 15 or 25. It had been previously concluded that within

this range of rotational sMes this feature of the high resolution differential cross

section was substantially independent of J. The present results extend the J in-

dependence down to J = 1 for the angular range 0.4 - 3°. The radius of the

"locus of r ", where r is the center of mass separation at the potential minimum
m m

shows small variation with orientation. The spacing of the high frequency diffrac-

tion oscillations observed in these experiments is to good approximation inversely

proportional to this radius. Variation of this radius with orientation would show

up directly in variation of the spacing of these oscillations with | M] .

A more complete analysis is in progress.

*Thiswork was supported in part by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research,

Air Force Systems Command Grant No. AFOSR-75-2853, and the Louis Block Re-

search Fund of the University of Chicago, whose timely help is gratefully acknowledged.
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Dynamics of Infrared Multlphoton Dissociation of SF,
By Molecular Beam Method

E. R. Grant, M. J. Coggiola and Y. T. Lee

Materials and Molecular Research Division,
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and

Department of Chemistry
University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720

P. A. Schulz and Y. R. Shen

Materials and Molecular Research Division
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and

Department of Physics
University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720

The decomposition of polyatomic molecules by infrared multiphoton
absorption is a subject which is under extensive investigation in many
laboratories. The process has been shown to be efficient, selective
and collisionless.l The physical principles which are mainly responsible
for the absorption of a large number of photons by an isolated molecule
under intense infiared laser radiation have been elucidated through
many experimental and theoretical investigations.^-'* However, one very
Important question which remains to be answered is the relation between
the dynamics of molecular decomposition and the degree of vibrational
excitation, i.e., the question of whether the excitation energy is
completely randomized before molecular decomposition. The production
of electronically excited fragments in the dissociation of halogenated
hydrocarbons and the observations of SF4 fragment in the decomposition
of SFg without the evidence of the formation of lower energy SF5
fragment^ provided some basis of speculation that the excitation energy
might not be randomized before the dissociation of excited molecules.Z^S)

A crossed molecular beam apparatus has been adapted to study the
dynamics of excitation and dissociation of polyatomic molecules in
Intense IR laser fields. Initial experiments have involved the study
of the dissociation of SFg by CO2 laser radiation at 10.6 wm. A mole-
cular beam of SFg was formed by supersonic expansion using three stages
of differential pumping. A grating tuned pulsed CO2 TEA laser was used
as the excitation source. The laser beam was focused by a 25 cm focal
length ZnSe lens, and crossed the molecular beam near its focal point.
The fragments produced by multiphoton dissociation of SFg within the
small interaction region were detected as a function of recoil angle
and velocity.
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Fig. 1. Angular distributions of the fragment products

SF 5
+ (SF-); pulse width: 60 ns FWHM. Energy: 30 J/cm2

+ 2
SF, (SF,); pulse width: 500 ns FWHM. Energy: 5 J/cm

+ 0
SF3 (SF^); pulse width: 500 ns FWHM, Energy: 15 J/cm

Figure 1 shows the measured angular distributions of fragments
of SFc under various conditions. With an average laser power of
5 x 10° W/cm2 and a pulse width of 60 nsec FWHM, the major fragments
observed in the mass spectrometrlc detector are SF5+, SF3+, SF2+ and
I*, all with identical angular distribution to that of SF5

+ shown.
The angular distribution of a particular fragment is a very sensitive
function of its mass and recoil velocity, and thus the invariance of
the fragment angular distributions clearly implies that they all are
due to the same parent, SF5. This result then unambiguously identifies
the primary dissociation products at this power density as SF5 and F.
The very narrow angular distribution of SF5 peaking near the SF5 beam
also indicates that the SFg molecules do not dissociate explosively,
the average energy released into translation is less than 1.5 kcal/mole
and there is no substantial potential energy barrier beyond the
dissociation energy of SF6 into SF5 and F.

2*
A more detailed profile of the SF5 fragment recoil energy distri-

bution has been obtained from a kinematic analysis of the angular
distribution together with time of flight velocity measurements.
Relative probabilities taken from the normalized distribution have
been listed in Table I. An RRKM theoretical statistical model has been
constructed to represent the multiphoton dissociation of SFg. Based
on this model, predicted recoil energy distributions for five, six
and seven photons in excess of the dissociation threshold have been
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determined. Representative probabilities from these distributions
have been Included in Table I for the purpose of comparison with the
experimental results. As can be seen from this comparison, an RRKM
model for dissociation from a nat row range of energies is consistent
with the experimental results, if an average of approximately six
excess photons is absorbed beyond the dissociation energy.

The statistical model with the absorption of six excess photons
is also consistent with an estimate of the dissociative lifetime of
excited SFg in our apparatus. As described above, for normal laser
pulse lengths of 60 nsec, only fragments associated,with the primary
product, SF5, are observed. However, when the laser pulse length Is
widened to 300 nsec, ST$+ is no longer observed; instead, SF3+, SFn+

and F+ are seen with the same, broadened angular distributions. The
results of these measurements at two different laser powers are also
shown in Fig. 1. This indicates that SF5 is formed during the period
of the long laser pulse, and that this incipient SF5 undergoes
secondary absorption and decomposition to SF^. Thus, the average
lifetime for the multiphoton dissociation of SF, at a power density
of 500 MW/cm^ is comparable to or longer than 60 nsec, but should be
much shorter than 300 nsec. The RRKM lifetimes associated with five,
six and seven photons in excess of the dissociation threshold are
given in Table I. The agreement of both the recoil energy distribution
and lifetime estimate with RRKM prediction suggests that the absorption
and decomposition processes involved in the multiphoton dissociation
of SF, proceed statistically.

Table I. Unimolecular Dissociation Lifetimes and Distributions
of Product Recoil Energy

Recoil Energy

Kcal Mole"1

1

2

3

4

5

6

Lifetimes(ns):

Experimental

0.100

.057

.031

.016

.006

.003

60-300

Relative Probabilities

Theoretical

(5)*

0.104

.052

.024

.011

.004

.002

276

(6)

0.100

.053

.028

.014

.006

.003

75

(7)

0.096

.055

.031

.017

.009

.005

27

•Number of photons in excess of dissociation threshold.
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MOLECULAR BEAM PHOTODISSOCIATION OF THE ALKALI IODIDES
USING 347.1 NM LIGHT

T. L. Rose and W. R. Anderson

Department of Chemistry
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College S t a t i o n , Texas 77843

1 2 3
Several recent studies using absorption and emission ' spectros-

copy and scattering of atomic beams have given information on the
number, position,and symmetry of the low lying excited states of the
alkali Iodides which correlate to the separated ground state atoms.
Most of the work has supported conclusions drawn from earlier spectro-
scopic measurements that Hund's case (c) coupling obtains resulting in
five states with n = 0+, 0", 1, 1 and 2. Results from the scattering
of spin polarized potassium off iodine atoms, however, was interpreted
using a j-j coupling scheme to give only two states with a = 1 and 2.
Of additional interest is the importance of the adiabatic noncrossing
rule for the 0+ state which has the same symmetry as the ground state.

We have extended our earlier work on the molecular beam photo-
dissociation studies on KI8 to the Nal, Rbl, and Csl systems. A molec-
ular beam of the alkali haiide is crossed with a pulsed, polarized light
beam of energy 3.57 eV. At this energy the only allowed reaction is

MI + hv (347.1 nm) -• M (2S1/2) +I(
2P3/2) 0 )

where M is the alkali metal atom. The recoiling alkali atom 1s detected
perpendicular to the plane of the crossed beams by a surface ionization
detector. Signals from the detector are digitized by a transient recorder
and stored in a signal averager which sums the results from consecutive
laser pulses. The integral of the accumulated signal is normalized to
the light and primary beam intensities to give the value at a given angle
eL defined as the angle between the detector and the electric vector of
the polarized light. The intensity distribution is fitted to the equation9

W(eL) = A{1 +2BP2[cosieL - es)]} (2)
where A is a constant, B the observed laboratory anisotropy factor-, e s

the first extremum in the distribution from 0°, and P2(t) = (l/2)(3t
2 - 1)

is the second degree Legendre polynomial in t.
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Table: Results of Alkali Haiide Fhotodissociation Experiments

MI

Nal
KI
Rbl
Csl

T(°C)

684-704

662-692

640-750

713-761

0
0

0

B(exD)

.32 ± 0.

.10 ± 0.

.04 i 0.

a 0

09
06
,13

eP(exp)

13 ± 6

25 + 6

20 ±10

e-tcalc)

13

29
39

fx

0.
0.
0.

parallel

20 ± 0.06

25 ± 0.05

36 ± 0.09

« 33

The values of B and e s for the four systems studied are given in
the Table. The signal from Csl was so weak that only an estimate of the
anisotropy could be made. To a first approximation e s can be calculated
from cos 9C = c/u, where u is the recoil velocity of the alkali fragment

_ ft

and c the velocity corresponding to the mean temperature of the beam.
These calculated values agree with the experimental results within the
error limits which are large because the distributions are not very
anisotropic, and there is considerable scatter in the data.

In order to obtain information about the symmetry of the transitions
populating the excited states, the experimental results must be related
to the center of mass distribution which has the form

w(e) = U/4IT)[1 + 2bP2(cose)] (3)
where e 1s the angle between the electric vector of the light and
the Internuclear axis of the molecule, b is the center of mass anisotropy
factor which for a diatomic molecule with zero lifetime and no rotation
has values of -0.5 and 1.0 for perpendicular and parallel transitions,
respectively. For the alkali iodides, a parallel transition leads to
the n = 0 excited state and perpendicular transitions to the n = 1 state.

The rotational and lifetime distributions of the excited molecule
Introduce more isotropy Into the experimentally observed distribution.
A quantitative analysis of the combined effects of rotation, lifetime
and translational energy has been developed which allows calculation of the
laboratory distribution for any given set of experimental conditions and
assumed b value.11 A fit of this distribution to eq. (2) gives B and 6 S

which can be compared with those obtained in the experiment. The "lifetimes"
for the excited states which behave diabatically or undergo direct
dissociation were determined by calculating the time required for the
separating atoms to reach 90% of their final velocity. None of these
lifetimes had a significant effect on the observed anisotropy factor.
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The adiabatic behavior of the 0+ state of Nal gives a lifetime in the long
lifetime limit and an anisotropy factor of 0.Z5. While the rotational
effect reduced the anisotropy factor, it was insufficient to account for
all the loss of anisotropy from a pure parallel or perpendicular transition
for any of the systems. Contributions to the absorption by transitions to
both the 0 and 1 excited states account for the less anisotropic dis-
tribution. The fraction of parallel contribution, f ,, given in the
last column of the Table is determined from the relationship

B(exp) »B p llf p l) -B p rll - f p l ) (4)
where B ^ and B are the pure parallel and perpendicular laboratory
anisotropy factors taking into account rotation and lifetime effects.
The observation of parallel transitions to the 0 state ii KI is contrary
to the conclusions reached in the spin polarization studits on KI.

A potential energy diagram for KI is show in the Figurt to illustrate
how transitions can occur to both the 0 and 1 excited states. Tran-
sitions to the left of the minimum in the ground state reach the 0
curve while those to the right lead to the I state. Since the contribution
from parallel and perpendicular transitions are comparable when tre
statistical weights are considered and they originate from the same
vibrational states, the transition probability to the two exict^d states
are probably similar. For the Nal case, however, our results indicate a
substantially higher transition moment to the 1 than to the 0 state.
Acknowledgement: The authors thank the Robert A. Welch Foundation, Houston,
Texas for the support of this research.
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- 300

o r

Potential energy diagram for KI. The spacing and relative populations
at 950 K of the first five vibrational levels of the ground state are
given. The four excited state curves with the total angular momentum
designations are results of molecular beam scattering experiments [4].
The curve with the EH points is derived from the low resolution absorp-
tion spectrum [P. Davldovits and D. Brodhead, J. Chem. Phys. 4(>, 2968
(1967)] given at the right of the figure. The dashed curve is Kinsey's
fit to the chemiluminescent data [2]. The vertical arrows indicate
28,810 cm-1 (3.57 eV) transitions from the various vibrational levelB.
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Ion pair formation ir. some potapaiuoi-wolecule collisions

Dependence on the vibratior.al energy

A.ii.C. iioutinho

Centro de Ffeica I.oleoular das ''niversidi-des de Lisboa

InBtituto Superior Tecnico - Lisboa-1, Portugal

IiIeasuremantB of total cross sections for ioi. pair formation in

-iiiOlecule collisions taken as function of the temperature of the

molecules were used to study the specific process

U represents a potassium atom and XY are halogen molecules or nethyl-

halot,enp. The measurements were performed in a crossed molecular beam

experiment with temperature control ol the XY beam source and using a

(1 2)
fast K beam in the eV range *• * . The internal energy carried by the

molecules is quite small compared with the collisional energy required

to overcome the endoergicity ol the process but it has been proved that

it is highly efficient. The internal energy of the target molecules is

distributed by the vibrational and rotational states. However, the vi-

brational energy is aseuced to be much more important than the rota-

tional energy in promoting the electron transfer occurring in the

process*

The totsl crops section Q(E. I) lor ion pair formation in colli-

sion between atoms and molecules with a vibrational energy distribu-

tion can be considered as a sum of contributions due to each vibra-

tional state v of the molecule XY, that is
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•here f is the Eoltamann i'tctor ar d (T (E )the specific cross section

for the process 1. Since Q(E. ,T) depends exponentially on the tempera-

ture, using an inverse Laplace tranplorii. one gets the specific cross

section

where I is the modified Bessel function of zeroth order, A and C are
o

constants determined from the experimental results lor each B.r and

Tft« «w/k, uj being the vibrational frequency of the molecules* The

results of this deconvolution are shown in Fig. 1 lor K + CH.Br at

several collisional energies.

To compare the effects of changes in the interns.! energy with

the translational energy we plotted the lines of constant cross section

(fig. 2) • The slope at each point represer.te the ratio between the

vibrational energy efficiency and the trar.slational energy efficiency*

From the comparison done for K + Br.i K + ClUir and K + CH,I one

concludes that in general the vibrational energy is more efficient than

the translational energy. Abov" threshold the eiiiciencies ratio
E

eff ( - ) increases with the transletionel energy. At still higher
tr

energies the lines of constant specific cross sections tend to become

horizontal which means th.it an increase in translational energy does

not increase the ionization efficiency* These common features permit

to distinguish two regions: a threshold re.ion which ends at some eV

above threshold when the specific cross section? level off and a post-

•threshold region at higher energies.

The threshold behaviour of the specific cross section O" (Ei )
v x r

can be Interpreted as a sum of state to ptate cross sections weighed

by the Franck-Condon factor for XT(v) —«• (XY)"(v* ) . Since the rar.fce of
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vibrational states V depends on the translational energy involved in

the collision,the threshold region should be directly influenced by

the overlap int^ral. However the potential of the negative ion 1*

certainly distorted'*'by the strong field due to the vicinity of K*.

Consequently the threshold region should b? enlarged* The experimental

behaviour indicates the sauie trend.

In the poet threshold region the constant behaviour or at least

the slow dependence of the specific cross pectiona upon the transla-

tional energy seems to indicate that the stretching of the negative

ion XY~ is very strong and leads even to dissociation. In this case

the specific cross sections are proportional to the square of the

crossing distances between ionic and covalent potentials.

1-2

Then it is reasonable to compare the behaviour of <T " ' as function

of the vibrational energy Ey with the behaviour of the difference

l(K) - EA - E t h . This is shown for K + Br2> K + CH.I and K + CH.Br in

Fig. 3 where one finds a considerable agreement specially for vibra-

tional energies equivalent to v ^ 1.
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Direct observation of the rotational state population in supersonic

H -beams, J. Verberne, L. Zandee , J. Beus& & I. Ozier,
Physisch Laboratoriurn, R.U. Nijmegen, Holland

HFS-transitions of Hg-aolecules with AF = 1 have been observed in

zero magnetic field for the rotational states J = 1, 3 and 5 using a

Eabi type molecular beam resonance machine. With this technique relative

populations of rotational levels can be direct" investigated, comparing

the line intensities when the optimum rf power is applied corresponding

to a transition probability equal to one.

Rotational relaxation has been measured for a supersonic nozzle

oven at temperatures between 300 and 1000°K. At a fixed source temperature

the pressure dependence of the relaxation has been observed.
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Mass Selective Absorption Spectroscopy of Clustered

Alcali Beams
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Freiestrasse 3, CH-3012 Bern (Switzerland)

Abstract

A mixture of alcali metal clusters was generated in a super-

sonic molecular beam and detected with a quadrupole mass

spectrometer. Using a strong UV light source, particles up

to Naie were observed by means of photoionisation, and their

appearance potentials were measured by filtering the light

source. Using a CW dye laser and a strong visible light

source the rovibronic levels of the Na -particles can be

observed selectively in a two photon absorption and ioni-

sation process. Examples of the A1! and B1n levels of

Na_ are given.
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ION-PAIR FORMATION

J. Los

FOM-lnstitute for Atomic and Molecular Physics,
Kruislaan 407, 1098 SJ Amsterdam, Netherlands.

What is the reason that a collision between two neutral atoms may

result in the formation of two oppositely charged ions, and that over

an energy range extending from the threshold energy needed to form the

ion-pair up t i l l several KeV's. More puzzling even, what causes some

molecules, when vibrationally excited step by step, to dissociate

almost exclusively to ions, although dissociation to neutral atoms is

energetically much more favourable. This not only relates to strongly

polar molecules like the alkali halides; also for such exemplarary

covalent molecules like Ĥ  or 0. polar dissociation has been observed,

be i t that in these cases i t concerns dissociation of excited states.

Half of the answer to this question is already given by the fact

that the products of polar dissociation are a positive ion and a stable

negative ion. This implies that at least at large internuclear

distances stable ionic electron configurations, roughly indicated by

A B , exist, giving rise to a potential which is approximately

• inversely proportional to R. Potential energy curves connected with

covalent electron configurations at large R wi11 be rather f l a t . This

then will lead to crossing of the ionic potential with one or more

covalent potentials. If we take for example the molecule Nal, of which

the energy of the ion-pair Na+ + 1 is about 2 eV higher than the

energy of the groundstate covalent-pair Na + I , we see that the

potential energy curves related to the two different electron configu-

rations cross at about 13 a . At smaller internuclear distances the
o

ionic potential is lower than the covalent one. Indeed the ground

state of Nal bears a strong ionic character. Dissociation of this

molecule might lead to an ion-pair, provided that during the time that

the dissociation proceeds the electron configuration does not
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change. For tne alkali halides this argumentation concerns the

lowest sta'tes. For a covalent molecule like >t_ for example the same

reasoning might be applied to one or more excited states. For these

excited states the ionic configuration might be less pure, because

mixing with other orbital's is more likely.

The statement that stable ionic electron configurations are

possible, and that potentials related to these configurations arc

crossing covalent ones.is, however, only indicating the possibility

of polar dissociation and ion-pair forming collisions. The question

remains why some molecules apparently preserve their ionic character

up till the dissociation limit, neglecting the energetically more

easy possibility, of dissociation to neutrals, while others do not.

The answer to this is well known, and has been given already in the

early days of quantum mechanics by such distinguished scientists as

Landau, Zener and Stiickelberg. Coupling of the motion of electrons

and nuclei may result in a change from a covalent electron configu-

ration into an ionic one and vice versa. This coupling in, an

approximate way, is given by the famous Landau-Zener formula. It is

with the investigation of the role coupling in neutral collisions

leading to ion-pair formation that the first part of this lecture is

concerned.

The transfer of an electron in collisions between atomic systems

is, however, not restricted to atoms, but plays an important rule

in all collisions between electron-positive and electron-negative

atoms and molecules. In fact, it forms the basis of all gas phase

charge transfer reactions. The harpoon model which has been proposed

by Polanyi to explain the large reactive cross section between

sodium atoms and bromine molecules, a cross section which exceeds the

normal -gas kinetic cross sections by a factor of ten, is based upon

the transfer of the sodium valence electron to the bromine molecule

at a distance of about 10 or 12 a . At this distance the potential

surface related to the ionic configuration Na+ + Br~ crosses the

potential surface of the covalent configuration. For the BrI
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molecule which is already formed in a h'ghly excited vibrationa!

state the dissociation is completed in the strong Coulombic field,

while simultaneously the new bond is formed. This model has been

confirmed by many molecular beam experiments in which the details of

the dynamics of this and related reactive processes have been

invest igated.

Ii is with ion-pair formation In collisions between atoms and

molecules, related to these gas-phase acid-base reactions, that the

second part of this lecture is concerned. Experiments over a wide

energy range have led to the determination of adiabatic arid vertical

electron affinities of the halogen molecules. The strength of the

coupling between ionic and covalent configurations has been

established, and the collision dynamics of these systems has been

explored in experiments where total and (double) differential cross

sections have been measured.

L i terature:

D.R. Herschbach in Molecular Beams, ed. J. Ross, Advances in

Chemical Physics, Vol. X, p. 319, Interscience Publishers,

New York (1966).

J. Los in the Physics of Electronic and Atomic Collisions,

VIII ICPEAC, eds. B.C. Cobic and M.V. Kurepa, p. 621, Beograd

(1973) -

S. Wexler, Ber. Ounsen Ges. 77. 6 0 & (1973).

A.P.M. Baede in Molecular Scattering: Physical and Chemical

Applications, ed. K.P. Lawley, Advances in Chemical Physics,

Vol. XXX, p. 463, John Wiley, London (1975).
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Ionizing collisions with H-atoms

W. Aberle, J. Grosser, and K.-H. Unruh

Lehrstuhl C fiir Experimentalphysik

TU Hannover, Appelstrasse 1, 3000 Hannover,

W. Germany

An apparatus has been bu'ilt, in which neutral hydrogen atoms

with energy between 10eV and ikeV are scattered from other

atoms or molecules, and detailed integral cross sections are

measured for the different ionic channels, for instance

H~ + Ar+

H + Ar •*• H + Ar+ + e

H + + Ar + e

The atomic beam is produced by laser photodetachement of

negative ions: H ions emerge from a hot cathode discharge

in NH-, are mass analyzed, and focused into the scattering

volume. The beam is partly neutralized in the cavity of a

high power CW YAG laser before passing through the scattering

region. The beam intensity is typically 10 atoms/sec with-
2

in 10 mm , the energy spread is below 3eV (best value: 0,7 eV).

The advantages of this method1) over those commonly applied

for the production of fast neutral beams (charge exchange,

sputtering) are:

1) There cannot be any excited atoms in the beam (e.g. H2s, or

high Rydberg states).

2) The current of detached electrjns provides an excellent

measure of beam intensity.

3) Lower energies than with charge exchange can be obtained.

Charged collision products are detected and mass analyzed by

a delayed coincidence time of flight technique2): Ions and

electrons are accelerated to both sides of the scattering vo-

lume by a homogeneous electric field, travel some distance at

5keV energy and are detected by multipliers on either side. The

number of delayed coincidences between pulses from the two

detectors is measured as a function of delay time (fig. 1).
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This device acts like a time of flight mass spectrometer. How-

ever, as the delay time depends on the masses of both product

particles, their masses are determined simultaneously All

channels can therefore be registered separately.

Measurements have been performed with collision partners M = Ar,

Xe, and 0_. The Xe result shown in fig. 2 is representative

also for the other systems: At low collision energy an appre-

ciable percentage of the products is K + M +. Above about 100eV,

the H + M intensity decreases, the e •+ M intensity increases.

The channel e + H + is observed with Ar and 0,, but not with Xe.

The mechanism of the processes is yet essentially ununder-

stood. The two main problems are:

1) One has to find the coupling mechanism which is able to

destroy the stable noble gas configurations. Such a mecha-

nism is not provided by the electron promotion model3)? it

is believed that direct interaction between ionic and co-

valent potential curves (e.g. H Ar/H Ar ) is a better desr

cription.

2) Obviously, there is a competition between ion pair and

free electron channels. A unified description of these two

types of process will have to be applied.

References

1) B. VanZyl, N.G. Utterback, R.C. Amme,

Rev.Sci.Instrum. 47, 814 (1976)

2) B. Brehm, V. Fuchs, P. Kebarle,

Int.J.Mass Spectrom.Ion Phys. 6, 279 (1971)

3) M. Barat, W. Lichten,

Phys.Rev. A6, 211 (1972)

") R.C. Dehmel, R. Meger, H.H. Fleischmann, M. Steinberg

J.Chem.Phys. 58, 5111 (1973)
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e+Xe4

6|jsec

fig. 1. H + Xe: number of delayed coincidences as a function

of delay time.

H+Xer-H~+Xe+

o sum of both channels
• H~+Xe+
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A

3
o
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1
o

8 s «

o

o

100 200 300 A00 eV

fig. 2. H + Xe: integral cross sections as a function of

H-atom energy. The cross section scale is

arbitrary; from a comparison with other

experiments'*) we estimate the unit to be

1O~17 cm2.
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Large variations are observed in the chemi-ionization

cross sections for the thermal reactions of Ca, Sr, Ba« and

Yb atoms with various halogen and interhalogen molecules,

as well as chlorine dioxide. While the alkaline earth metal

atom reactions generally produce ion products, this is only

true for Yb+F_. The absence of ions for the other Yb reac-

tions is explained on energetic grounds. For the reaction

of a metal atom (M) with a halogen (X_), the positive and

negative ions are determined mass spectrometrically to be

MX and X~. For the int'erhalogens, both ion channels,

MX + Y~ and MY+ + X~, are observed, the dominant channel

being the one more exoergic. Absolute chemi-ionization

cross sections are estimated to range from 0.001 to 1.6 A ,

with an uncertainty of ± 100%. These cross sections de-

crease in the order Ba>Sr^Ca>Yb for all oxidizer gases

other than F-. For a given alkaline earth metal, the cross

sections decrease in the order F2> Cl 2^Br 2> iI 2, the only

exception being Ba+F_. These large cross sections indicate

that for the reactions discussed here, the chemi-ionization

channel is normally more important than the chemilumin-

escence pathway.
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Table 1

Relative chemi-ionization cross sections*
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Table 1 (continued)

Reaction IP(MX) EA(X)a° B(ev)

Ca + C1O2 — • CaCl +

Yb —» YbF+

5.2d>

~ 6 . 0 h )

0.44

3.45

0.002

0.015

-0.53

*Here IP is the ionization potential, EA is the electron

affinity, 0^el is the measured relative chemi-ionization

cross section, and &E is the total energy released in the

ion products.

a) Refa. 1-3.

b) Ref. 4.

c) Ref. 5,.

d) For Ba+ClO2, the O~ ion was not detected; for Sr or Ca

with C1O2, no mass spectrcnetric identification was made.

e) Refs. 4-6.

f) Refs. 5,7,8.

g) Studied previously by Ch. Hahn and D. Beck, Oniversitat

Bielefeld (to be published).

h) G.J. Diebold, et. al., chem. Phys. (accepted for publica-

tion).
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A CROSSED BEAM APPARATUS FOR CHARGE TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS

*

G.Conforti,F.Del Giallo,F.Pieralli,G.Ventura and G.Zaccanti
Istituto di Onde Elettromagnetiche-CNR-Firenze,Italy

C.B.Cosmovici,A.D'Innocenzo,G.Leggieri and A.Perrone
Laboratories di Fisica Cosmica, Istituto di Fisica dell'Universita,Lecce

In the last years an appreciable experimental effort has been devoted
to the ion-atom low energy collisional range investigation.
Charge transfer reactions have been studied also with particular
interest and applications to astrophysics,ionospheric physics and
plasma physics;In spite of the experimental and theoretical efforts,

cross section parameters for many charge transfer reactions are still
< ii

affected by large uncertainty.In the energy range 10-10 eV the experi-
mental technique,which seems to permit the highest accuracy for cross
section measurementsiis the crossed beam technique,which was here
used in the attempt to develope and1 improve new systems for the
investigation of reaction mechanisms occuring in the interstellar mediu
and in planetary atmospheres.Therefore a novel device was designed
for charge transfer reactions in the energy range 20-200 eV and the
system was adapted to the molecular beam apparatus^ of universal type
already constructed in Lecce (1).

Experimental set up:
The molecular beam apparatus and the ion source are described in
detail in Ref.l and 2.We will here summarize only the experimental
procedure used for the noble gas reactions described below :
A supersonic beam,generated by a 100 nicron quarz nozzle at a pressure
of 50 Torr and at room temperature,is geometrically defined,after

passing trough a skimmerby a collimator of 3 mm diameter, and is chopped
at a frequency of 35 Hz in order to allow lock-in measurements and
to suppress background noise. The ion beam is generated by a Nier

source and his shape (diameter 2 mm) in the scattering center id definec
by a diaphragm situated between ion source and reaction chamber.
The charge transfer reaction takes place in the center of the reaction
charter where two electrodde collect the primary ions and the transfer
current; the second electrode has a potential of some volts with respec
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to the grounded screen. The secondary current,which is generated by the

transferred charges,is detected by an electrometric amplifier with a

transfer-impedance of 10 ohm,frequency adjusted by means ofra zero-pole

cancellation method.This amplifier is situated in the vacuum chamber

directly on the secondary ions collector and is thermoregulated at

a constant temperature of 60+1 °C in order to minimize the offset drift.

The output voltage is amplified again by a r.m.s.. loch-in-amplifier.

The.experimental conditions were: pressure in the scattering chamber:
-6 ' ' * -5

10 Torr,pressure in the ionization chamber: 2.10 Torr,primary ions
current: 5.10 A,electron energy in the ion source : 60 eV.

Results and future developments :

He + He*,Ne + Ne*,A + A*,Kr + Kr* and Xe + Xe+ resonant charge transfer

reactions have been studied in -'detail and the cross sections versus

coliidional energy are plotted in Figs.1-5 in comparison with other

experimental results and with theoreticalcocmputations made by Rapp

and Francis (3). The relative abundance of primary atoms with multiple

ionization at an electronic bombardment energy of 60 eV is (t) : 0.05 %

for He; 0.25 % for Ne;8% for A;3% for Kr and 9% for Xe.

In the cross section calculations we considered only standa>d'lreactions

as A + A+s A +A. No assumption has been made on the primary ions excitation.

The estimated error in the cross section determination is about 12%

mostly due to the error in the scattering Volume uncertainty.

Because of the positive results achieved also in comparison with other

groups,the future effort can be devoted to improve the ion beam source

with addition of a mass selector at low resolution and to study resonant

anddnon-resonant charge transfer processes between elements of particular

interest for atmospheric physics (5,6) and astrophysics (7),including

measurements of molecules excitation before and after collision.

1) C.B.Cosmovici et al.,Proceedings of the 5 International Symposium

on Molecular Beams,Nice 1975

2-V G.Conforti and tali.,Proceedings of the 5tn"Congresso di Scienza e

Tecnologia del Vuoto, Perugia 1975

3) D.Rapp,W.E.Francis, J.Chem.PHys.,37,2631,1962

•»)" L.J.Kieffer and G.H.DQnn.Rev.of Mod.Phys. ,38,1,1966

5) P.Warneck.J.Geophys.res.,72,1651,1967

6) E.E.Ferguson and;1F.C.Fehsenfeld,J.Geophys.Res. ,73 ,6215 ,1968

Radio Science,7,113,1972

7)H.S.W.Massey,-"Atomic and Molecular reactions in space "in "Nobel

Symposium n°21,Ed.A.Ilvins.J.Wiley,New tfortc
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ATOMIC DIFFRACTION FROM A LOW TEMPERATURE METAL SURFACE.

G. Boato, P. Cantini and R. Tatarek

Gruppo Nazionale di Struttura della Materia del CNR

& Is t i tu to di Scienze Fisiche del l 'Universita, Genova,

Italy

The success recently achieved by atomic diffraction techniques in the

study of alkali halide crystal surfaces has encouraged the use of the

same techniques for investigating novel classes of materials. Me re-

call that the observation of diffraction effects from metallic

surfaces has been a challenge for the molecular beam laboratories

during the past few years. Customarily, metal surfaces yielded a

specular peak surrounded by an inelastic background, while no diffrac-

tion peaks were detected for densely packed surfaces. However, the

measurements were carried out at temperatures higher than the Oebye

temperature for the metals: under which conditions the elastic

intensities are drastically reduced by the effect of thermal motions.

A check of the apparent flatness of the gas-metal potential was ideal-

ly suited to the features of our equipment, in which a low temperature

sample environment is coupled with a high angular resolution of the

beam. We performed the measurements with supersonic beams of He and H«

on the (111) surface of a silver crystal. This crystal was chosen

because of the relative ease with which its surface can be chemically

cleaned without resorting to ion bombardment, not available in our

apparatus. As can be seen in Fig. 1 , the (111) face is a typical

densely-packed metal surface, with an hexagonal latt ice.

Several runs were carried out with a He beam produced by a room tempe-

rature nozzle source; the in-plane scattered intensity was measured

as a function of the scattering angle 9*. both in the <112> and

<110> azimuth. Although small, the first-order diffraction peaks are

clearly resolved in the <112> azimuth, for a number of incident angles.

A typical scan of the diffracted intensity is shown in Fig. 2a.
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No d i f f rac t i on peaks were detected i n the <110> azimuth. The in tens i ty

ra t io IJQ/ IQQ is about 2 x 10 and is indicat ive o f a remarkably

f l a t surface.

Quite d i f fe ren t i s the scattered in tens i ty of hydrogen molecules, as

shown in Fig. 2b. Along the <112> azimuth, the in tens i ty of (1,0) and

(1,0) d i f f r ac t i on peaks is about ten times larger than fo r He:

I j g/Ig 0 a 3 x 10" . Also, the (1,1) d i f f rac t ion peak i s recognizable

in the <110> azimuth, as well as the 0 + 2 ro ta t iona l l y ine last ic

d i f f rac t ion peaks associated wi th the (0,0) peak. These results were

already reported [ 1 ] .

A few comments may be made. F i r s t , the tota l in tens i ty o f the specu-

l a r l y d i f f rac ted peak is - by reason of i t s width - much higher than

what appears from the height of the peak shown in F ig . 2. This fact

is due to the i r r egu la r i t y of the surface, which is not f l a t , but

contains many steps and stepped surfaces nearly para l le l to the (111)

face. Taking in to account the minor e f fec t of ine las t i c scattering

(as seen by measurements carr ied out a t 30 "K and 80 K) , the amount of

e last ic coherent d i f f rac t ion appears to be quite large. Secondly, the

periodic part o f the gas-surface potent ia l is much smaller than for

a lka l i halide and metal oxyde c rys ta l s , as expected from incident

neutrals at thermal energies. However, . 1 , molecules seem to experience

a much stronger per iod ic i ty strength than He atoms. In the t h i r d place

' ro ta t iona l ly i ne las t i c d i f f r ac t i on i s for s i l ve r a much less, probable

event than fo r LiF [ 2 ] , MgO [ 3 ] , or NiO [ 4 ] . This seems to be related

to the much so f te r repulsive gas-surface potential present in metals.
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Fig. i. Diagram of the scattering geometry and schematic view of the (111) face of Ag crystal.
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A STUDY OF THE (OOQ FACE OF NiO BY MEANS OF ATOMIC DIFFRACTION

- P. Cantini, G.P. Felcher and E. Tatarek -
Gruppo Nazionale di Struttura della Materia del CNR

and Istituto di Scienze Fisiche dell'Universita, Genova, Italy

NiO is, among the metal oxides, one of the best characteriz
ed compounds; its easily cleaved (001) face is ideally suited to
test, for a new class of materials, the technique and the way of
analysis successfully used for atomic beam diffraction from alkali-
-halide surfaces. Aside from this general interest, NiO has impor
tant magnetic properties: at room temperature and below it is
antiferroraaghetic in the bulk, and then diffraction of a suitable
atomic beam can reveal whether the antiferromagnetic structure
extends up to the surface layer.

To characterize the (OOl) face of a NiO crystal cleaved in air
and taken at 73 K in a cryogenic UHV environment, we performed
scattering measurement with He and H2 supersonic beams in many
geometrical conditions. The experimental apparatus is the same as
previously described . £iQ .

The diffraction patterns obtained with the helium beam show
several well separated peaks associated with a square lattice.
The angular location of the peaks and the mean wave vector of the
supersonic beam - calculated to be 11.12 A"1 from the nozzle
temperature - give a lattice parameter for the (001) face a=2.945 +
±0.015 A (very near to the bulk value at room temperature a=2.9 5i
A). To obtain information on the gas-surface potential the in-pla
ne diffraction intensity has been measured for many peaks, as a
function of the incident angle. The structures in the specular
intensity at grazing incidence - associated with bound state re
sonances - have been analyzed in several azimuthal directions.
Three levels have been identified in the attractive potential, with
energies of -7.9, -4.0 and -1.6 meV (±0.4 meV).

The in-plane diffraction probabilities obtained for several
peaks are reported in Fig. 1 as a function of the incident angle
fij . The general trend is characteristic of a rainbow pattern with
zero - and first-order very intense peaks. For a first comparison
with the theory, we assumed a hard corrugated wall for the short
range repulsive potential, with a square attractive well in front.
With a simple sinusoidal shape function the diffraction probabili
ty have been calculated following the rainbow theory [2] , in a "
way similar to that used for the He-LiF system £i} . The diffract
ion probabilities of all peaks emerging around the surface normal
(-25o€0f^ 25°) are well predicted assuming a corrugation amplitu
de X-0.135 A and a well depth £ = -10 meV. A "perpendicular"
Debye-Waller factor exp(-2.WJL )=0.45 is obtained by comparing the
experimental diffraction probability with the theoretical one. We
may conclude that the (001) face of NiO is seen by He atoms as a
sinusoidal hard wall, surely flatter than the (001) face of LiF
( X=O«135 A and 7, =0.289 A for NiO and LiF respectively).
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More complex is the diffraction pattern of H2 from the same
surface. In Fig. 2 a tipical angular distribution is shown: many
elastic peaks are present, with a large intensity well beyond a
critical rainbow scattering angle. This and similar diffraction
patterns obtained at different incidence are those associated
with a square lattice; the angular location of the peaks and the
lattice parameter a=2.945 previously .obtained with the He beam
give a mean wave-vector ki=8.31±O.O6 A"1 for the supersonic beam
of H2. In the same Pig. 2, aside from the elastic peaks, quite
evident are diffraction peaks with change of tha rotational state
( j = j[ ± 2 ) of the H2 molecule. Similar rotational peaks are
found ?or all adopted incident conditions; they are very intense,
in some case comparable with the elastic peaks. By observing that
for energy reasons much of the incoming beam cannot contribute
to rotational scattering (about 70%: namely the ortho-H2 molecules
in the ground state), the rotational transitions of H2 molecules
diffracted by the NiO face appear to be a quite sizable effect.
Also the bound state resonance effect has been observed as a very
large effect: several deep minima are present in the specular inten
sity, down to a small incident angle; they are given by numerous
deep levels of the attractive well and are associated with high
order diffraction peaks: for these reasons their unambiguous identi_
fying is quite difficult.

A complete analysis of the scattering of H2 is presently in
progress. Meanwhile the main trends till now observed - many inten
se peaks well beyond the raimbow angle and a very large resonant
effect associated with a deep well - indicate that the (001) face
of NiO is a quite different surface when seen by an H2 molecule
or a He atom.
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VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENTS OF A POTASSIUM BEAM SCATTERED

FROM THE SURFACE OF LiF BY MEANS OF TIME-OF-FLIGHT METHOD

Shinji Tomoda* and Isao Kusunoki**

*Dept. of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Kyoto University,

Kyoto 606, Japan

**Research Institute for Scientific Measurements, Tohoku University,

Sanjo-machi, Sendai 980, Japan

Velocity distributions of potassium atoms scattered from the surface

of LiF(iOO) are measured as time-of-flight spectra. A new apparatus was

constructed for the present experiment, while the time-of-flight (TOF)

method is, in principle, the same as that described in a previous

paper ) .

The apparatus is shown schematically in figure 1. In the present

construction, the target surface is placed in an ultrahigh vacuum

chamber (C3, 2-5 x 10 torr) evacuated by a sputter ion pump. The

LiF crystal was cleaved in air and heated at 750 K in vacuum before

each measurement. The temperature of the crystal surface was measured

by a chrome 1-alumel thermocouple pressed on the surface. The TOF

measuring system which consists of a rotating disc chopper and a

surface ionization detector, is located in a separate chamber (CM

to get a longer flight path (L = 317 mm).

Potassium atoms are detected by a combination of a hot Pt-W (8&)

surface ionizer and a channel electron multiplier. The mean residence

time of potassium atoms on Pt-W surface at 1300 K is short enough

compared with time of flights ) . The output signals of the multiplier

are stored in a multichannel sealer after a certain amplification.

In this experiment, time-of-flight spectra are observed as a

function of the temperature of the surface (T ) in the temperature

range between 280 K and 550 K. The other parameters have the fixed

values as following; 6. (the incident angle) • <t5°, 0 (the scattered

angle) - kS° and Tb (the temperature of the beam source) • 493 K.

The observed TOF..spectra.are compared with hypothetical curves

calculated on the assumption of the Maxwellian distribution of

velocities, which is characteristic of the surface temperature.
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The analytical form of the hypothetical curve, U(t), is given as

follows:

U(t) - / G(t') U°(t - ,t')dt;

where

U° (t) * t'5exp (-a2L2/t2) and o 2 = m/2kT .

In the above equation, L, m and k represent the length of the flight

path, the mass of a potassium atom and Boltzmann constant,

respectively. The gate function G(t) is assumed to be a trapezoid

in the present case.

Two time-of-f1ight spectra for different temperatures of the

target (T ) are shown in figure 2, together with calculated curves.

The shift of the peak position between two observed spectra (0.1 msec)

is exactly as calculated with the Maxwellian distributions for the two

temperatures T . The shapes of the observed spectra also show reasonable

agreement with the calculated curves.

The experimental and calculated values of 'the full width at half

maximum (FV/HM) are given in figure 3. The dependence of the observed

FWHM on the temperature T almost agrees with the hypothetical

curve.

The present result can be interpreted as a complete accommodation

of potassium atoms with the surface of LiF(IOO), which is consistent

with the cosine behaviour in angular distribution of potassium atoms ) .

The origin of the small discrepancy between the experimental and

the hypothetical curve shapes is now under consideration.

*Address till July 1977:

FOM-Instituut voor Atoom- en.Molecuulfysica, Kruislaan 407,

Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

**Address till August 1977:

Max-Planck-lnstitut fur Stromungsforschung, lh Gottingen,

Germany.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS:

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the apparatus; T: target, D: detector,

S: potassium beam source, F: beam flag, P1-P3: oil diffusion

pumps, IP: sputter ion pump and L: flight path length (from

the chopper to the detector).

Fig. 2. TOF spectra observed at two different temperatures T of the

target. The trapezoid at upper left shows the gate function

G(t) of the chopper slit. The arrows indicate the locations

of the maxima.

Fig. 3. Comparison of the observed and the calculated FWHM of the

TOF spectra as a function of the surface temperature T .

C3
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Absence of Translational Energy Accommodation of O , on Clean and Oxidized
Tungsten, Specularly and Diffusely Scattered

Daniel Auerbach,t Charles Becker, James Cowin and Lennard Wharton

The James Frsncfe Institute and Department of Chemistry
The University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 60637

We have determined by a direct molecular beam velocity measurement

that transiational energy accommodation of O_ molecules scattered from a

reactive hot polycrystalline tungsten target is very inefficient. Translational

energy accommodation is inefficient whether the surface is clean or covered

with oxygen atoms to a varying extent, even though in the latter case the

scattering is diffuse. On a clean tungsten surface the scattering of the O_

is specular. The results show directly that diffuse scattering does not imply

or require large energy accommodation. They also show that this surface

covered with atoms matching the incoming beam atoms is not an efficient

energy accommodator. Thus a diminished role for mass matching in energy

transfer is apparent.

At the highest t jngsten surface temperatures more than 90% of the in-

coming O« reacted (mostly to form O atoms): Failure to react is associated

with failure to accommodate. At lower surface temperatures 10GO-2000K

the surface had oxygen coverage of varying extent: Failure to react

is associated both with failure to accommodate and degree of coverage of

the surface by chemisorbed O.

To understand why the O« scattering was diffuse and yet substantially

unaccommodated (in energy) in the temperature range when the surface was

oxidized, helium was added to the oxygen beam and the simultaneous

scattering pattern of He and O_ were determined by suitable settings of

1
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the mass spectrometer detector. It was found that the angular distribution

of He was almost identical to O? . This shows that the diffuse scattering

of CL observed on oxidized tungsten is largely due to atomic surface

roughness.

Measurements of very small translational energy accommodation

of O« on hot tun^Jten have been previously performed by an indirect

method depending upon the variation of sensitivity of an electron bombard-

ment source mass spectrometer with molecular velocity: The method

assumed that the angular distribution of scattered O» was specular and

independent of temperature. We have also observed similar inefficient ac-

commodation of D_ on hot tungsten. It was established that there were no

"delayed" or "low frequency" components present that would make the

present results somewhat a tautology: rapidly reemitted particles have short

residence times and hence fail to accommodate. This result is not surprising

in view of observations that chemisorbed oxygen never desorbs from tungsten

in the form of O».

West and Somoqai2 scattered O_ from clean Pt (100) with 45° in-

cidence and found a broad specular O_ peak similar to the one we have

found for O 9 on clean W. Our present results for clean tungsten are not

exactly comparable since we are seeing only the residue (perhaps 10%) of

molecules thot did not react. It may not be surprising then that the O ?

that did not react had a velocity distribution peaked at its incident

speed: The O_ that interacted strongly enough to suffer a speed change

was more likely to undergo chemical reaction. But it is also possible

that chemical reaction resulted from steric, phasing, or surface
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energy distribution conditions that are unrelated to

prospective elastic or near elastic scattering: O_ scattering with an

independent possibility of chemical reaction is possibly similar to scatter-

ing dominated by an appropriately sized van der Waals interaction i .e.

like Ne or Ar (if we further neglect the rotational degree of freedom of

the 0 2 ) . Then the similarity of the platinum and tungsten cases may not

be so surprising. We know of no comparable experiments for the oxidized

surfaces. But in this case the reactivity is small and the van der Waals

forces smaller than for the bare metal. Estimates of the accommodation

of the lighter noble gases on tungsten are generally very small: Hence

O- does not greatly accommodate because the lighter noble gases do not

3 4

greatly accommodate. On the other hand Subbarao and Miller

found substantially larger variation of scattered particle energy with

scattering angle for neon and argon on silver than we do for O~ on W,

or oxidized W.

The present results show the fallacy of the inference that diffusely

scattered particles are thermalized. Subbarao and Miller classified

scattering regimes as "thermal" or "structure factor" dominated. In our

studies at temperatures higher than about 1600K the scattering is structure

factor dominated because there is persistence of the initial beam velocity

and the scattering patterns of He and O ? are similar if not identical. At

temperatures between 1000 and 1500K the temperature of the scattered

beam is lower than the surface, yet the scattered beam's most probable

velocity is also lower than its incident velocity. Collisionally induced

energy transfer into the cold rotational degrees of freedom may be the

6cause.
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It is not possible to classify the scattering of O_ according to the

manifestations of "quasi-elastic", "inelastic", or "trapping dominated"

scattering as described to apply to noble gas scattering on metals by

Weinberg. But this may have been expected because of the complica-

tions of reactivity, rotational freedom, and surface oxidation.
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MOLECULAR BEAM STUDY OF OXYGEN CHEMISORPTION ON (111) SILVER.

M. Caval l in i , M. Cini and S. d1 Andrea
Laborfetori Ricerche di Base, SNAMPROGETTI S .p .A. , 00015 Monterotondo
(Rome), I t a l y .

Introduction

The fact that oxygen chemlsorption on silver can be structure
dependent has been well established (1» 2) by LEED measurement, but
up to now the measurement of the "real" coverage with U.H.V. techni-
ques (LEED, Auger, ESGA, UPS, SIMS) in presence of very intense
oxygen impinging rate is an open question*

It is well known that the presence of relatively high O2 back-
ground pressure strongly perturbes emission stability of filaments
in detection apparata. The molecular beam method in connection with
high pumping speed and differential pumping stages, allows an intense
sample irradiation in absence of these induced perturbations.

Due to the high sensitivity of SIMS we were able to detect
for the first time O2 chemisorption on (111) faces of silver and
to get some idea about the microscopic mechanism of chemisorption.

Experimental Methods

The key feature of the present apparatus sketched in fig. 1 is
the facility we have of ion bombarding and simultaneously irradiating
with O2 supersonic molecular beam the silver (111) surface. The
quadrupole in front of the sample, but in an independently pumped
chamber, may detect alternatively
1) reflected or diffused O2 molecules
2) positive or negative secondary ions emitted by sputtering
3) any species termally programmed for desorption.

In such experimental conditions it is possible to follow oxygen
chemisorption looking at secondary ion 0~ peak during molecular beam
interaction and if the primary ion current is weak enought, without
appreciable perturbation of the process.

Results

We have performed a set of measurement of the intensity of 0"
peak versus time at primary ion current in the range 10~^*5»10~^A
at fixed beam intensity fr»1015 mol/sec) and three sample temperatures
(1OO*25O*3OO°K).
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In fig. 2 we show in part a) the increase of 0 secondary ion
peak during O2 exposition in equilibrium with two primary ion cur-
rents of 540 -8 A and 5.10"

7
 A respectively. As it is evident the

equilibrium coverage G reached is strongly dependent on ion current
intensity.

The sample has been cleaned firstly by strong.sputtering and
after annealed at 900°K for few hours.

After the exposition to oxygen has been performed, we interrupt
the O2 molecular beam but we still continue to observe the 0" signal.

What we image to see was a decreasing rate of the coverage-
which had to be proportional to the primary ion current and effecti-
vely this will happen, but not instantaneously. In fact, during some
time, whose lenght is also correlated with Ip, there is an increase
in-0" signal intensity, as it were connected with an increase in
surface coverage.

When the consumption of the chemisorbed layer is completed we
continue to see an equilibrium intensity of 0~ which is inversely
proportional to I p and surface temperature.

Discussion

Before proceeding to discuss the physical mechanism of oxygen
chemisorption on Silver, the correct'order of magnitude of the quan-
tities involved must be assessed. The rate of oxygen removal by the
ion current is observed directly. To a first approximation, in the
absence of the oxygen beam, the oxygen signal decays according to
9<v - V 1 0 (see fig.2). A best fit of our data yields^-^9 l O V s ,

Information about the sticking coefficient can be obtained by the
rate of increase of the signal during the exposure experiment. How-
ever, an independent, more accurate way to do this is to study the
current dependence of the current-oxygen beam equilibria. Let f& be
the number of O2 molecules that impinge on the surface per second
per Ag silver atom. In our experimental conditions,J5> is of the
order of 0.1. Equilibrium with the ion current is achieved if

)C7e(I), where 6^ is the sticking coefficient. It^ e

is found that Q* is a steeply decreasing function of coverage. In
order to determine absolute orders of magnitude we must compare the
above results with a suitable reference surface. The 110 face of Ag
is a good standard because it is known (2) to reach a coverage of
order unity in our experimental conditions, and it seems reasonable
to assume that the oxygen ion yield will not be too different from
the 111 face. Due to the high sticking coefficient of the 110 face,
0 ? exposures will probably reach about 1 tnonolayer even when observed
with a ion current in the 10"^A range. This comparison suggests that
the absolute equilibrium coverage is of the order of 6?e«v5»10~

3
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for I 10 A. This would imply thatflT decreases from a value of about
6.10"4 for© = 10"3 to 3.1O"5 for0*8.1(r3. This rapid fall of the
sticking coefficient with coverage seems to be consistent with ear-
lier observations '3', on polycrystalline samples. To our knowledge,
there are no previous detection of 0 2 chemisorption of the 111 face.
Some information can be drown from the above data concerning the
process of chemisorption. In view of the good vacuum conditions and
of the low sticking coefficient, contamination cannot account for
the background signal that is not eliminated by prolonged ion bom-
bardment and corresponds to a coverage of the order of a few times
10""^, roughly independent of the current. A more reasonable explana-
tion is probably that some oxygen penetrates deeply into the Ag
lattice. The temperature dependence of the background is no evidence
against the idea of diffusion, provided the latter is preceded by
a nonactivated dissociation of the O2 molecule. A theoretical model
of the oxygen penetraction into silver is currently in progress.
Preliminary results indicate that a qualitative agreement with the
observed experimental behaviour can be achieved, provided we suppose
that SIMS is actually sensitive to the oxygen atoms, rather than to
the O2 molecules. In particular, this is consistent with the obser-
vation of a "spontaneous" increase of the signal after the inter-
ruption of the 0_ beam.
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Figure Caption

The intensity reported in curves of figure A is intended to
represent surfaces concentration and is therefore normalized to a
standard ion current of 10 A .
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CALCULATION OF RATE CONSTANTS AMD PRODUCT VIBRATIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS

FOR THE FAMILY OF REACTIONS X+ F? ->• XF+ F (X - Mu.H.D.T)

J.N.L. Connor

Department of Chemistry, University of Manchester
Manchester M13 9PL, England.

W. Jakubetz

Institut fur Theoretisclie Chemie, Universitat Wien
A-1090 Wien, Austria.

J. Mar.j

Lehrstuhl furMTheoretische Chemie der Technischen Universitat,
8 Munchen 2, Arcisstrasse 21, W. Germany.

1 2 3
We have performed ' ' 'collinear (ID) quantum calculations for the reactions

Mu + F2(v«O) •»• MuF (v' S 3) + F

H + F2(v=O) + HF (v* $11)+ F

D + F2(v=O) •* DF <v' 516)+ F

T + F2(v*O) -f TF (v' $19)+ F

by the State Path Sum method ' . In the first reaction, Mu is muonium which is
a light isotope of H of mass 0.114u. Chemical reactions involving Mu offer
exciting new possibilities for the study of isotope effects such as tunnelling6.
The potential energy surface used in the calculatipns was a rotated-Morse cubic
spline fit' to the extended LEPS surface No.2 of Jonathan et al8.

The product vibrational distributions are shown in Fig.l. Since the
vibrational distributions do not change appreciably with energy, results at any
fixed energy can be regarded as typical. The results in Fig.l aTe very similar
to those obtained by Fischer', who has developed a simplified model for product
vibrational distributions in chemical reactions.

The total reaction probability pj as a function of translational energy is
shown in Fig.2. The behaviour of the pj curves can be understood in terms of a
bottleneck on the potential energy surface when it is plotted in the mass-scaled
skewed coordinates used in the calculations2'3. The bottleneck is greatest for
M u > H > D > T . At high energies, where classically allowed processes dominate,
this bottleneck results in a smaller PJ for Mu< H < D< T. At low energies
on the other hand, tunnelling is important and the order is M u > H > D > T . This
behaviour is reflected in the rate constants k(T) for reaction. At 300K,
tunnelling makes an important contribution, but at 900K it is the classically
allowed region that dominates.

We have also developed ' an information theoretic method for converting
the ID reaction probabilities into 3D vibrational and vibrotational product
distributions. Good agreement with experiment is obtained for the H reaction
(no experimental results are available for the Mu, D or T reactions).
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Crossed Beam Kinetics: Angular Froduct Distribution

of the Reaction of Br with CH,I

J. Heuschkel, L. Matus, G. Stocklin and £. Vietzke

Institut fiir Chemie der Kernforschungsanlage Julich GmbH

Institut 1 : Nuklearchemie

Elementary transfer reactions of a hydrogen or a halogen atom

play a major role in the chemical kinetics. Since the cross

sections are very small we have used a seeded nozzle beam of

brisine atoms and methyl iodide to carry out hydrogen abstraction

Br + CH3I * HBr + CH2I

and the Br-for-I substitution

Br + CHjI • I + CHjBr.

The product angular distribution will be discussed with respect
to the different reaction models.
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REACTIVE SCATTERING OF SEVERAL RARE EARTH METAL -ATOMS WITH O? AT ENERGIES

BETWEEN 0.1 and 1.2 eV,

R. Dirscherl and K. U. Michel, Institut fur Physikalische Chemie der

UniversitMt Stuttgart, Pfaffenualdring 55, 7 Stuttgart BO, West Germany

The chemistry of rare earth elements is attracting wider attention

because of their applications in extraterrestrial and astrophysics and

because of their potential use as visible chemical laser media. We

report here our studies of exchange reactions of the type

M + Or, —•• MO + 0 +A3, where AD is the exothermicity.

A thermal beam of various rare earth metal atoms (Eu, Sm, or Yb)'

is crossed with a supersonic seeded beam Df oxidant molecules (0^ or I\LO).

By heating the nozzle, the relative collisional energy can be varied con-

tinuously from 0.1 to 1.2 eV at a comparatively small energy spread of

0.05 BV. In this way product angular distributions can be measured at

fixed collisional energies and threshold energies are obtained with

high accuracy.

The apparatus has been described elsewhere. Its main features

include a heatable platinum tube with a 10PJ* pinhole nozzle for pure

gas oxidant beams and for seeded (He) beams, a differentially pumped

nozzle source, and collimator chambers, the latter housing a chopper

and a rotatable quadrupole detector which is pumped separately by an

ion getter pump-in a LN_ cooled housing for background suppression.

Comparison of measured angular distributions with calcu]ated cen-

troids suggests t'iat the reaction Eu + 0? proceeds via a complex mecha-

nism below 0.5 eU, and that above this energy an additional channel

opens up, favoring a rebound mechanism. Eu + IMnO, on the other hand,

shows a tendency towards a stripping mechanism at.0.7 eU.

The cross sections for these reactions are estimated using the
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fallowing expression :

KEuQ)! T 3 P "
normalized maximum intensities of angular distribution
curves

g

Av

average product velocity (Q.k - 0.5 km/sec)

ionization cross section

relative collison energy

area transmitted by the product beam

scattering volume (taken from beam geometries)

t\£u - Europium vapour density in the scattering center
(from beam geametries and oven weight lass determination)

Tha data points in Fig. 1 can best be described by an expression from a

theory by Levine and Bernstein and find a possible interpretation in

terms of an orientation-dependent activation energy.
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The angular distribution curves for both SmO and YbQ indicate that the

reaction products are scattered in the forward direction. The rather small

cross section for Yb + D 2 is puzzling in the light of the stripping mechanism
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deduced from the angular distribution curves (Fig. 2 ) .

Fig. 2

V(0i)
I km/ted

Yb+O 2—YbO+O
(ER =1.1eV)

0° 10? 20° 30° 40° 50° 6(f 70° 80° 90° eLAB
scattering angle 8

From the very precise regulation and knowledge of the 0- nozzle beam

velocity, we have, determined the threshold energy of Eu + D ? and Yb + 0 .

It turned out that both reactions (like Sr + D 2, see Cosmovici et al**)

have a threshold energy of 0.15 eU and O.B eV resp. (Fig. 3), which can be

determined very precisely by simply increasing the C_ - velocity.

In deriving such exact threshold energies from the observed onset of the

product intensity, both the velocity spread and the angular width of the

metal beam were accounted for.

With .the well known dissociation energy of CL this directly yields very

accurate values for the bond-dissociation energies of the metal oxides:

D (EuO) « 4.95 eU and D CbO) = 4.3 eV. These determinations differ from

earlier literature values ' but are in good agreement with experimental

work7 and with recent calculations based on the ionic polarizability model

by Guido and Bigli8.
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Fig. 3
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Rotational-Vibrational Excitation of Reaction Products from UV Chemi-

luminescence at 1.6 to 53 eV

I. Kusunoki and Ch. Ottinger

Max-Planck-Institut fiir Strotnungsforschung, 3400 Gottingen

Chemiluminescent ion-molecule reactions between N ions and various

hydrocarbons as well as Ho were, studied in a beam experiment. Colli-
it

sion energies ranged between 1. 6 and 150 eV . At low energy, the

only electronically excited product observed was NH, radiating at 3360 A
3TT- 3

in the A ^ - * X 2. transition. Spectral analysis of the emitted light

allowed the internal state distribution of the NH product to be determined.

The cross sections are large enough for comparatively high resolution

( 2 and 4 A FWHM) to be employed, so that the rotational structure was

partially resolved, see Fig. la . A quantitative determination of the ro-

tational distribution was accomplished using a computer simulation of the

spectra. Rotational distributions were assumed numerically and varied

until a good fit was achieved, see Fig. lb. The distributions for v'= 0

underlying this fit are shown in Fig. 2. v = 1, amounting to 10-30 % of

v' = 0 at low energy (except H2) has a similar distribution. The mean

NH(A) angular momentum increases with collision energy up to a limit

imposed by predissociation [1].

The dependence of the luminescence cross section on collision energy as

measured earlier [2] is studied using a simple model. Fig. 3 shows the

example CH.. Surprisingly, NH(A) formation is observed up to very high

collision energies (;= 150 eV ) in all cases except H2 . The high-energy

cross section can be explained in terms of a hard-sphere collision model.

The N ion, after being converted into a fast neutral N atom by intra-

molecular charge transfer, collides with a carbon atom. At a sufficiently

small impact parameter this slows the N atom down, so that it can capture

A. v. Humboldt Visiting Scientist, on leave from Institute for Scientific
Measurements, Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan
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an H atom. For a single C atom this process can be treated analytically

and leads to energy-dependent absolute cross sections as given in Fig. 3.

The C-N hard-sphere radius was taken as 1.17 %.. Two different assump-

tions were made here on the reaction probability as a function of the

energy E v of the N-atom after the hard-sphere collision. To facilitate

comparison, the experimental absolute cross section has been shifted

upwards in Fig. 3 by a factor of about 2 . Reasonable overall agreement

is obtained with model 2.

For two C-atoms, double-collisions can occur. This process was treated

by numerical calculation of deflection angles and energy losses as func-

tions of the impact parameter and collision energy. The result is shown

in Fig. 4, upper curves. For comparison the CH. case was again cal-

culated with this method. The relative size and trend of the two experi-

mental cross sections are well reproduced by the calculation.
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Figure Captions

Fig, la : Spectra of chemiluminescent reaction of N ions with

CH4, resolution 4 %. FWHM. The peaks at 3360 and

3370 & are the (0,0) and (1, 1) Q-branches of the
3 3 -

NH(A ?r -> X 2 ) transition. They are flanked by the
P and R branches (right and left, respectively).

Fig, lb : Computer simulation of the spectra in Fig. la.

Individual rotational lines were calculated, broadened

with the instrument profile and summed. Rotational

and vibrational population distributions were adjusted

for best fit.
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Fig. 2 : Rotational population dif ^bution for v' = 0 assumed

in Fig. lb. The arrows mark the mean angular momen-

tum N1. Arqund N' = 30 the distribution is sharply

suppressed by the onset of predissociation and becomes

unobservable for N '> 31. The dashed lines give the

distributions corrected for predissociation loss.

Fig. 3 : Energy dependence of NH luminescence cross sections.

Curves: Calculated analytically for hard-sphere model,

assuming two different dependences of the reaction

probability on the post-collision kinetic energy of the

N atom. Circles: Measured cross sections, shifted up-

wards by a factor of 2 .

Fig. 4 : Energy dependence of NH luminescence cross section.

Crosses: Calculated for hard-sphere model using t ra-

jectories. A type (1) (Fig. 3) reaction probability was

assumed, with upper limits at E v = 3 eV (for N+ + C J
+

and at E = 2 eV (for N + C). Circles: Measured cross

sections, both moved upwards by a factor of 3 .

Experiment

53 3 iV

MA|

Fig. 1a

Simulation
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MERGING BEAMS STUDY OF CH. and CH. REACTIONS WITH CH. + AND CH,+ IONS*
3 4 3 A

Percy Rustomji Patel, A. B. Lees and P. K. Rol

Research Institute for Engineering Sciences and
Department of Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering
Wayne State University
Detroit, Michigan 48202,' USA

INTRODUCTION

1 2 3
Numerous studies have been performed of the reactions ' '

and4'5

(CH4,CH3)CH5
+ (1)

(2)

Reaction (1) was found to proceed via a long lived complex whereas

reaction (2) clearly was a direct reaction. ,Other studies have shown

that additional products were formed for excited reactants. Recently com-

bustion processes have generated renewed interest in these and similar

reactions. No information was available on reactions involving the CH_

radical.

The merging beams technique can provide reaction data for

radicals in an energy range of about 0.1 eV to 10.0 eV. Unfortunately

no reactions can be studied for which the product mass is very close

to the mass of any of the reactants (for example, reaction (1)). We

are therefore limited to the study of the polymeric reactions of the

type of reaction (2). For coraparision we have also studied the reactions

involving the neutral methane molecule.

EXPERIMENTAL

The merging beams apparatus and the method of analysis used in this

study have been described earlier .
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The ion beam was produced in an electron bombardment source, con-

structed from a nude ionizatioh gauge with the central collector removed.

The neutral beam was produced by neutralization of ions generated in an

arc source described by Magnuson, et al . the neutrali-ition was accom-

plished in a charge exchange cell containing methane gas at a pressure of

about 10 Torr. Both beams were accelerated to a well-defined translational

energy, focussed and mass analyzed. The neutral beam was fixed at an energy

of 2550.0 eV; the beam was usually adjusted such that ions traveled slightly

faster than neutrals. The maximum spread in the laboratory translational

energy of each beam measured by the full width at half height, was 1.5 eV,

as a result the relative energy of the merged beams is defined within a
o

few percent .

The energy of the ionizing electrons was maintained at 29.0 eV for

all experiments described in this abstract. It was done to prevent doubly

ionized ions from being produced. These ions would obtain twice the

energy in the accelerating system and cause a very high background signal

after becoming singly ionized in charge exchange collisions with the re-

sidual gas in the vacuum chamber.

The apparatus is designed in such a way that it was not possible to

observe the products of reaction (1) because of the high background signal

resulting from scattered reactants. Since in merging beams experiments the

ratio between product current and reactant current is typically 10~ or

less, the product is easily obscured by these scattered primary particles

when their masses are not very different. In a merging beams machine all

reactants and products have nearly the same velocity. Therefore products

with mass numbers very different from the reactants will have energies very

different from the reactants and can thus be detected with much less inter-

ference from primary ions.
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The entire path over which the ion and neutral beams coincide

constitutes the interaction region used in this work. A long interaction

region increases the possibility for particles with considerable trans-

verse componentr of velocity to contribute to observed reactions. The

uncertainity in the relative energy caused by the transverse components

is negligible compared with experimental error for W=1.0 eV. Only at

W-0.1 eV does the transverse contribution become a significant portion of

w8.
The energy distribution of all reactions was checked at several values

of W by repeating the experiment with the relative velocity reversed. This

represents a stringent test against spurious results.

RESULTS

For all products which we observed the reactions showed a decrease

in cross section for increasing relative energy of the reactants. This

is characteristic for exo-ergic reactions and indicates that the reactants

must have been vibrationally and or electronically excited, because only
9

a few of the reactions are exothermic for ground state reactants as in-

dicated by asterisks in Table I.

TABLE I. Relative intensities of products observed for the four combinations
of reactants.

c/

Total Cross
Section at
W = 0.1 eV,

2
cm

C H 3 +

*
6

*
20

30

35

6

8 x ID'"

*

*
2

*
20

20

9

5.0xl0~15

- 3 +

iot*

12

50

20

1

8 x 10~"

CHt+
2

*

10

7t

1

2 x ID""

* Exo-ergic for ground state reactants
•j- Direct Reactions
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It can be seen that the reactions in which one or more hydrogen molecules

are formed are not favored over those in which also atomic hydrogen is

produced. The total cross section indicated for each reaction represents

the sum of all reactions. These cross sections are appreciably

smaller than the Langevin cross section, which presumably includes all

reaction channels.

Of all the reactions listed in Table I, we found that in addition to

reaction (2) only the reaction

CHA
+ (CH4,3H2)C2H2

+ (3)

proceeds via a direct mechanism. The energy distribution of all other

products was found to be symmetric in the center of mass coordinate

system indicating long lived complex reaction mechanisms. The ionic pro-

duct of reaction (3) is scattered predominantly in the direction of the

primary ion. The energy of this product in the center of mass system is

much lower however, than predicted by the spectator stripping model.

It is clear from these results that in any environment (ion sources

or combustion chambers) where excited ions and neutrals of CH, and CH_ are

present, many polymeric ions are produced with rather high rate constants

in bi-particle collisions, and they in turn are available for further ion

molecule reactions.
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HEASUBEKBNTS OP DISSOCIATIVE CHOSS SECTIONS OF HEAVY IOHS

F. Marcel DBVISNME and Robert COKBARTsHJ

"Laboratoire de Physique Moleculaire des Ha.utes JSnergies"

(06530 Peymeinade)

(associated to the C.N.H,S. France).

By impinging a solid ta rge t with a molecular beam, heavy ions are

obtained which, af ter passing through a large' electro-magnet allowing

to separate them, are received>into a col l i s ion chamber containing a

target gas . I t i s possible, thanks to th i s device, ' to determine the

cross sect ion of dissociat ion with the help of an e lec t ros ta t i c analyser.

A ca l ib ra t ion i s previously done in order to determine the dissociat ive

cross sect ions in absolute value. We have been able to show the influence

of various factors , especia l ly , the excitat ion of the heavy ions before

their dissociation.
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Hydrogen atom surface recombination at low temperatures

s t udied by molecular be am, microcaloriisietry and mass spectrometry

T.R. Govers*. L. Mattera and G. ScolesT

Guelph-Waterloo Centre for Graduate Work in Chemistry
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ont. N2L 3G1, Canada

We have studied the recombination reaction of H atoms and the accommodation and

sticking of H2 molecules on surfaces at very low temperatures by means of

molecular beam sampling, microcalorimetry and mass spectrometric analysis

of the species emitted by the surface during the reaction. The apparatus is

shown in fig. 1. An H atom beam produced by a microwave discharge with a

dissociation degree better than 90% is made to impinge on the surface of a

silicon bolometer, the temperature of which can be regulated between 2.5 and 5 K.

The surface can be coated by different gases by means of a secondary beam

source. While the bolometer monitors the energy released to the surface, a

rotatable mass spectrometer measures the mass and the density distribution of

the particles emitted by the surface in a plane defined by the primary beam

direction and the normal to the surface.

Two types of experiment have been done: a) a primary beam of H2 was made to

impinge on a surface initially "clean" (i.e. free from H2) and the evolution

in time of the bolometer signal and mass spectrometer signal, at mass 2, were

followed, b) a primary beam of H atoms was made to impinge on a surface,

initially covered .with different amounts of H2 or D2, with the time evolution

of the various signals again being followed. A series of measurements of

type b) is reported in fig. 2. In this case an H atom beam impinges on a

surface at 3.5 K initially saturated with Ds>. Bolometer B and mass spectrometer

* Present address: Lab. Resonance Electrique et Ionique, Batiment 350,

Universite de Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay, France.

t Also: Physics Department, University of Waterloo, Canada.
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signals for mass 1 (Ml), 2 (M2) and 4 (M4) are reported. As expected, no mass 3

signal was detectable because at such low temperatures no atom exchange reaction

should proceed to any appreciable e;;tent between physisorbed species.

The behaviour of the M4 signal proves that the recombination reaction ejects the

pre-deposited D2 from the surface. Qualitatively, the same thing happens when H2,

instead of D2,is pre-adsorbed but in this case it is not possible to determine which

fraction of the H2 molecules ejected was pre-adsorbed and which fraction was

produced in the recombination. This was the main reason for using D2 instead of H2

to pre-condition the surface. The cleaning times for H2 are much shorter than for

D2. The shape and the intensity of the- bolqmuter signal strongly depend on the

quantity of pre-adsorbed D2. A larger exposure to D2 increases the length of the

initial plateau and lowers the maximum, increasing the width of the bell shaped

part of the curve. The analysis of the results is underway. At present we have

analyzed experiments of type a) (H2 primary beam) making combined use of our data

and the data of a recent, similar experiment at the University of Genova'- •*. The

latter data was obtained using two bolometers; one to receive the primary beam and

the second to collect the particles reemitted by the first (still in phase with the

relatively slow, chopped reference signal). With a very limited number of

assumptions using both sets of data we are able to calculate the accommodation

coefficient a, the sticking coefficient S and the adsorption energy £ as a function

of the time from the "hydrogen free" to the "hydrogen saturated" surface. We

find that a changes from .6 +.1 to 1 while S varies from .1 ±.05 to .84. We plan

to use these data to guide us in the analysis of type b) experiments that will be

conducted along similar lines.

(1) A. Schutte, D. Bassi, F. Tommasini, A. Turelli, G. Scoles and L.J.F. Hermans,

J. Chem. Phys. 6£ (1976) 4135.
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M.C.

i i r i
Fig. 1 - Experimental apparatus
Is primary source; U s secondary source; M.C. yw cavity; Cl and C2 collimators;
b.f.l and b.f.2 beam flags; ch chopper; SI liq. N2 shield; S2 and S3 liq. He shields;
Q quad, mass spect.; B bolometer surface.

Fig. 2 - H atom bean impinging on a surface initially covered vdth D2.
Mass spect. signals give time behaviour and cannot be compared each other.
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Time-of-flight measurements of velocity distribution

of H^, HP and P., desorbinq from Ni surfaces

George Cornsa, Rudolf David and Klaus D. Rendulic

Institut fur Grenzflachenforschunq und Vakuumphysik
Kernforschungsanlage Jiilich - 517 Jiilich - Germany

Introduction

During more than a half century the statement that molecules

desorbing from a surface have a cosine distribution and a mean

energy equal to 2kT (T -surface temperature) was considered to
s s

be a truism. This statement was usually associated in a somewhat

non stringent way with the fact that adsorbed molecules are

perfectly accommodated and with consequences of the second prin-

ciple and of detailed balance considerations. Only in 1968 the

existence of non cosine distributions of desorbing molecules was

predicted by starting from detailed balance considerations . A

few months later the prediction was confirmed experimentally for

H desorbing from a number of metals (afterwards also for CC>2

desorbing from Pt). The distributions were found to be of the

form cosn9 with 1 £ n < 9. In addition Dabiri et al. invalidated

also the second part of this long lived statement by measuring

the time-of-flight (TOF) of H.-molecules desorbing in the normal

direction from a polycrystalline Ni-surface. The mean energy of

the molecules turned out to be 45% above the value expected from

an equilibrium distribution at Ts>

It is easy to see that both deviations from the initial statement

are in accordance with the general principles, but it is much

more difficult to find the physical mechanisms which lead to a

noncosine desorption or to the desorption of molecules which are

much "hotter" than the surface. The problem is fundamental because

desorption is one of the elementary processes in a gas-surface

interaction. Models2'4 already exist which explain fairly well

the experimental data available up to now. It is, however,

difficult to make a definite choice between the existing models

or to construct new ones with the aid of these data since the

angular distribution of the intensity of desorbing molecules is

+
Present address: Techn. UniversitSt 8010 Graz/Austria-
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relatively insensitive to the features of the proposed models.

Moreover the only existino TOF measurement , being restricted

to the normal direction, can be interpreted in a number of ways.

The lack of angle dependent TOF measurements is probably due

to the strong decrease in intensity with increasing angle

(cos11 e) in case of forward peaked desorption distributions.

We had to improve substantially the signal to noise ratio in

order to get reasonable statistics.

,2,3
Experiment

The sample arrangement is similar to earlier experiments'

the hydrogen being supplied to the surface by diffusion through

the polycrystalline nickel sample (Fig. 1). The surface was

cleaned by extended annealing at 1170K. The surface composition

was checked with Auger spectroscopy (CMA) before and after each

TOF measurement at the respective temperature. Within the tem-

perature interval investigated the sulfur equilibrium coverage

due to surface segregation was found to be about 5O% and inde-

pendent of bulk concentration and of temperature. The earlier

TOF measurement was probably carried out with the same sulfur

coverage. Other impurities (Ca, Cd, Sb) were of the order of 1%

or smaller. No other surface contaminants (e.g. carbon) could

be detected.

Fig. 1

Schematic view

of Ni-prdbe and

TOF assembly
main chamber

(LEEO. CMA-Augw. Ar*-gun)

base pressure: < 5 - 1 0 " Torr

working pressure

H,. D2. HO. ~ 2 - 1 0 " Torr

ion pump: 1100 I/s

titanium pump: ~ 400001 Is

chopper chamber detector chamber

10-'° Torr

60 Us

SOOI/s

As may be seen in Fig. 1 the TOF apparatus consists of three

differentially pumped chambers. The differential pumping and

the magnetically suspended chopper allowed a pressure of 1O"^
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torr to be maintained in the detector chamber during the measure-

ments. This resulted in a high signal to noise ratio for the TOF

measurements (s/n=1 for D2 and s/n=1/8 for H 2 ) . In contrast to

previous measurements no measurable modulated background signal

was detected, when the pressure behind the heated sample was

reduced while the pressure in the main chamber was maintained

at 2x10~ torr by introducing H2 or D2 through a leak-valve.

A test of the TOF apparatus was performed with D, and H, ori-

ginating from a Knudsen cell with a temperature of 972+2K. Care

was taken to avoid the influence of the peaked desorption of the

hydrogen molecules from the walls of the cell. From an analysis

of seven D.-measurements we calculated: Tc,=E/2k=976+2K and

=0.977+0.004, where E is the mean energy, k

ionstant and S = (=p- l) *". (-^ - i)'1" the speed

the Boltzmann

ratio.

Results

The mean energy of H2-molecules desorbed in the normal direction

from a Ni-polycrystalline surface at T =1143K turned out to be
s

70% higher than 2kT while the corresponding speed ratio was

S=O.88+O.O1, i.e. significantly lower than the "Maxwell" value 1.

The results for H_, D2 and HD where the same within the limits

of the errors. This concurrence which seems to be interesting for

the interpretation of the experiments allowed us also to use

mainly D_ in further experiments, which due to the improved s/n

made data collection easier.

Fig. 2

a) Mean energy E and

b) speed ratio S versus

desorption angle 6

for D_-molecules

at Tg=1143K
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The dependence of mean energy and speed ratio on desorption angle

are plotted in Fig. 2. The predictions of the existing theoretical

models do not fit well these experimental data. Indeed, the dashed

line in Fig. 2a corresponds to the prediction of the activated

adsorption model and has an opposite trend to the experimental

data. The same model predicts a variation of the speed ratio from

S=0.475 for 8=0° to S=0 for 8=90°. The dotted line in Fig. 2a

predicted by Goodman's model with properly chosen parameters is

in qualitative agreement with cur data. However, his model implies

in all cases S=1 which is in contradiction with all our data for

small 9.

In the temperature range accessible to the measurement, i.e.

9431T <1143K, the mean energy was in the limits of the errors

proportional to the surface temperature (E/2kT)=1.70+0.01 - and

the speed ratio was independent of temperature.

The intensity as a function of the angle 6 was calculated from

the flux measured in the TOF experiments. A direct measurement

of the chopped beam with a lock-in amplifier was also carried

out and corrected for the detection probability dependence on

molecule velocity. Both methods gave approximately the same

deoendence: cos * ©.

1) George Comsa, J.Chem.Phys. 4£, 3235 (1968)

2) W. van Willigen, Phys. Letters 28A, 80 (1963)

3) A.E. Dabiri, T.J. Lee and R.E. Stickney,

Surf.Sci. 2±, 522 (1971)

4) F.O. Goodman, Surf. Sci. 30, 525 (1972)
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Sticking Coefficient of Atomic Hydrogen on Graphite

K. Flaskamp, G. StScklin, E. Vietzke and K. Vogelbruch

Institut fur Chemie der Kernforschungsanlage Jiilich GmbH

Institut 1 : Nuklearchemie, Assoziation Euratom-KFA

Abstract

The trapping of thermal hydrogen atoms in graphite has been

measured by irradiating a graphite sample with a hydrogen atom

beam containing tritium as tracer. After the irradiation the

tritium activity of the surface layers was determined by a com-

plete combustion and the sticking coefficient for thermal hydro-

gen atoms on graphite was measured as a function of the

irradiation dose. At small doses the sticking coefficient is
18 2

about 2% with a saturation at about 5>10 atoms/cm . The effect

is discussed with respect to the tritium inventory of a fusion

reactor using graphite as a first wall.

Introduction

From the start to the end of a cycle, the first wall of a

fusion reactor will be bombarded by ions or atoms with energies

from thermal up to the keV range. Chemical reactions between

these particles (hydrogen isotopes or impurities of the plasma)

and the first wall are expected to play an important role. In

the case of hydrogen (tritium) atoms the "chemistry of the first

wall" is not only interesting with respect to a possible conta-

mination of the plasma via desorption of hydrogenated species

of the wall material and its impurities but also with respect

to possible getter effects which may affect the tritium inventory.

A number of adsorption measurements of H' on different types of

graphites have appeared in the literature [1]. However, as far as

the sticking of atomic hydrogen on graphite is concerned, results

have only been reported for very small doses [2]. We have there-

fore measured the sticking of atomic hydrogen on graphite up to
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relevant doses of 5*10 atoms/cm . This experiment also

yields a saturation value, which is of interest, since in

earlier work [3] with nuclear recoil tritium we had observed

that hydrogen atoms retained in graphite are not readily re-

moved by thermal treatment even at temperature up to 1400 K.

Experimental

The sticking probability was measured by irradiciting a

graphite sample with a hydrogen atom beam containing

10 ppm tritium as tracer. After the irradiations, the

tritium activity of the surface layers was determined by a

complete combustion. A sketch of the irradiation set-up is

given in Fig. 1. The hydrogen atom beam is produced by thermal

COPPER

TUNGSTEN

EFFUSION ORIFICE (0 5mm diam)

8 mm diom

W| ] I ] GRAPHITE

TUNGSTEN WIRES

VESPEL-J

1016 H-atoms
cm* • sec

o

ION
GAUGE

SLIT (2.4mm diam)

Irradiation set-up for the measurement
of the sticking coefficient of atomic
hydrogen on graphite

dissociation. The main part of the source is a tungsten tube

of 3 mm diameter and an effusion orifice of 0.5 mm diameter.

The tube was heated by 140 amp A.C. to a temperature of 2750 K.

At this temperature and a pressure of 1 Torr the degree of

dissociation is 70 %. The intensity of the atomic hydrogen beam
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was calculated from the measured pressure rise of the ion

gauge, when turned into the beam, and the known dissociation

constant. The graphite target was irradiated by an atomic
16 2

hydrogen beam of 10 atoms/cm -sec. After the irradiation,

thin surface layers (1ym) were removed and subjected to a

complete combustion. The tritium activity in the water was

then determined in a liquid scintillation counter.

Results and Discussion

The measured sticking coefficients for atomic hydrogen on

graphite at 60 °C as a function of the irradiation dose is

given in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the trapping coefficient

HYDROGEN TRAPPING ON
GRAPHITE AT 60 °C

1020 210?° 310M 410" 51020

_2: Dependence of sticked atomic hydrogen
as a function of dose (beam intensity at
the target: 1O16 (atoms/cm2-sec)

18
at small doses is about 0.02 with a saturation at about 5*10

atoms/cm2 at an irradiation dose of ~5-10 atoms/cm . The same

data for molecular hydrogen is at least 3 orders of magnitude

smaller.

Beitel [2] has also measured the trapping coefficient of

atomic hydrogen on graphite by an indirect method. The result of

his work, 0.038, is not comparable to ours, beaause he measured
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only the fraction desorbed from the surface at 1200 K at very

small doses. The quantity of hydrogen desorbed from graphite

in his experiment was less than one monolayer. In contrast we

find an amount equivalent to 10 monolayers.

If a pure tritium beam had been applied our results predict

a saturation activity of the trapped tritium of about 0.25

Ci/cm2. If graphite kept at 60 °C would be the first wall of a

CTR-reactor, the total activity from the trapped tritium would

be some 10 Ci, which is much higher than the total activity

contained in the plasma.

Preliminary measurements have been carried out in which

graphite samples at 400 °C were used. The sticking coefficient

for atomic hydrogen at this temperature is three times smaller

than the one at 60 °C. Further work with regard to the tem-

perature dependence is under way.

References
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Dinmr Formation on a Polycrystalline Tungsten Surface?

Y.F. Hsieh and R. K. B. Helbing

Physics Department, University of Windsor,
Windsor, Ontario, Canada.

Alkali dimer formation is stimulated by a superthermal

neutral (alkali) impinging upon a slightly heated polycrystalline

tungsten surface (wire of 10 mil dia.) which is very lightly

coated by another (thermal) sodium atomic beam. A liquid

nitrogen-cooled housing around the wire suppresses background

gases. Ions leaving the surface are charge and mass analyzed.

All three diatomic combinations were found. Computer control

allows efficient data taking, measuring the evolution of all

three mass peaks simultaneously. Different mechanisms . are

responsible for the formation of Na2, KNa , and K_. Fig. 1

is a typical result. The most striking feature is that the time

dependence is not at all monotonic. Assuming a linear, or at

least monotonic relation between sodium coverage and time, we

offer a model incorporating a trade-off between adsorbed sodium

atoms, available reaction sites (dislocations, etc.), and the

decreasing freedom of 2 dimensional motion on the surface for

the superthermal particle as the coverage increases to a complete
2

layer. This explains the general behaviour of a linear onset,

an ensuing broad maximum, followed by a broad minimum (when the

first monolayer is complete). The functional behaviour

thereafter (Fig. 2) can also be explained along similar thoughts.

Later improvements of in data collection lead to curves which
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start to indicate further structure in the form of narrower

peaks or undulations: These can possibly be explained by

2-dimensional ordered structures of the adatoms, thus leading

to changes in the cross sections or to some channelling effect.
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Fig. 1 Time evolution of dimer ion signal as a clean
slightly heated surface is being covered by a
light sodium coat. Incident superthermal
potassium beam at 100 eV energy.
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25(MIN.)

Fig. 2 Time evolution of dimer ion signal as a clean
slightly heated surface is being covered by a
light sodium coat. Incident superthermal
potassium beam at 100 eV energy.
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SPATIAL AND ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS OF SATELLITE-SPEED HELIUM
ATOMS REFLECTED FROM SATELLITE-TYPE SURFACES*

S. M. Liu, W. E. Rodgers, and E. L. Knuth
Chemical, Nuclear, and Thermal Engineering Department

UCLA
Los Angeles, CA 90024

Interactions of satellite-speed helium atoms (accelerated in an expansion
from an arc-heated supersonic-molecular-beam source) with practical satellite
surfaces have been investigated experimentally. The molecular-beam system is
that described by Hays et al. [1] and by Liu [2]'; the arc-heated source is the
one developed by Young [3], The beam was characterized by a multi-disk velocity
selector similar to that described by Trujillo et al. [4]. The density and energy
distributions of the scattered atoms were measured using a detection system
developed for this study. This detection system includes (a) a target positioning
mechanism, (b) a detector rotating mechanism, and (c) a mass spectrometer and/or
a retarding-field energy analyzer.

Since the background gas of the beam species also contributed to the measured
spectrum, it was necessary to subtract this contribution in order to obtain the
reflected-beain energy distributions. This subtraction was facilitated by measur-
ing two spectra (one for the reflected beam plus background and one for the back-
ground alone) under the same operating conditions. Both the background spectrum
and the reflected-beam spectrum were least-square fitted using a high-order
Chebyshev polynomial function. The differential energy distributions f(E) were
obtained by simple differentiation of the fitted functions. The mean reflected-
beam energy at a given scattering position (cf. Fig. 1) was evaluated from-

Er(6.,6r,<|>) = E r - E r e f + 0.05 (eV) (1)

where

E(9i,9r,<))) = /f(E)-E-dE//f(E)-dE (2)

and 0.05 eV is the thermal energy of the background gas at 296°K. The differen-
tial energy accommodation coefficient at a given scattering position was obtained
U s i n g E.-E (6.,6 ,0)

[A.C.]E(9i,9r,») = ' r
 E"

 r (3)

where Ej is the incident-beam energy. The overall energy accommodation for a
given incidence angle was evaluated then using

[A.c.]E(e.) = I I n.{9.,e ,« [A.c.]E(ei,er,« (4)
9 r <t>"

where n ( 6 - , 9 ,<)>) i s the normalized spat ia l densi ty-distr ibut ion function of r e -
flected helium atoms.

Spatial d is t r ibut ions of sa te l l i t e -speed helium beams scattered from cleaned
6061-T6 aluminum p l a t e , anodized aluminum fo i l , white paint and quartz surfaces

Supported by NASA under Grant No. NGR 05-007-416.
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were measured. Both in-plane (i.e., in the plane containing the incident beam
and the surface normal) and out-of-plane spatial distributions of reflected helium
atoms were measured for six different incidence angles (0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°,
and 75° from the surface normal). A typical spatial scattering distribution is
shown in Fig. 2. The center of the polar diagram corresponds to the point of
impingement. The incident beam impinges on the test surface (which coincides'
with the surface of the page) from the bottom of the diagram with the given in-
cidence angle measured from the surface normal. The dashed lines at constant
value of 9 indicate detector paths (i.e., from <j> = 0° to <$> = 90°). The most
interesting feature of these scattering patterns is the prominent backscattering
of the incident helium atoms (i.e., a large fraction of the incident atoms are
scattered back in the vicinity of the incident beam), particularly as the incidence
angle increases toward the surface tangent (i.e., for large values of 9.). This
large fraction of backscattering could be due to the gross surface roughness and/
or the relative lattice softness of the aluminum satellite surfaces, and could
yield drag coefficients which are higher than for surfaces with either forward-
lobed or diffusive (cosine) scattering patterns.

Energy distributions of satellite-speed helium atoms scattered from a cleaned
6061-T6 aluminum satellite surface were measured for six different incidence angles
(9^ = 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, and 75° from the surface normal). For each incidence
angle, distributions were measured at approximately sixty scattering positions.
Typical results are given in Table 1. This table also includes standard devia-
tions (o) of the reflected-beam energy-spectrum data from the least-square fitted
curves and the normalized spatial-distribution function of the reflected helium
atoms obtained from the measured spatial distributions shown in Fig. 2. The
measured differential accommodations obtained show some fluctuations, due perhaps
to the weak signal-to-noise ratio which results from the relatively diffusive
scattering from the satellite-type aluminum surface. The results also indicate
a weak dependence of accommodation on scattering angle, i.e., the (A.C.)£(9. ,9 ,<}>)
decreases as the scattering direction shifts toward the surface tangent. x

, The overs'1 energy accommodation coefficient for a beam with a given inci-
dence angle was evaluated then using Eq. (4) and data such as given in Table 1.
The results are shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that the mean accommodation coeffi-
cient varies between 50% and 65%, and is slightly higher for a glancing beam
than for a normal-incidence beam.

Similar measurements are being made for anodized aluminum surfaces. The
data analysis is being extended to include drag coefficients.
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KINETIC THEORY OF ATOM TRAPPING ON SOLID SURFACES
AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION
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Istituto di Meccanica Razionale - Centro Studi C.N.R. sulla
Meccanica dei Fluidi - Politecnico - Turin - Italy.

Introduction

The problem of the boundary conditions on a solid surface for the Boltzmann

Equation, as is Known, has been dealt with by many authors. Let us recall, in this

field of research, the wall re-emission models by Nocilla (see the refs. of sec. 3

in /1/1 and by Schanberg /1/» the cube-interaction model by Logan and others /1/.

More recently Cercignani and Lampis have proposed a theory /2/, based on the

reciprocity principle and the scattering Kernels /3/, which relates the distri-

bution function of the hitting molecules to the one of the re-emitted ones, after

interaction with the solid surface [see also /4/ on the reciprocity principle).

Such an expression is based on two unKnown parameters to be determined on the basis

of comparisons with experimental results /5/,'and once they have been evaluated,

the theory gives results very close to experimental ones. Therefore, this theory,

which has also a rigorou- mathematical basis,.can be considered an important tool

for determining the boundary conditions for the Boltzmann equation on solid surfaces.

On the other hand, this theory does not describe the processes of physical adsor-

ption of those gas-atoms which, after the interaction with the surface, have an energy

low enough to be trapped with accomodation [full or partial] at tne wall temperature.

In fact the theoretical results are close to the experimental ones when the trapping

process is not relevant. The trapping processes have been studied by many autho'rs,

see /B,7,8,9,10,11/, on the basis of one-dimensional interaction models; therefore

their theories give results close to the experiemntal ones for normal incidence, but

collapse when the incidence is glancing [see, in particular, the comparisons, by

Pagni, between theory and experiments / 8 / ) .

In our paper we propose, for monocromatic beam, a physical theory capable to

describe both the scattering and the adsorption-desorption Kinetics, the theory

being based on the interaction model by Cercignani and Lampis, which is correct

also for glancing incidence /5/, but needs to be modified in order to describe the

adsorption-desorption phenomena.

Mathematical description of the problem

Let us take into account a mono-cromatic gas-beam hitting a solid surface at

T-temperature. Let us also divide, in all next equations, the number fluxes and

the velocities by the most probable gas-velocity at the wall temperature: c=

The gas-surface conditions are described by the following hypotheses:

a) The gas-collisions can be neglected with respect to the gas-wall collisions.
b) The distribution function of the gas-molecules before the interaction is the

following:
f(V')=(N0/iy:n\)g(V' - U) (1)

c) The interaction between gas-beam and solid surface is ruled by the scattering
kernel proposed in /2,S/, namely:

R(U - * V J = } 2 V e x p ( - V )Ar[<X d ( 2 - o ( j ] \ e x p \ - ( V +U ) ( 1 - U )/U - {V - ( 1 - d ) U ) / e l ( 2 - < 4 j \ *— — i w n n t t <• n n n n t t t t t J

*I-(2V U (1-*V2/<X ) ; xrri (s)= [e
o n n • n n o / .

See fig.1. I denotes the modified Bessel function of the first Kind and o< and o(

are accomodation coefficients, which do not depend upon the incidence angle /B/,

but upon the energies of the gas and of the surface and the Kind of gas-surfacd pair.
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If we denote with the term "scattered" the atoms with a life-time on the surface

practically-equal to zero and with the term "trapped" the ones with a life-time

long enough to raach full accomodation at the wall temperature T, we can define

the aims of our paper, which consists in finding:

a) The ratios of the unit fluxes, respectively«f and cp , between trapped (or

scattered)and hitting gas-atoms.

b) The distribution function f(V) of the re-emitted particles as superposition

of the distribution function of the scattered gas-atoms f and of the desorbed

f, (after trapping) gas-atoms.

Physical theory, analysis and results

The adsorption-scattering-desorption process of the physical problem described

in the preceding section can be studied on the basis of the following hypotheses:

A) Adsorption: If V^V^ (V'^trapping velocity) the gas-atom is trapped on the surface
with maxwellian aacomodation at the temperature T of the surface.

B) Scattering: If V>V^. the gas-atom is saatterd with the distribution function
f deduced by eqs.(l>2);f

C) Desorption: The velocity of the adsorbed molecules variatea with continuity, and
if V>VJ
function:
if V>VJ (V -desorption velocity) each molecules is desobed with the distribution

fd(V;l,l,No)=(No/Vn)'R(Ur+Vil1l)=(SNo/Tt)ea;p(- f) (4)

D) The mean energy of the trapped molecules equals the mean energy corresponding
to the wall-temperature T.

According to our hypotheses, and in the further assumption of steady state conditions,
we can write the set of equations which solve the points (a,b) defined in the pre-
ceding section. In part icular:

i J i V f dV ; *P =(1/N ) I V f dV jCp=[1/N ) / V f dV
/ n s — I t o / n s — |d o I n d —

' v > \ /v$vt ' v > V d

=IVN-J i V f dV ; * P =(1/N ) I V f dV jCp= [1 /N ) / V f dV C5)
s o/ It / |d I d

v =v COC . o t . u ) v =v tpi . o t . u )
t t n t — d d - n t —

2 f 2 ~1

« V » = t 3 / 2 ] = / V f dV=/V2f dV If dV

v<vt v<vt

(B)

(7)

The set of eqs.t5,6,7] involve problems of discussion of the existence and uniqueness

of the solutions as well as problems of discussion on -the best numerical process

to deal with the said equations. These problems are not reported in this abstract.

We shall limit ourselves to indicate that in order to approach the numerical

cubature of the said integrals, the following change of variables is necessary:

V€-R3-*. cy.

dV= V sin&dVdP dep, V =V cosP V =V s i n $ (B)
"" in • t

Then, the numerical cubature of the said integrals, gives the adsorbed-desorbed-

scattered unit number fluxes. Or, that is equivalent in our theory, the trapping

and desorptlan velocities.
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Part of the numerical calculations relating to monoenergetic beams hitting on
solid surfaces are shown in fig.2, which indicates V [ ot j of ] and V let , ot ) at

d n t t n' t
fixed values of U,T. The behaviour of V and V according to these calculations
is the following: - %

t d i r d i r ^ d ^
n t n t

In the final paper we shall comment these results as well as the comparisons
with the experimental results of O'Keefe £13] .

Acknowldgments. This work has been realized within the activities of the Ita=
lian Council of the Research C.N.R.:Bellomo N. and Rizzi G. in the G.N.F.M., Lo=
iodice R. in the C.S.D.F.
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Scattering in Two Dimensional Space

R.K.B. Helbing

Physics Department, University of Windsor,
Windsor, Ontario, Canada.

It is suggested that particles at superthermal energies

may move along a surface as adsorbants as long as their energy

component perpendicular to the surface is small. As they move

in this 2-dimensional space, they may be scattered from other

adsorbant atoms. These two body collisions in 2 dimensions

are studied in the framework of classical mechanics, quantum

mechanics, and semi-classical theory. I t i s found that there

1 2are many analogies and corresponding features, ' but there are

also somewhat unexpected differences.

Classical Mechanics

While the deflection function is identical, the differen-

t ia l cross section shows important differences. Hard sphere-

scattering is isotropic in 3 dimensions, but strongly backwards

in 2 dimensions. Table 1 represents a summary.

Quantum Mechanics
The time-independent Schrfldinger equation has simpler

solutions, the imaginary exponential function (or trig, functions)

for the angular part, and the Bessel functions of integer order

for the radial part (free particle case). Table 2 is a summary

of the quantum mechanical formulas. The prominent differences

are found in the optical theorem and in the small angle

diffraction which boosts the total cross section to 1.5 times
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the classical value rather than twice i t s value. Table 2

l i s t s a summary. As Figure 1 shows the diffraction effect

loads to a significant change in the differential cross

section appearance.

Semi-classical Approximation and Interference Effects

As expected, formulas obtained are quite analogous to the

ones for 3-dimensional scattering." One difference is the

v~ ~ dependence of the to ta l cross section for an r~

potential, rather than v~~ . Interference effects are

found to be quite analogous, but of generally simpler form. A

summary is shown in Table 3.
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Tables 1-3: Comparison between 2- and 3-dimensional scattering
TAME 1

ClASSTCAL MFXIIANICS

lk<nfiction Fein.

Diff X-scction 1(6) « l̂̂ -g b

Hard Sphere 1(9) = e/4n
(isobropic)

1(8) = f sin 4
(bacttward scattering)

QUANTUM MECHANICS

Rjdial Schrtfd. Eqn.

Solutions [U(r)2 0]

Partial Wave Exp,

Optical theorem

VKB phases

Scmiclassical
relations

Effect of forward
scattering

3 Dim.

half-integer order Bessel Bunctions

f(6)= ^ i - E (2l+l)(e 2 i T 1 l - l )P,(cos6)
2 l k /=0 *

Q = ^ Jm f(0)

r o

kb 9 ( t I

n(J) = 5 f «(b) db

°total ~ 2 ^classical

Black sphere diffraction f(0) =• ikR2 J1[z)/Z

2 Him.

y" + [kZ - U(r) J-~ly - 0
r

integer order Bessc\ functions

T, = Jj/k -U(r).,, ,r -Xldr

kb - m

2 d ^ i ~ ,(b)

il('n.) • i 1 B(b) db

•"total = 1 - S Classical
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TAIH.F. 3

for
ula-'itic cross
V( i ) =• Cl-»

SEMI-ClASSICAl,

section n
Btotal

APPROXIMATION

3-Dira.

- . ^

ANn INTF.IU'ER1!NCE EFFECTS

~?&

2-DJm.

I V 11

Semi-classical scattering
anplitude f(e)

Glory

2 7At(*) .1(2V"r"

= T)™ j z = q

i s . 1. Hard sohere
2-dimensiotial quantum
mechanical differen-
t ial cross section for
a snhere of radius R.
(A = kR; k = wave-
number).
Diffraction oeak
intens i t i e s at 9 = 0
i s 10 x the value
shown.
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Optical Spectroscopy of Ultra Cold Molecules

Lennard Wharton

Department of Chemistry and James Franck Institute
The University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 60637

_2
Supersonic free \ets of helium expanded from 100 atm into a vacuum of 10

toir permit the cooling of molecules seeded info trie flow. There are a relatively

large number of two-body collisions and a relatively small number of three body

collisions in these expansions. Those processes which are easily accomplished

by two body collisions such as trahslational and rotational energy exchange sub-

stantially equilibrate with the carrier gas temperature. Those processes that are not

easily accomplished by two body collisions or require three body collisions such

as vibrational-translational energy exchange or condensation will not equilibrate

with the carrier gas temperature.

The cooling of the rotational degrees of freedom in sue!; expulsions without

troublesome condensation has enabled the spectroscopic analysis of complex

molecules because much of the rotational complexity of the tree molecule is

eliminated: Observation of optical spectra in molecular beams, which are not op-

tically dense, is accomplished by laser induced fluorescence. Examples are

1 2

NO« and s-tetrazine.

Because Inser induced fluorescence in seeded free jets is relatively luminous

it may be dispersed in a spectrometer. In this way the vibrational assignment of

the upper electronic state of NaAr was made by dispersion of its laser excited

fluctuation bands. If the molecule should predissociate and a'daughter species

fluoresces, the state of the daughter species may be identified, making the

propensiry rules For dissociation observable: Hd_ prodissocinras with an L

vibrational propensity or Av = - 1 , as He dissociates from the ! „ .
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Loosely bound van der Waals molecules may be formed in the jet and their

4
structures determined: Ne l« HeL the single and double He complex with

s-tetrazine, NaAr are examples. The kinetics of formation of such species may

be observed and 3-body recombination rates measured. Because the noble gas in

some cases does not perturb the species to which it attaches, the relative con-

centration of complex and uncomplexed species may be determined with good

reliability. The order of the reaction kinetics may be determined by varying

the upstream mixture composition.

Vibration is not very efficiently relaxed: The relative relaxation efficiency

of differing jet compositions may be studied and compared. L is relaxed by He,

H_, and D with varying degrees of efficiency.

This work was done in collaboration with D. Levy, R. Smalley and D.

Auerbach at the University of Chicago, and was supported by the Louis Block

Fund of the University of Chicago, the National Science Foundation and the

USAF Systems Command Grant AFOSR 75-2853.
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NOZZLE BEAM TECHNIQUES

R. CAMPARGUE

Centre d1Etudes Nucleaires de Saclay

91190 - GIF-SUR-YVETTE, FRANCE

ABSTRACT

Since its discovery by Dunoyer in 1911 and its early exploitation

beginning in 1919 in Stern'.s Laboratory, the molecular beam technique, used

in deflection and scattering experiments, has been a rich source of information

about the structure and properties of atoms and molecules. The most important

of the oven beam studies, summarized by Ramsey' ', were directed towards

verifying the fundamental postulates of kinetic theory (Maxwell-Boltzmann law)

and quantum theory (spatial quantization of angular momentum, de Broglie

wavelength of neutral particles...). The beam molecules, moving collision

free in a high vacuum without the effects of wall collisions, may be deflected

by various kinds of fields, directed at various kinds of targets (surfaces,

intersecting beams of electrons, ions, photons or other molecules), analyzed

optically from spectra obtained with no collision or Doppler broadening, etc.

Thus, in these respects, a molecular beam may almost be considered as a fourth

state of matter. Nevertheless, classical effusive beam experiments have always

been plagued and inhibited by limitations in intensity and.energy. Due to

the development of nozzle beam methods, it is now possible to achieve higher

intensities, narrower velocity distributions,and intermediate energies (from

0.5 to about 40 eV),all of which are of extreme interest in chemical reactions

and many other collision processes. Furthermore, the present state-of-art of

supersonic molecular beam technology offers new, interesting possibilities

which will be summarized in this review lecture, emphasizing the research

that has occurred in the most recent years. A number of excellent summaries

and reviews^ ' are already available for the period 1964 - 1974.

The description of the nozzle beam techniques cannot be separated

from free .jet behavior, since the properties of the jet are "skimmed"and

reflected directly in the properties of the molecular beam produced. The
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disturbance due to the invasion of the free jet by background molecules' '

is diminished either by decreasing P,, the pressure in the expansion

chamber, or by increasing the nozzle stagnation pressure PQ, i.e. the

density within the jet, even when, in the latter case, P^ is simultaneously

increasing. The first solution has been chosen by nearly all the nozzle beam

investigators using large diffusion pumps or cryopumps, usually working in

the range of 10 to 10 Torr, to attenuate the background disturbance

occurring in the nozzle chamber of KANTROWITZ-GREY generators. However, it

has been shown' ' that the second solution appears to be the most efficient

way to eliminate the invasion effect. This has been proven by introducing

outside of the shock barrel a gas different from the expanding gas and

analysing the mixture passing through the skimmer. Such experiments easily

enable one to define experimental conditions where the background invasion

becomes negligible within the streamtube located upstream of the Mach disk

and subtended by the skimmer orifice. In other words, the extracted core portion

of the free jet is then a real "zone of silence" unaffected by the background

gas which surrounds the free jet shock wave structure, and equivalent to the

centerline of a free jet expanding into a perfect vacuum. Furthermore, the

very large values acceptable for P D ( D * = nozzle diameter) allow one

to produce very high terminal Mach numbers, enhanced by quantum effects at
(41

least in helium free jetsv , even with pumps of modest size due to the
-4

relatively high pressure P, used (for instance 0.25 Torr instead of 10 Torr

with the conventional method). In spite of such a relatively high pressure

environment, actual skimming is possible within the shock barrel, thanks to

the overexpansion occurring in the vicinity of the Mach disk. Nevertheless,

it should be emphasized that the nozzle-skimmer system, operating in these

conditions, must be carefully optimized in order to minimize the skimmer jet

interaction,and to obtain the extremely high performance recently achieved

at Saclay^5) :

- beam intensities without condensation :

1 Q ? n - 1 - 1
10 1 3 to 10cu mol.ster xs for argon,

?fl ?i -i -i
10tu to 10£1 mol.ster xs for light gases (He, H,),

depending on the stagnation temperature T

- energy range for pure gas beams or seeded beams :
_2

10 to about 40 eV, by using a 80-300 K cooled nozzle or

a 50 bar - 30DOK heated nozzle
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- velocity spreads as low as 0.5 % for He, corresponding to

speed ratios S = 340 or temperatures T;/ =6.5 X 10~3K

In the nozzle beam technique, based on the possibility of actual

skimming in a zone of silence of a free jet, there are limitations due to

clustering phenomena. Since the onset of condensation is linked only to

stagnation conditions (PQ, T Q, D * and nozzle geometry), these limitations

are independent of P^ and, consequently, are the same as at low background

pressure (Pj - 10" Torr). In all the cases, a heated nozzle (by means of

Joule effect, shock tube or electric arc) is very efficient in delaying the

onset of condensation and allows the use of high pressure environments leading

to the best results. The two possibilities for producing nozzle beams will be

compared in this review by considering beam design, operation and performance.

They must be regarded as complementary methods, the best choice depending on

the gas or vapor used and on the chosen or possible stagnation conditions which

may be imposed (for instance with alkalis, halogens or heavy polyatomic mole-

cules).

The generation of condensed molecular beams, is also of great

interest, primarily for the knowledge of the basic condensation phenomena,

the structure and properties of van der Waals molecules (new candidates in

laser technology and laser isotope separation), the injection into nuclear

fusion devices (large clusters), the production of monocrystalline epitaxial

layers, etc. The cluster beams are produced more easily with the high pressure

environment system. The physics of cl isters is the subject of a lecture presen-

ted by Dr. Farges.

Among the other interesting properties attainable in free jets and

nozzle beams, it is worth mentioning :

- the angular momentum alignment observed for diatomic molecules

(Na^, Io) by using the technique of laser induced fluorescence,

- the nonequilibrium between the translational, rotational and

vibrational degrees of freedom of diatomic and polyatomic molecules, resulting

from relaxation time effects in the expanding jets and leading to a large

variety of non-Boltzmann internal state distributions.

Because vibrational freezing usually occurs in the early stage of

the expansion, heated nozzles can produce .jets and beams with vibrational

excited states, and even population inversions, as in the case of the gas

dynamic lasers. When using molecular beams in scattering experiments, it is

desirable to determine carefully the internal state level populations.
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On the other hand, such analyses can yield valuable data on relaxation
phenomena.

Since-the rotational relaxation times are much smaller than
the vibrational ones, low rotational temperatures are attainable even for
heavy and complicated polyatomic molecules. The best results in supercooling
are achieved in helium free jets overexpanded in a zone of silence produced
in relatively high pressure environments (following the principle discovered
at Saclay). Such helium free jets, allowing the exploitation of quantum
effects^ K were recently used at the University of Chicago^ ^ to obtain in
the gas phase without condensation, ultracold polyatomic molecules (N02, Ioi
tetrazine) observed by laser induced fluorescence. Mainly because of the
substantial reduction of the rotational structure (0.5 K < T < 0.8 K), this
new method.called "molecuiar-jet-spectroscopy", allows a remarkable simplifi-
cation of the absorption spectra of complicated molecules. Furthermore, the
great selectivity of excitation attainable by this, technique, may augment the
potential of laser methods in isotope separation. The optical spectroscopy of
ultracold molecules is the subject of a review lecture presented by Pr. Wharton.

In conclusion, the free jets and nozzle beams now, more than ever,
may be considered as a fourth state of matter, allowing an extreme simplifica-
tion in experimental research.

1
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TIME-OF-FLIGHT ANALYSIS OF HIGH-GRADIENT

ACCELERATED CLUSTER BEAMS

H. O. MOSER
Institut fur Kernverfahrenstechnik der Universitat und des
Kernforschungszentrums Karlsruhe, Postfach 3640,
D-7500 Karlsruhe 1

and

J. MARTIN and R. SALIN
Institut de Physique Nucleaire (et IN2P3), Universite Lyon-1
43, Bd du ] 1 Novembre 1918 - 69621 Villeurbanne (France)

Cluster ion beams with kinetic energies of the order of 1 MeV/cluster

are interesting because of their possible application on plasma heating

and refueling in thermonuclear devices ' and, most recently, bee vuse

they eventually allow the construction of an intense source of negative

deuterium ions

At Karlsruhe a cluster ion accelerator planned for 100 kW beam power

at 1 MeV is expected to become operational in 1977 . It will rely on

a high-gradient accelerator tube in order to minimize space charge in-

fluences, neutrali^dti •!• :osses anct secondary electron load. Since" the

combination of a high-gradient tube and a cluster ion source is new, a

precursor of this socailed injector, down-scaled in power by about 100,
4)

has been set up and operated . This paper reports on beam focusing

results and on the first time-of-flight (TOF) analysis of an up to 650 keV

cluster ion beam produced with this accelerator.

The high voltage is supplied by a 1. 4 MV open air cascade delivering

up to 3 mA, The cluster ion source is located on the high potential.

As represented schematically in Fig. 1 the initial cluster beam is formed

from a nozzle source (1, 2, 4) with an integrated liquid helium cooled

cryopump (3, 5). Typical stagnation pressures range from 100 to 1000

Torr, at a stagnation temperature of-30 K. The beam is pulsed by

means of a solenoid valve, located upstream near the nozzle throat, for
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typical durations of 30 ms or longer. The neutral cluster beam enters an

electron impact ionizer where the clusters are ionized by transver sally

travelling electrons. The ionizer is about 80 mm-long . At its lower

end the ions are extracted by a negatively biased electrode (9). Typical

values of the ionizer parameters are several 100 mA of electron current

at an energy of 100 - 200 eV and an extraction voltage of up to 20 kV

across a-gap of 11 mm.

The accelerator tube is of the CERN type , equipped with electrodes

made from Ti-alloy and forming either a single gap of 10 cm width or,

with an intermediate electrode, a dual gap of 20 cm. Beam detectors

used thus far are a calorimeter, a Pitot tube and, with the TOF analy-

sis, a copper cone as target the total electric current being measured.

Fig. 2 shows two hydrogen beam profiles measured with the calorimeter

at a distance of .78 m away from the extraction electrode. The narrow

curve is an average of three curves belonging to different sets of accele-

ration and extraction voltage, but having equal ratio of 25. The broad

curve is for a ratio of 20. The beam spot size is apparently determined

by that voltage ratio as expected from ion optics. The spot can be made

sufficiently small for the TOF analysis. Total beam current in case of

the broad profile is about.5 mA.

During the TOF measurements the beam is normally deflected away from

the detector by applying a voltage of a few kV to the condenser. If the

latter is short-circuited within less than 30 ns by firing a hydrogen thyra-

tron then a beam front travelling straightly to the detector develops. Ac-

cording to the velocity spectrum the beam front spreads. At the detector

the cumulative velocity spectrum is generated, i. e. , the signal at a given

time is formed by particles having velocities equal or greater than the

corresponding velocity.

Fig. 3 shows a photograph of typical hydrogen TOF signals at 609 keV

(Ar beam signals have the same general form). Time scale is 2 |i s/div,

time zero almost coincides with the first signal rise caused by protons

and molecular hydrogen ions having flight times of the order of 100 ns.

The flight distance has been I. 12 m, from the center of the condenser to

the detector, so the velocities spread from about 10 m/s to 10 m/s.

Without going into the details of the detector response versus the cluster

size the TOF spectra give directly many qualitative informations about
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the final beam mass spectrum as function of the source and the ionizer

parameter s.

On differentiating the cumulative spectra with respect to the number of

atoms per cluster N,spectra showing in general two peaks are obtained,

one at cluster sizes of about 1000 atoms or more and another at very

small sizes of one or a few proton masses. Fig. 4 shows as an example

the most frequent size Nf of the large cluster fraction versus the elcctror

current! in the ionizer, the other parameters kept constant. la : re.i -:. .

I decreases the cluster sizes, namely N_. Doubling the olectron ^ i c f f
e i

eU reduces the cluster sizes, too. These findings are similr. r to retuiu
6 5)

of other authors, using different methods, e. g. Henkes et al. .

To end up we note that the accelerator was operated without problems

arising from the combination of a cluster ion source and a. high-gradient

tube. Beam focusing is good enough to allow the performance of tne des-

cribed TOF experiment. Since the latter only needs beam sample-; o* up

to about 10 us duration, it is beyond our case well suited for application

on beams of 100 KW power or more.

1) E. W. Becker, Beams of Condensed Matter in High Vacuum, paper
given at the Brookhaven Conference on Molecular Beams, Heidaiburg,
1959

E. W. Becker, R. Klingelhofer, P. Lohse, 2. Naturforschg. 15a
645 (1960)

W. Henkes, Phys. Lett. 12, 322 (1964)

2) E. W. Becker, H. Falter, O. F. Hagena, W. Henkes, R. Klingelhofer,
H. O. Moser, W. Obert, I. Poth, submitted to Nucl. Fus.

3) E. W. Becker, H. Falter, O. F. Hagena, »/. Henkes, R. Klingelhbier,
K. Korting, F. Mikosch, H. Moser, W. Obert, J. Wiist,
Report KFK-20 16, Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, 1974

4) H. O. Moser, J. Martin, R. Salin, , Proc. 3rd Intern. Meeting on
Theoretical and Experimental Aspects of Heating of Toroidal Plasmas,
Grenoble, 1976

H. O. Moser, J. Martin, R. Salin, J. de Phys. , to be published

5) The ionizer construction is based on the work of W.Henkes,V.Hoffmann
F. Mikosch, J. of Phys. F..: Scient. Instr. , to be published

6) The tube has been kindly lent to us by the CERN. A description may
be found in e.g. J. Huguenin et al. , Proc. 4th Intern. Symp.
Discharges and Electrical Insulation in Vacuum, Waterloo, Canada,
1970
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GENERATION OF A PULSED MOLECULAR BEAM BY MEANS OF

AN ULTRA HIGH SPEED ROTOR,

BY

C.W.Nutt, T.J .Cale , P.J.Cosgrove & M.J.Kirby.

HERIOT-WATT UNIVERSITY
Chambers S t r e e t ,

Edinburgh.
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A magnetically suspended rotor with facilities for

sampling the molecular species from the rotor tip to deter-

mine in particular their velocities, has been constructed

and tested successfully. The apparatus provides a new

advance in technique in that the velocity distribution of

the species from the rotor can be determined when the rotor

is moving at very low speeds as well as when it moves at

super-molecular velocities. Moreover, the velocity distri-

bution can be; determined with a high degree of precision;

one which oi'fers very considerable improvement over previous

rot or techn iques.

The apparatus is shown schematically in Fig.l; it

is based on separate vacuui.i chambers for beam generation,

col]imation and detection which arr independently evacuated

by conventional diffusion pump systems.

The rotor and its suspension arrangement is similar

to that developed by Moon et al . As shown in Fig.l, it is

magnetically suspended in vacuo in the rotor chamber, its

height, being sensed by a light beam which is arranged so that

should the rotor tend to fall, the signal from a photo cell

on which the light beam falls provides a correction signal

which is applied to the current in the suspension electro-

magnet. The rotor is caused to rotate by means of a rotating

magnetic field generated by two pairs of field coils in Helro-

holtz configuration mounted outside the glass rotor chamber.

The carbon fibre arms rotate in a horizontal plane, and at

one point intercept a beam of sample gas molecules from a

simple multiple capillary inlet system inclined at an angle

of 45° to the plane of rotation. The sample molecules which

strike the rotor and then re-evaporate normal to the rotor
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surface can pass along a molecular beam axis defined by

two apertures, into a Quadrupole mass spectrometer for

detection. The formation of a pulse of molecules in this
2

way, as described in detail in an earlier publication ,

is signalled by interruption of the laser beam by the rotor

arm. The time interval between the generation of the start

pulse from the laser beam and the arrival of ion pulses' in

the Channeltron detector of the Quadrupole, mass spectrometer

is determined by a Laben neutron time-of-flight unit and

400 channel multi-channel analyser.

Time of arrival distributions have been determined

for a number of gases and vapours using a rotor with aluminium

arms and a low rotational velocity, and Fig.2 shows some of

the results obtained. The initial experiments have been

designed to determine a number of corrections which must be

considered if the apparatus is used to obtain accurate data

on the velocities of the molecules from a high speed rotor.

One of these factors is the effect of gas intensity distri-

bution within the sample inlet beam and the width of that

sample inlet beam. Experimental tests of the magnitude of

this effect can be determined by measurement of the time of

arrival distribution as a function of rotor speed. The

observed width, w , of the distribution is given by the

expression

wo = wt + v^ ... (1)

when wt is the theoretical width at half-height for an

infinitely short gas source,

A is the width of the gas source, and

vr is the linear velocity of the rotor tip.

Another factor stems from the possible lack of coin-

cidence of the centre of the eas inlet jet with the front
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surface of the rotor when it initiates the start pulse which

will lead to displacement of the time of arrival distri-

bution curve along the time axis. Provided that the gas

density distribution in the source region is reasonably

uniform and is not so highly asymmetric that the position

and shape of the time of arrival distribution is distorted,

an error of this type can be estimated from measurements of

the magnitude of the effect of rotor speed on the time of

arrival distribution at low rotor speeds. For a gas source

which is coincident with the laser beam the t.o.a. (t )
mpo

observed for the molecules with the most probable velocity

<w
Vpo = 1/(vmp + V

and if the gas source is located at a distance, d, earlier

than the laser beam

V - 1/(vmp+ vr) -d/vr ... (3)

Provided v is much less than v

Snpo = a - d/vr ••• (4)

where a is a constant, and thus d may be estimated from the

gradient of a plot of t versus v "'.

These and other errors, e.g. transmission and process-

ing times for the start and stop pulses, ion transit times

in the Quadrupole and certain other design considerations

will be discussed in more detail in the presentation.

Experimental results will t. ? presented showing how these

factors may be elucidated and applied to correct the analysis

of data oMp.ined at high rotational speeds.

REF: l. P.B.Moon, M.P.Rails, J.B.Saul & J.H.Broadhurst.

Phys. Bull. Vol. 25, 511, 1974.

2. C.W.Nutt, T.J.Bale, P.Cosgrove, & M.J.Kirby.

Proc.5th Int.Sym.on Mole Beams,7-ll Apr. 1975,Nic , France.
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THERMAL HALOGEN ATOM BEAMS OBTAINED BY ELECTRON SPUTTERING.

H. Overeijnder, M.L. Szymonski , A.E. de Vries.

FOM-Institute for Atomic and Molecular Physics,

Kruislaan 407, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

When alkali halides are bombarded with electrons or ultraviolet light,

sputtering of the target is observed [I]. The larger fraction of the

emitted particles is neutral [2]. Therefore we investigated the utility

of the electron sputtering method for the production of thermal atomic

beams.

Neutral particles emitted from Li F, Rb Cl, Na Br, K Br, Rb Br,

Cs Br, Na I, KI, Rb I and Cs I targets were analysed. The target tem-

perature was varied from 30 C to 500°C and the electron energy from

100 eV to 540 eV, The electron current density of the electron gun was

0.1 mA/cm . From now on we will denote the alkali by M and the halo-

gen by X.

The following particles have been observed: M, 'X, X2 and MX. MX has

only been found in the case of Cs Br. Table 1 gives the relative 'fluxes

of the various particles.

TABLE 1.

target particle flux (relative)

M 1

X 1

X2 5.10"3 - 2.10"1

MX < 10~3

Relative fluxes of Various particles leaving an

alkali halide target, bombarded with 540 eV electrons.

On leave from Uniwersytet Jaeiellofiski, Institut Fizyki, Krakow, Poland.
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The relative intensities of molecules X, depend on the tempeature

of the target and the target material.

We will take Kb Br as an example:

The relative yield X2/X varies from 5.10 at 40°C to 4.10~ at

400°C ( f i g . 1 ) .

Offin

004

uj 003H

002-

001-

Br, SIGNAL FROM HbBr

i' i

100 200 300

TEMPERATURE C O —

400 600

Relative yield of Br. particles leaving a

Rb Br target, bombarded with 540 eV electrons.

The fluxes of the Rb and Br ar.oms increase from 1.10 atoms/sr.s at

40°C to 3.10 atoms/sr.s at 400°C. These fluxes are proportional to

the electron current. Cs Br has an exceptionally high relative mole-

cular yield of 0.2 at 400°C.
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The energy spectra of the sputtered particles have also been
measured (fig. 2).

•ntrgy («V)

I 0.1 QQB qp;

5-

i 3

i
_. 2-

o '* i ' I ' 6 ' e ' »
time (ms) — •

Time of flight spectrum of Br atoms leaving a K Br

target at 400°C, bombarded with 540 eV electrons.

The M and X» spectra show only thermal energy distributions corres-

ponding to the target temperature. The halogen distribution (X) shows

in several cases at temperatures below 200 C an additional peak, with

a maximum at about 0.3 eV and a sharp cut off between 0.5 eV and 1 eV

depending on the target material. At temperatures above 200 C the

thermal distribution dominates the spectrum.

The advantages of this method for the production of thermal atomic

beams are the following:
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1. a relative simple set-up.

2. a relative low MX yield, compared with sputtering by heavy

particles.

3. a reasonable intensity of halogen atoms is obtained: an electron

current of 0.03 mA. produces a halogen atom density of 10 atoms/
3

cm at a distance of 10 cm from the target.

4. a relatively low X, yield compared with thermally heated sources.

REFERENCES

1 N. Itoh,
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2 P.W. Palmberg, F.N. Rhodin,

J.Phys.Chem.Solids 29 (1968) 1917.
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A Hollow Cathode Discharge as a high intensity source for fast neutrals

in the eV range

P.G.A. Theuws, H.C.W. Beijerinck, F.J. Uitterhoeve, D.C. Schram, and N.F. Verster.

Physics Department, Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

Introduction

A Hollow Cathode Discharge (HCD) is used as a molecular beam source for fast

neutral atoms with energies in the order of 0.5 - 5 eV. In the discharge energy

is transfered from ions to neutrals by charge exchange and elastic collisions.

Measurements of the velocity distribution of the fast neutrals will be presented.

As a plasma-diagnostic the method of molecular beam sampling gives very detailed

information on the ion velocity distribution.

Calculatitan of the centerline intensity

sterad ) of the molecular bean
1)

The centerline intensity I(o) (atoms s sterad ) of the molecular beam, effusing

from an orifice-with cross-section A in the end anode, can be written as

I(o)&2u - { J }° rt(z3v) T(ztv) Adzdv } d
2aj (1)

- o o

with n(z,v) the fast neutral production rate per volume, per velocity, per solid

angle and T(z3v) is the transmission probability through the plasma of a fast

neutral created at s with velocity V. The production rate.n(z,v) can be written as
n(z>v)dzdv = O M w ) «n n. ^ (P^ (v) Q ^ + Pel M Qgl) dsdt; (2)

Pexoh (V} dV = ^/oJfy/a^ 3 e*P " (v/*^2 dv , (2a)

P 7 (v) dv - (2/o..)(v/a.) exp - (v/a.)
2 dV (2b)

with " P(v)dv = 1 and°:i=(2kTi/m)\ p (Q) is the velocity distribution of the
o • excn

flux of fast neutrals produced by charge exchange and Q.exoyl *-
s the corresponding

total cross-section, which is strongly peaked in forward direction. Thus the velocity

distribution of these fast neutrals is the same as the velocity distribution of

the ions, if we neglect the velocity dependence of Q ,. P * (v) is the velocity

distribution of the flux of fast neutrals produced by elastic collisions and Q -

is the corresponding total cross section. The transmission probability T(z,v) is

given by

T(ztv)dvdz = exp - (n.Q. g./v + n <Q0>,.r, /v + n Qa' /V) Azov (3)

describing the attenuation of fast neutrals by collisions with ions, electrons

(ionisation) and slow neutrals, respectively. For the long discharge, assuming

uniform densities in the plasma, integration of Eq. 1 gives intensities varying

between 1 1015 and 4 1015 (atoms"s~ ster-ad mm ).
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'Experimental set up

In Fig. 1 a schematic view of the HCD is given. In the experiments described,

two configurations have been investigated i.e. a long discharge (1= 200 mm) and

a short discharge, where the end anode is placed in front of the magnet, resulting

in I =15 mm. All measurements have been performed with Argon. The flow rate
o _ i

through the cathode is varied between 0.1 and 0.5 Torr 1 s . The discharge is

started by preignition with a spark discharge between an additional electrode

and the cathode. The gas is ionized inside the cathode by electrons emitted
2)

through thermo-emission. By ion bombardment the cathode is heated to the

temperature needed for sufficient thermo-emission. A typical value of the magnetic

induction is 5 10 T. Velocity analysis of the resulting molecular beam is done

with a time-of-flight spectrometer . The flight path is 1.349 m.

Results

Evaluation of the data is done by least squares analysis of the measured time-of-

flight spectra, using appropriate modeIfunctions (2a, 2b),with the intensity and

temperature as free parameters. Typical results of this fit are given in Fig. 2

and Fig. 3.

The measured time-of-flight spectra of the long discharge are well described by

the sum of three M.B. distribution functions (Fig. 2). The total intensity varies

between 10 and 10 (atoms s sterad mm ) and the three temperatures are

in the order of 800K, 3500K, and 15000K.

Fig. 3 shows a measured time-of-flight spectrum of the short discharge, fitted

with a M.B. distribution function for the high energy neutrals, the sum of

P , (v) and (Q -j/Q •>) P 7 (v) (2a, 2b) for the fast neutrals created by

collision with the bulk of the ions, and a M.B. distribution for the cold neutrals.

Comparison of the two spectra shows that the short discharge gives much higher

intensities (lOOx) and temperatures (5x).

In Fig. 4 a typical behaviour of intensity and temperature of the short discharge

is given as a function of the arc current at a flow rate of 0.29 Torr 1 s •

The temperature of all three distributions is rather insensitive to the arc current.

The most striking feature in the intensity curves is the strong decrease of cold

neutrals and the increase of the superhot neutrals. The strong decrease of cold

neutrals is probably caused by depletion of neutrals in the cathode region. The

superhot distribution may be caused by tail formation in the ion velocity distri-

bution, which is more likely at higher drift velocities of the electrons .

Conclusion

Due to the high intensity and broad velocity distribution, the short Hollow

Cathod Discharge is extremely suitable for low energy scattering experiments with

a time-of-flight machine. Measurements on the velocity distribution of metastables

are planned.
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magnetic coils

wad

Fig.I Schematic view of the

HCD as situated in the source

chamber. lQ is the distance

between cathode and end anode

0 5
flight time (ms)

Fig. 2 A measured T.O.F. spectrum of the long discharge curve fitted by least

squares analysis with three M-B. distributions. The three components i.e.,

cold, hot and superhot with a temperature of 690 K, 2700 K and 11200 K,

respectively, are indicated by the numbers I, 2 and 3, respectively.Experimental
_2

conditions : arc current, 15A; magnetic induction, 6.8 10 T; neutral density
20 -3

in the source chamber, 2.8 10 (m ).
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Fig. 3 A measured T.O.F. spectrum of the short discharge curvdplt&ted with a M.B.

distribution for the high energy neutrals, Pa^nln
 +(Qai/Qa~ni,' p

a 7 ^ ! H | t n e neutrals
&3X3ft & L> GuTO'I & is ̂ i^B

produced by collisions with the bulk of the ions and a M.B. distribution for the

cold neutrals,indicated with 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Experimental conditions:

arc current,15A; gas flow, 0,29 Torr 1 s

tO 2O O 10
ARC CURRENT (A)

1O

Fig. 4

The temperature and

intensity of the three

distributions as a

function of the arc

current at a gas flow

of 0.29 Torr 1 s~'

x cold neutrals, o hot

neutrals, • superhot

neutrals.
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BIPFPI1IRNTA1- APPARATUS WITH MOLECULAR SBAM

GENERATOR FOR INVESTIGATION OF DOUBLE

COLLISION PROCESSES IN LOW ENERGY

RANGE

ZAVILQPULQ A.N., 2APES0GHNY I.P., HAUSKOP E.M.,

3HKOBA B.V.

Department of physios, State University of Uthgorod, USSR.

Molecular beam method ia the leading one in the experimental

phycies of atomic collisions and particulary in studies of proces-

ses which occur at thermal and near thermal energies. The advantage

of this method is apparent: the experiment involves a single ele-

mentary processes. Installation of neutral particle gas-dynamic ac-

celeration technigue into experiment revealed the new possibilities]!]

of the method, i.e. the production of the intensive molecular beams

with adjustible energy (from some hundreds of eV to 10 - 20 eV).De-

pending upon the employment there are different waye of construct-

ive resolution of gas-dynamic molecular beam source but in any case

a complicated system of pumping is present.

Experimental apparatus with molecular beam generator [2,4]

was constructed in our laboratory for study a wide class of double

collisions namely electrons and ions with atoms and molecules,atom-

molecule reactions and experiments on the surfaces. With this appa-

ratus experiments are performed by optical method or by electrical

one.

The basic element of this apparatus is the molecular beam so-

urce (generator) (Figure I). The source consists of three indepen-

dent compartments with differential pumping, where the following

degrees of rare-faction are maintained: I - IO"4 - 10-2 torr; II-

5'IO"6 - I'lO"4 torr; III - 5*IO"6 - 3'10-7 torr, by changing the

nozzle pressure Po from 5'I0~* to 2«I0
2 torr. Such pressure diffe-

rentiation is provided by two rotational, two booster, four diffu-
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Bion pumps with nitrogen traps, one magnet-discharging pump ami one

zeolit-sorbtion pump in addition to two small cryogenic pumps in 1

and II compartments. Nozzle and skimmer could move independently to-

wards immovable collimator. this allows to lead out the source into

the maximum operational mode for each gas and provide the maximum of

the molecular beam intensity. The construction of the source allows

a rapid change of all the nozzle, skimmer and collimator slits. A

special needle and reduction system (Figure I) allows to provide

strictly defined nozzle pressures Po and to compound gas mixtures.

»«•»

figure 1. Experimental apparatus.

I - ion source, 2 - effusion source neutral metal
atoms, 3 - electron gun.

The sources of this type are characterised by aiany parame -

ters i 3 • and consequently the uncorrect account of the functio-

nal relation between Lhem can result in the severe reduction of the

molecular beam intensity. Thus, for each sample (gas) we chose the

most optimal molecular generation mode. This mode is determined by

measuring a family of the beam-intensity dependences in air wor-

king chamber on nozzle pressure, nozzle-skiaraer, nozzle-coll.Imator

and collimator-skimmer distances, as characteristic curves[4>ln ad-

dition, optical, spectrometrir; and muBs-spectroaietric studies were

performed in order to aetermine homogeneity, quality and quantity

of the beam composition.
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The ohange of the molecular beam energy was provided by pro -

duction of gaa mixture in the needle system and by resistor heating

of the gas before it leaves the nozsle (Figure I). A long tantalum

tube waa used as a heater,which allowed heating up to I500°K. The

velooity and the energy spread of the beam were measured in the third

air working chamber by the time-of-flight method. Table I represents

the main parameters of our molecular beam generator for some basio

gases:
Table I

NOZZLE INTENSITY
GAS BIAMBTER P . r . 1 _ , DIVERGENCY

[mm] <-torrJ [mol/ster.secj In grades

«„ O,J 114 4*J.U "
1 1 8

 n c r LI TO -r«I9 I°30«

Ar

0.3
0,51

0,3
0,51

0,3
0,51

0,3
0,51

0,3
0,51

109
53

114
63

310
120

200
96

440
I5o

8«I019

5*IO19

4-IO19

1,2.IO19

9'I018

4,5*IO18

II-IO18

5,4-IO18

7*I018

3,9'I018

I°20'

U U 2 n CT TK~ * Q.™18 2°40*

Depending upon experiments for double collision studies the air

working chamber of the apparatus may include: highly perviant multie-

tolled electron gun; pulse electron gun for production of microsecond

pulses for time-of-flight measurements; electron monochromator for

precision electron-molecular collision studies; highly efficient sou-

rce of slow metal ions for the experiments of charge exchange and ex-

citation at ion-molecular collisions; and effusion source of neutral

metal atoms. The construction of the source provides the possibility

to exclude angle dependencies in the experiments mentioned above.
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The universal recording system (Figure I) was used to detect

the signals in optical and electrical channals both separately and

simultaneously.

At present we have determined all the basic parameters (Table

I) of the molecular beam generator in the cases of H2i He, Hg, Ar,

COgi and gas mixtures: He with COg, He with Hg, He with Ar, Hg irith

Ar. We also made the test experiments in order to study excitation

and ionisation in electron-molecular collisions and charge exchange

for ion-molecular collisions using crossed-beam method in the low

energy region.
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Rotational excitation of hydrogen molecules by neutral

particle impact

U. Buck, F. Huisken, J. Schleusener and H. Pauly

Max-Planck-Institut fUr Str.Smungsfozschung,

D34OO GSttingen, W.-Germany

The direct measurement of the differential cross section

for single rotational quantum transitions in a crossed molecular

beam experiment provides detailed information on this energy

transfer process and thus on the anisotropic part of the inter-

action potential. Up to now such detailed cross sections have

only been observed in the scattering of molecules on ions .In

this paper, we report experimental results for the rotational

excitation of hydrogen molecules in collisions with Ne. The in-

elasticity is deduced from a time of flight (TOF) analysis of

the scattered particles.

The experiments were performed by crossing a supersonic

nozzle beam of hydrogen with a nozzle beam of.Ne at an intersec-

tion angle of 90°. The temperature of the primary beam can be

varied between 77 K and 300-K in order to get different po-

pulations in the low lying j states. The velocity distribu-

tion of the relative velocity is 8 % FWHM. The scattered par-

ticles are detected by a double differentially pumped quadru-

pol mass spectrometer utilizing electron bombardment ionization

and ion ->unting . In order to increase the duty cycle of the
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TOF-spectrometer without loosing resolution the scattered
3

beam is chopped by a pseudorandom sequence . The measured sig-

nals are stored in a TOF-analyzer with a channel width of 2 yus

which is directly interfaced to a minicomputer. The desired

TOF-spectrum is recovered by an on-line computation of the

cross correlation of the signal with the pseudorandom pulse

train.

The first experiments were carried out for HD (TQ = 92 K)

scattered from Ne (TQ = 300). The Newton diagram for the elastic

and inelastic scattered particles at 6 = 50 is shown in Fig. 1a.

The resolution of the TOF-spectromter for a flight path of 45 cm

A t/t = 2 % is much better than the necessary value of 14.5 %

obtained £rom the diagram. Thus the measured spectrum displayed

in Fig. 1b exhibits a clearly resolved j = 0-*j = 1 transition

of rotationally excited HD molecules after a measuring time of

1.r hours. The width of the peaks is mainly determined by the

velocity distributions of the two beams. A preliminary reduc-

tion of the measured TOF-spectra to relative differential cross

sections in the center of mass (CM) system yields

|^- 0-*1 ($•= 64.1°)/§§£ O^O {<}= 67.7°) = 0.24. Since the

elastic cross sections are known in absolutely units (via the

isotropic potential determined from a careful analysis of the

measured angular distribution) the inelastic cross section is

0.43 8/sr. For D2~Ne a similar experiment at room temperature

(E =.74.4 eV) gives an upper limit for the ratio

0-?2 (38.5°) /|^- 0-i?0 (36°) = O.06. These measured data

4
are compared with coupled states calculations based on the
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most recent potential models for this system, For HD-Ne the

ratio given above varies between 10 % and 28 % for the diffe-

rent potentials which clearly indicates the discriminating

power of the method.
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Figure Caption:

Fig. 1a): Newton diagram for HD(TQ = 92 K) and Ne(TQ = 300 K)

b ) : Time of flight spectrum (measuring time 1.5 h)
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Crossed Molecular Beam Study
Rotational Excitation of HD(J-O+1) in

Collisions with He.

J. H. Farrar
< The James Franck institute and Department of Chemistry

The University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637 USA

and

Department of Chemistry, University of Rochester,
Rochester, NY 14627 USA*

A. L. J . Burgmans,** J . M. Parson, R. B. Walker,
Department of Chemistry and the James Franck I n s t i t u t e

The University of Chicago, Chicago, I l l ino i s 60637

Y. T. Lee
The Janes Franck Institute and Department of Chemistry
The University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637 USA

and

Department of Chemistry and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720 USA*

The study of rotationally and vibrationally inelastic.scattering has received

significant attention in recent years and the He-H system has served as a model

system for many studies. Host experimental studies on this system have been con-

cerned with spectroscopic line broadening, nuclear spin relaxation>' and ultrasonic

dispersion and a variety of calculations have been performed on this system to' -

explain these data in terms of an interaction potential. The isotopically substi-

tuted systems He-D2, He-HT, and He-HD have also received attention, the latter

two systems with regard to the role of electronic anisotropy vs_. mass asymmetry in

inducing rotational transitions. The He-HD system has been the focus of a number

of theoretical studies ' and the importance of the mass asymmetry in rotationally

inelastic scattering has been established.

We wish to report the observation of rotationally inelastic scattering in the

He + HD system in a crossed molecular beam experiment conducted at a collision

energy of 19.3 meV, low enough such that only the J=0*J=l rotational excitation
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occurs. The crossed molecular beam apparatus has been described in detail and

the experiments were conducted by crossing two liquid nitrogen cooled supersonic

nozzle beams of He and HD at 90° in a vacuum chamber held at 10~ torr by an oil

diffusion pump. The scattered HD signal was detected with a quadrupole mass

spectrometer detector which rotates about the collision center in the plane of the

beams. The velocity distribution of the scattered HD molecules is measured by

the time of flight (TOF) technique. The TOF chopper consists of 8 slots of width

1 mm equally spaced on the circumference of an aluminum disc of radius 8.5 cm.

The chopper is rotated at 400 Hz and a reference lamp - photo-FET arrangement

initiates data collection by a 40 channel multiscaler controlled by a minicomputer.

The data are collected and stored in synchronization with modulation of the He

beam at 150 Hz by a tuning fork chopper. TOF spectra are recorded as a function

of laboratory scattering angle with data collection times on the order of 5 to 6

hours per laboratory angle. For normalization and determination of the spherical

part of the interaction potential, we have measured the angular distribution of

scattered HD with the TOF wheel removed. These data are shown in the upper panel

of Figure 1 along with the Newton diagram portraying the kinematics of the elastic

and inelastic transitions. TOF data at selected laboratory angles are shown in

the lower panel of Figure 1. The prominent peaks in the data arise from elastic

scattering and the small shoulder, at longer flight times results from the in-

elastically scattered HD. We have chosen to show data which correspond to HD

scattered inelastically in the backward hemisphere, theory indicating that the in-

elastic cross section should peak at 6 c m . = 180s. In order to provide some

theoretical insight into our observations we have performed close-coupling calcula-

tions of the differential cross section for J=0-»-l scattering using the He-H2

potential of Shafer and Gordon and shifting the center of mass of the molecular

partner as required for HD; the results of these calculations are also shown in

Fig. 1. The center of mass shift is the primary source of the rotational in-

elasticity in the He-HD system and consequently the data provide additional infor-

mation on the spherical part of the interaction potential with only a minor role

played by the electronic anisotropy. More detailed calculations to refine the in-

teraction potential are currently underway.

Support of this research by the U.S. Energy Research and Development Adminis-

tration is gratefully acknowledged.
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Figure Caption

Figure 1: Upper panel - Lab angular distribution of scattered HD in He -I- HD

collisions. Solid line is a calculation based on the potential of

Ref. 2. The Newton diagram showing the circles for elastic (J=0-*0)

and inelastic (J=0*l) is shown.

Lower panel - TOF data at © = 45°, 60°, 70°.

Solid line - The results of cross sections computed with Shafer-Gordon

potential. Arrow marks location of the maximum in the inelastic HD.

intensity.
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Measurements of the inelastic rotational collision cross-section of CsF

on several atoms and molecules.

J,M. Henrichs, R.F.M. de Bie, C.G.H. Simons and N.F. Verster.

Physics Department, Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven,

The Netherlands.

Abstract

(jm)-(2O)-»(j'tn')»(10) rotational transitions have been measured of CsF on

Ar, Kr, O2 and N2« Absolute values of the inelastic cross-sectior lie between

2.6 82 for Ar and 107 & 2 for N,. The inelastic differential cross-section for
-0 3the CsF-rare gas interaction is proportional to 0 within the angular range

of our apparatus (Q<0.1 rad in the c m . system for CsF-Ar).

Introduction

The rotational statt selection method introduced by Beanewitz (1) has been used by

Toennies (2) for the first time to derive information oh inelastic collision

processes. This experiment has been followed by Malthan and Borkenhagen (3),

and they were able to obtain absolute inelastic cross-secticris.

Our measurements give both the absolute values and for the CsF-rare gas

systems the angular dependancy of the inelastic cross-section for the

(20)-*(10) rotational transition.. These measurements give strong evidence

that (20)-+(10) transitions are mainly caused by P| '(cosY)r~7 dependent

parts of the interaction potential (y is the angle between the CsF. bond

axis and the intermolecular axis r, r is the intermolecular distance).

Experimental

Figure 1 gives a schematic view of the molecular beam apparatus, which is a

modified version of the one described previously (4,5).

The CsF source is a conventional two chamber oven. The polarizer lens system

consists of two 0.17 m long quadrupole electrostatic lenses. The scattering

region contains a homogeneous electric guide field E defining the quantisation

axis of CsF. Several antimajorana flip precautions have been taken.

The target is a skinned supersonic nozzle beam whose properties are

accurately knownfor the rare gases (6,7). The analyser lens system consists

of both quadrupole lenses and sextupole lenses, resulting in a substantial

improvement of the (10) acceptance angle*.
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Trajectory calculations were used to optimize the positions of lenses and

beamstops in order to prevent spurious transmission of molecules in the (10)

rotational state through the polariser lens tuned on the (20) state. A

FLzeau type velocity selector determines the primary beam energy. A modified

Langmuir-Taylor detector followed by a mass spectrometer, a multiplier and

a vibrating reed electrometer forms the detection system. Diaphragms can be

placed in the primary beam before and after the scattering region in order

to close off parts of the lens aperture. In this way we obtain different
(k)

transmission function n (0,<t>) with 0 and <t> the cm scattering angles, which

enables us to measure the angular dependancy of the differential inelastic

cross-section.

With Monte Carlo trajectory simulations we calculated density profiles on

several places along the beam axis. Measurements with the help of scan

diaphragms are consistent with the calculated density profiles. On the

basis of this consistency we calculated with a Monte Carlo method trans-

mission functions to analyse the scattering data. Measurements on the system

show that the (10) transmission is less than 3 o/oo of the full (20) trans-

mission (figure 2).

Measurements

Accurate absolute values of the inelastic cross-section can be given only

for the rare gases Ar and Kr, because only for these systems our secondary

beam is well calibrated. The secondary beam properties for other gases are

calculated assuming full isentropic expansion.

The measured inelastic cross-section is in fact an incomplete total cross-

section and is equal to

( k )
 E //" fki

a meas = *- //o (0,*) nv '(0,*) sin 0d0d(f.

(20)^(10) vl • JJ (20)-«-(10)

with o(0,<t>) is the inelastic differential cross-section, n (0,40 the

transmission function for diaphragm configurations k, g the relative velocity

and v the primary velocity.
(k)

Table (1) shows the first results of our measurements of a(20W10) ^ o r

different diaphragm configurations k.

At small angles (but larger than the critical angle) a classical path

calculation of the CsF-rare gas system shows a 0 dependency of the

inelastic differential cross-section of the (20)^(10) rotational transition,

with the quantisation axis E perpendicular to the relative velocity g.

Therefore we analysed our data with a model function a°0 " > resulting in the

values for a and a shown in table 1.
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-7
The value of o contains information on the strength of the r dependent

term of the interaction potential. The induction contribution to this term

is the accurately known quadrupole-induced dipole interaction. Thus a

contains information on the strength of the r dependent dispersion energy

determined by higher order polarizibility terms, evolving from a dipole

and a quadrupole moment induced by a field gradient and a homogeneous electric

field, respectively (5,8).

Our first results show a dispersion contribution amounting to at most half

the value of the induction contribution.

Table 1. Experimental results and derived parameter values for the differen-

tial inelastic cross-section. Primary beam velocity v. of CsF is 301 m/s.

Collision partner

g (m/s)

oll) #2>
^measoi 2 ) (& 2)Tneas

<£as <* 2)

o° (82/sterad)
a

References

Ar

695

2.6 ±0

0.55+0

0.35+C

60+15

0.3+0.

.5

•1

.2

15

Kr

560

2.1 ±0

0.46+0

0.33+0

220+50

0.3+0.

.5

.1

.15

15

°2
880

12+2

-

-

-

-

N2

940

107+ 10

12±1
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Theoretical and Experimental Studies of A.j and A m Transitions in Small

Angle Collisions of Polarized OBF with Atoms and Molecules

U. Borkenhagen, H. Maltnan, J.P. Toennies
Max-Planck-Institut fiir Stromungsforschung, BSttinger-Str. h-8
D-3HOO Gottingen, HRD

An important tool for obtaining information about the anisotropic part of the
intermolecular potential of molecule-molecule or molecule-atom systems is the
study of the rotationally inelastic scattering cross sections at thermal ener-
gies T . The rotational state selection method 2) used here still provides the
only method for measuring these cross sections for transitions between defined
quantum states for molecules other than H».

Fig. '1 shows a scheme of the apparatus. A CsF beam ie generated in a conven-
tional two chamber oven and translationally and rotationally cooled down in a
nozzle beam expansion using Xe as seeding gas 3). An electrostatic quadrupole
field (A-field) selects, according to the voltage U^ on its rods, CsF molecules
in a certain rotational state (j,m) *' cut of the beam and focusses them into the

Note that the state of the molecule in an electric field does not depend
on the sign of the magnetic quantum number m. —•

scattering region, where they are crossed at 90° by a target beam. There the
molecules were oriented by a homogeneous electric field (C-field) perpendicular
to the primary and scattering beam direction. The rotational states (j 1, m') of
the products, scattered into small angles C <.7° in the lab-system) near the
forward direction, were analyzed by measuring the'refocussed intensity on the
detector as a function of the voltage U E of a second quadrupole field (B-field).
Fig. 2 gives an example of the scattering of CsF in the (2,0) state on He. The
A-field focusses the (2,0) molecules into the scattering region and the B-field
voltage is scanned. The solid line shows the detector intensity without and the
dashed line with scattering. The observed increase of intensity .at certain B-field
voltages is attributed to inelastic scattering into the corresponding states.
The incomplete integral small angle cross sections for the rotational transitions
were determined by measuring the dependence of the inelastic signal on the density
of the scattering beam.

To compare the experimental results with theoretical predictions for CsF -
rare gas atom systems, the inelastic differential cross section was approximated
as follows:

where dS^i/dw was determined using classical mechanics for scattering from an
isotropic -Cg/R^ potential. P( • % w - , m.\(->J» ) was calculated using the high
energy approximation u)»5):

 VlJ' vd ' '

oa
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where Va(t) is the time dependence of the anisotropic long range part of the
potential. In view of the small angle scattering observed, Va(t) was calculated
isir.g a straight line trajectory. The anisotropic potential was made up of terms
with the following radial and angular dependences: Pg(cos Tt )/R6 (dipole-dipole
induction and dispersion 5), P^(cos ^ )/R7 (higher order polarizability 6) and
Pjieos )? )/R' (induced dipole-qua.drupole 5) where if is the angle between the
mol< cular axis and the internuclear distance R. The inclusion of only the long
ran,;e part of the potential has been shown to be a t;ood approximation in another
study based on infinite order sudden approximation calculations using the entire
anisotropic potential7^The theoretical differential cross sections were integrated
over the acceptance angle of the apparatus. In the integration all of the apparatus
smearing effects were accounted for by a complete Monte Carlo simulation of the
trajectories of the CsF molecules from the source to the detector ).

The experimental and theoretical values for the rare gases are compared in
Table I'. For & j = 1, & m = 0 and A j = 1 » & g = 1 cross sections there is
reasonable agreement. Because of the selction rules 5)«9), this indicates, that
the pQ^fcos Jf" ) terms in the potential are roughly correct. The large deviation
for the A j = 0, & m = 1 transition is regarded to be significant. This indicates
that the Pgtcos If ) term is too weak or that other neglected terms such as P^
(cos *T ) etc. are making an important contribution.

We gratefully acknowledge many stimulating discussions with D. Fitz.
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He

Ne

Ar

Kr

Xe

Exp.

Th.

Exp.

Th.

Exp.
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m.

Exp.

Th.
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3.

3.

2

5

•0)-»(

2 + 2.

6.2

± 1.

1.6

2± 1

2.1

5 * 1

2.1

* 1

5.9

A m

3.0)

5

= 1

= 0

(3

3.

2.

2 .

1.

3

.0)^(2.0)

* 1

1.6

2 * .5

1.6

2 * 1

2.1

9 * 5

2.1

5 * 1

1.1*

(2

7.

2 .

2 .

2 .

Aj =

Am a

. 0 ) -

± 1

2.

5 * 1

1.2

3 * 1

1.1*

* 1

1.5

1

1

(3.D (3

5.

1*.

1*.

£

5

5

5

• 3 = 0

tin = 1

.05

±2

.02

* 2

.01*

* 2

.01*

.05

Tab. I: Comparison of measured absolute incomplete integral inelastic cross
sections with theoretically predicted values.
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Distribution of Vibrational and Rotational Energy in the Products of the. Reaction:

Ar*(3P) + M X 1 ^ * ) -> Ar(lS) +N 2*(C
3n u).*

E. Cutshall, J. Feldstein, and E. E. Muschli-tz," Jr.
Department of Chemistry
University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida 32611

Measurements of the product state vibrational and rotational distributions
as a function of relative collision energy for the title reaction have been made
by observing the C -»• B fluorescence in a crossed supersonic beams experiment.
Signal intensity has been greatly enhanced over previous measurements which used
a metastable atom beam produced by effusive flow from a low voltage D.C, discharge
in argon.1 The Ar* beam is now produced by generating a glow discharge between
the nozzle and skimmer of a supersonic beam source. The discharge is created by
directing an electron beam, normal to the nozzle - skimmer axis. We have now
obtained an Increase in signal by a factor of about 80.

Our measurements of the product N2*(C) vibrational branching ratio,(v'=0/v'=l)
have been repeated and are shown in Fig. 1. Considerable improvement in the pre-
cision of the measurements has been obtained and the use of crossed supersonic
beams has made it.possible to extend the range of relative collision energies
to 0.44 eV. The highest energies were obtained by heating the N 2 nozzle to
temperatures up to 400°C and by seeding the N2 with He.

The line shown on the graph was obtained from an approximate golden rule
model2 in which the transition probability, N2(X) •+ N2*(C), is proportional to
the product of the Franck-Condon factor linking the initial and final states
and the density of states function, p.(e), given by:

P.(e) * 0 - fv.)
3/2/5: (1 - f , ) 3 / 2

J v1

The fit to the experimental data in the low energy region was obtained using an
N-N distance of 1.U2A and evaluating the Franck-Condon factors using simple
harmonic oscillator wave functions and Badger's rule3 to obtain the oscillator
frequency in the initial state. The unperturbed N2(X) internuclear distance is
1.094 A, so that at the moment of the transition, the N-N distance is enlarged.
A single beam measurement at 0.048 eV has recently been reported'1 which is in
reasonable agreement with the trend of our results. Beyond 0.18 eV, the branching
ratio increases. The model provides an explanation for this increase since a
further expansion of the N-N distance yields a rapid increase in the overlap
of the wavefunctions for the 0-0 transition.

Fig. 2 shows a determination of the rotational temperature by analysis of
the shape of the R branch of the 0-0 band for the C •+ B transition from
3310-3345 A using 10 A bandpass at a collision energy of 0.089 eV. A plot of
the emission intensity, I, divided by S, = (J2-l)/J vs. J(J-l), where J refers
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to the initial state, yields a straight line if the rotational distribution is
thermal,5 and the rotational temperature may be determined from the slope. The
data at 0.089 eV yield 1090°K and measurements at 0.161 eV yield 1280°K. The
high degree of rotational excitation in the product N2»(C) has been observed
previously in flowing afterglow experiments.6

Measurements are now In progress to extend the range of collision energies
to lower energy by cooling the Ar nozzle. Further calculations using the golden
rule model with better wavefunctlons for the initial and final states are also
in progress.

••'•• Supported by the U. S. National Science Foundation
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Molecular beam study of the HeNe-laser pumping transi t ion

H. Haberland, P. Oesterlin, K. Schmidt

FakultHt fUr Physik der UniversitHt Freiburg i . Br., Germany

1 3
Electronic energy transfer from metastable helium atoms (2 S,2 S)

to groundstate neon atoms is the main pumping process of the HeNe-

l a s e r 0

He(2*S) + Ne -> He + Ne(3s)

He(23S) + Ne -> He + Ne(2s).

The first process populates the four excited states of configuration
5 2 2

2p 5s( P.,,, P,/,) which are designated 3s, . . . in Paschen notation.

Similarly for He(2 S) + Ne the excited states of configuration
5 2 2

2p 4s( Pi(2»
 P3/2^ o r ^S2 1 A s are P°Pulated. The-spectroscopv and

the energy transfer mechanisms have been extensivelv studied, with

the aim of understanding the HeNe laser. The lifetimes of all the 2s
—8 —7

and 3s states are 10 - 2"10 sec, which is very long compared to
-13 )|e

the collision time (a. 10 s e c ) . The Ne^ excitation energy of about

20 eV is radiated via a cascade of optical transitions, and the Ne

atoms end either in the ground state or in one,of the two metastable

2s53p, P and P, states.

We have studied these energy transfer processes in a crossed molecular
2)

beam experiment. The apparatus has been described in detail earlier .

Briefly a supersonic beam of He atoms with Machnumbers up to 180 is

excited by electron impact and crossed with a supersonic neon beam.

Electronically excited particles (He or N e ^ are detected in an

open multiplier. A neon discharge lamp, which can quench up to 85 %

of the Ne atoms, is installed in front of the multiplier. Taking

the difference of two experiments with lamp on and off the oure Ne

angular distribution is obtained. Figure 1 shows the LAB angular

distributions of neon atoms excited by He(2 S). The collision energy

was varied by varying the temperature of the helium gas before the

expansion. Some of the structures can be explained by purely kinematic

reasons. Figure 2 shows the iiewton di-agran for the 89 meV measurement.

The circles give the possible positions of the centre of mass velocity

vectors for the different neon states. The dashed arrows correspond

to the peaks with the same numbers in the angular distribution.

One can see strong forward scattering into the 3s_ state (peak 4).
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This state is known to be predominantly excited as expected by the

Wigner spin rule . Peaks 2 and 3 are due to oscillations of the

angular distribution, complicated by the double-valuedness of the

CM to LAB transformation. Peak 1 is enhanced by the jacobian factor

which diverges at this point. Peaks 5 and 6 show forward scattering

into the 3s 4 and 3s5 states. The 3s_ state cannot be resolved because

. of the small energy difference to the 3s0 state which has an excitation

cross section of about two orders of magnitude larger . The very

sharp peak at exactly 90 is due to a completely different mechanism.

Nearly all Ne atoms radiate when they are still in the scattering

centre. Neon atoms in the 3s, state can decay directly into the

groundstate, and these photons can then be resonantly reabsorbed by

the intense Ne beam (resonance trapping). Roughly a quarter of the

Ne atoms excited in this second step, will radiate to the two meta-

stable states, which can then be detected by the multiplier. This

interpretation is somewhat different from one given earlier

Figure 3 shows a rough sketch of the potential curves. The He Ne

curve is obtained from analysis of elastic scattering. The HeNe

curves have been constructed from semiempirical rules , the £,n-

splitting is neglected. The main transfer process is indicated by

the heavy arrows. By comparing the He and the Ne intensities it

can be seen that the total scattering cross section is smoothly

rising with increasing energy.
3

The angular distributions for He(2 S) + Ne are shown in Fig. 4. The

370 meV distribution was measured by using a helium plasma iet as

a source for the He atoms. From spectroscopic measurements it is

known that only the 2s, and 2s. levels are populated. The cross

section for excitation of the 2s, state is about a factor of 5 larger

than that for the 2s. state. Some oscillations are visible which

probably are due to curve crossings. No forward scattering occurs

and none of the peaks can be explained by kinematic arguments. From

measurements at lower kinetic energies, which are not shown here,

one can see that the total cross section decreases with decreasing

energy below 100 meV although the process is exothermic by 40 to 150 meV.
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Figure I: LAB angular distributions

of neon atoms excited by He(2 S).

The numbered peaks correspond to the

arrows in the newton diagram fig.2.

Figure 3: Potential curves for the

system He(2 S) + Ne. For explanation

see text.
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3

of neon atoms excited by He(2 S).

Time of flight spectra havf been

measured for some energies ind

angles and are consistent with

the interpretation given above.

The sum of the He plus Ne

angular distributions has also

6)been measured by Martin et al.
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Electronically Inelastic Wide Angle Scattering of K by N 2 Near Threshold

M. Brieger and H.J. Loesch

Fakultat fur Physik der Universitat Bielefeld, 48oo Bielefeld 1,: Germany

The major portion of the experimental and theoretical investigations on electroni-

cally inelastic collisions between alkali atoms and molecules involves partial and

total integral excitation or quenching cross sections [1]. Differential cross sec-

tions for the collisional excitation of K by N. have been reported fqr a small

interval of deflection angles at collision energies far above threshold [2], In a
2

very recent molecular beam experiment involving excited Na-atom's in the 3 P-state,

velocity distributions of Na deexcited by N2 have been measured within a narrow

range of deflection angles as a first step towards a differential quenching cross

section [3].

The present work deals with a molecular beam study of the differential cross sec-

tion for the electronically inelastic collision process:

(1) K(42S) + N2 (v = 0) •* K (4
2P) + N2 (v1)

near threshold. The inelastic encounters are detected via the change of recoil

velocity due to the amount of energy transferred from the translational to the

electronic and internal degrees of freedom of the system. This requires a detector

equipped with a velocity analyser [2, 4],

The experimental arrangement and beam conditions have been described elsewhere in

this book of abstracts [5]. It need only be mentioned that the seeding technique

has been applied to both the K and N, beams to provide the collisions energies

required for process (1) with v' = 2. Additional components are a surface ionization

detector and a time-of-flight (TOF) velocity analyser.
2

The detector is an Iridium-ribbon (6 x 0.7 mm sensitive surface) located 52 cm

downstream from the intersection volume of the beams within an UHV-housing separated

from the scattering chamber by a gate valve. The ions emitted from the ribbon are

accelerated to 20 V, pass a quadrupole mass filter, and strike the first dynode of

an open multiplier. The fast response time of the detector (< lys) required by the

TOF-technique has been achieved by heating the ribbon to a temperature of approxi-

mately 1630 K. The disadvantage of this unusually high operating temperature is a

large background current of the order of -1 x lo s which sometimes extends the data

acquisition periods for one TOF-distribution to several hours. The detector housing

is attached to a flange which can be rotated around the intersection volume within

the plane of both beams. The range of observation angles 6 (measured with respect

to the K-beam) runs from -2o to + llo°.
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The TOF-analyser consists of a slotted disk chopper (7cm diameter, 8 slots equally

spaced 1 mm wide) mounted to the front of the detector housing 8 cm downstream from

the scattering volume, and a multichannel analyser. The flight path - the distance

between chopper wheel and Ir-ribbon - is 441 mm.

The velocity resolving power with the disk rotating at 400 Hz and a channel width

of 5 (JS is given by Av/v"= 0.4 x v (v in 100 m/s and Av/y in % ) . Usually, 29 channels

with an advance time of lo us have been used. The estimated error of the absolute

velocity is _+ 1%.

A sample of measured TOF distributions at various observation angles 6 is shown in

Fig 1. The collision energy is E - 55,9 kcal/mole allowing for the excitation of
2

the 4 P ^ 2 3-3 states of K with an average energy of E = 37.24 kcal/mole and the

additional excitation of the two lowest excited vibrational states of N (E(v' » 1)

= 6.66 kcal/mole, E(v' = 2) - 13.25 kcal/mole). The curves exhibit either two well

resolved peaks or at least one peak and a shoulder. The prominent peak at low channel

numbers (short flight Limes) can be attributed to elastic or low vibrational and

rotational excitation processes,the remaining peak to electronically inelastic pro-
2 2

cesses (K(4 S) -»• K(4 P)) including energy transfer into the internal degrees of

freedom of N.. The arrows mark positions where mean flight times resulting from pure

elastic scattering and from electronically inelastic scattering with H- in the

final states v' = 0, 1, 2 are expected. The location of the arrows strongly suggest

that the electronic excitation is correlated with a substantial energy transfer

into rotation and vibration of N-. The complete data set for E = 55.9 kcal/mole

consists of 23 TOF distributions at observation angles selected -n a way that the

relevant center-of-mass coordinate system (CMS) is nearly uniformly covered by data

points.

1°

E»S5.I6 kml/mol.

TOF-CHANNEL

• - . • 1 ^ . IHDrv i

E > 5S.S Icat/moi.

Fig. 1 TOF-distributions of K

10' MT JO" * l f 50"

L*BOR*TORV DEFLECTION ANGLE, •

Fig. 2 Angular distribution of K.
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Fig. 2 shows the corresponding angular distribution. It is sharply forward peaked

as one would expect for such large collision-energies. The curve is somewhat struc-

tured in its central part as a consequence of the electronically inelastic processes.

The distribution is used only for the mutual normalization of the TOF-spectra.

Each data point represents a mean value of detailed differential CMS-cross-sections

averaged over the parent beam velocity and state distributions as well as over the

angular and velocity resolution of the detector. The deduction of single more, or less

detailed differential cross sections appears to be a difficult: problem requiring

numerical integration programs and extensive computer time. Because these programms

are not yet available we carried out a preliminary transformationvof the data into

the CMS which, although rather crude, provides a rough idea about the dominant features

of the inelastic scattering.

The transformation procedure applied assumes that the beams have uniform velocities

equal to their most probable ones. This permits a direct mapping of sach data point

(N, 9) (N = TOF channel number) into a uniquely defined point (uj,tM in the CMS

0^, u' are the CMS deflection angle and recoil velocity of K, respectively). The

intensities transform like J(uJ,-^, E) a u' /v' (N) x S(N, 9) (S=TOF distribution).

Direct application of this expression would have led to a nearly structureless J.

To preserve the observed structures the dominant "elastic" peak of S has been

subtracted graphically from the complete TOF-distribution. Although this technique

is somewhat arbitrary, the main features of the results remain stable. The result of

the calculation, J, is an approximate cross section for'the electronically inelastic

scattering which is differential with respect to -̂  and u.'

60"

MO*

Fig. 3 Contour map of the differential electronic excitation

cross section
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J(u', <fr, E) is shown in Fig. 3, plotted as a function of uj, ̂  on a polar diagram;

the contours connect points of equal J-values. The most prominent features are:

(1) The excited K-atoms are dominantly scattered into the forward hemisphere with

a sharp peak at ̂  * 0°. (2) A peak of approximately 1/3 the height of the one at

•* » 0 appears in the backward direction. (3) The contour map is by no means

symmetric with respect to $ • 9o , supporting a direct excitation mechanism. (4) The

most probable amount of energy transferred into the internal degrees of freedom of

N. is 10. 5 kcal/mole, suggesting that the electronically inelastic encounters

lead most probably to the first excited vibrational and some higher rotational

states of N_. This clearly indicates that the excitation mechanism involved provides

a strong coupling between the electronic and the nuclear motion.

This strong coupling is usually described by the ionic intermediate model [6].

However, we are not aware of any -calculation of differential cross sections based

on this model. We hope that these and forthcoming data will stimulate theoretical ,

activity in this field.
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Energy Transfer in the Process K(42S) + N2(v) -*• K (4
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The collisional excitation of alkali atoms by simple molecules has been studied

extensively [1] but little is known about the influence of vibrational energy in

this process. Several shock wave studies [2] and two more recent molecular beam

experiments [3, 4] indicate that vibrational energy plays an important role hereby

and may even lead to an enhancement of the electronic excitation [4].

This work presents a molecular beam investigation of partial cross sections for

the collision process

(1) K(42S) + N 2 (v) -• K (4
2P) + (v1)

with \> = 0, 1, 2 and v' = 0 near the energetic threshold. A sketch of the experimental

arrangement is shown in Fig.l. The N, and K beams are generated by nozzle ovens each

of them mounted within two nested differentially pumpedchambers. Approximate inten-

sities are 5 M lo s sr and 2 x lo s sr for K and N2> respectively. The inela-

u K -RESERVOIR

K-NOZZLE it a ti .--"

SKIMMER it 11/

Ni BEAM

JttTEKSECngN_ VOLUME,'

INTERFERENCE FILM

Fig. 1

Experimental arrangement.

Dimensions are given in mm.

PHOTO MULTIPLIER

stic process is detected via the resonance light emitted ••"lo s after the excita-

tion. The light is collected by a lens, then conducted by an acrylic glass li^ht

pipe, transmitted through an interference filter (peak transmission is 53% at

768OA, the FWHM of 23 0 A allows both fine structure components to be transmitted

with almost equal probability) and focussed into a photon multiplier.
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The hyperthertnal collision energies are obtained by employing the seeded beam

technique to K. For energies between 20 and 30, 29 and 35, and 32 and 48 kcal/mole,

He, a He-H, mixture, and H_, respectively, are used as diluent gases with a pres-

sure of 550 Torr at 300 K. The partial pressure of K is kept at 0.6 Torr. The

collision energy is scanned by variing the nozzle temperature between 600 K and

1200 K at constant gas flow.

The N -oven is operated at a gas pressure of 450 Torr at 300 K. The population cf

excited vibrational states is controlled thermally by heating the nozzle within

the temperature range of 240 K <_ T <_ 1200 K. The relaxation of vibrationally excited

states during the expansion can be neglected due to the extremely small N.-self-

relaxation rates [5], Collision energies beyond 48 kcal/mole are obtained by expan-

ding a He-N -mixture and, also in this case, the He-N. relaxation rates [5] are to

small to disturb the thermal distribution.

The velocity distributions of the beams are measured by a time-of-flight-analyser

with 51 cm flight path [6], The observed relative FWHM are 8.5% for K independent

of the temperature and 19% to 31% for N. at temperatures between 240 K and 1200 K.

The measured K-flow velocities (estimated error : *_ 1%) agree within 1% with a

formula given in Ref. [7],

The measured light intensity is plotted in Fig.2 as a function of the difference

between the most probable collision energy, E, and the mean energy of the 4 Pj/2 3/2"

states, E = 37.2\ kcal, for varfaus N -nozzle temperatures T. The dominant
P 2

features of Fig. 2, namely the shift of the threshold towards lower E and the

flattening of the curves with increasing T are due to vibrationally excited N

molecules.

Fig. 2

Observed ( • ,A ,O) and

simulated (-) light

intensity.

0 n 20 so

E-37.24 [KCAL/MOLE]
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In general, each data point of Fig. 2 represents a sum of weighted (according to

the Boltzmann populated vibrational states) partial excitation cross sections

o (v •* v'; E) integrated over the experimental collision energy distribution. The

procedure which has teen employed to deduce single cross sections from the ori-

ginal data consists in assuming parameterized function for o (v •+ v1; E), carrying

out the energy integral numerically and adjusting the free parameters for an

optimal agreement between the measured and simulated data points. The functions

used are according to Ref. [A] simple power laws:

P E > E t h (v)
th

o
(2) a (v ->o;

E< E (v)

with fixed threshold energies E , » E - E(v) (E(v) = vibrational energy of N.).

The neglection of final states with v'jO is justified (for E 5E + E(l))as long as

a , is not substantially larger than a because the density of initially

excited molecules is small (a few percent) and decreases exponentially with

increasing v. The calculation involves v-states up to v • 2 thus providing three

free parameters : a, , a and p (a is set to unity, because only relative cross

sections are measured). The results of the simultaneous fitting procedure are

shown in Fig. 2 as solid lines. The best fit parameters are: p = 1.5 +_ 0.2, a- =

2.2 +^0.2 and o. = 2 *_ 0.2. The errors refer to experimental uncertainties in the

collision energy and the temperature dependence of the K-density. The calculated

curves match the data almost within 5 orders of magnitude thus indicating a con-

sistent choice of threshold energies.

Quantitative theoretical treatment has been given to this and related problems on

the basis of the ionic intermediate curve crossing model [8, 9, 10]. In a study

by Fisher and Smith [9] on the quenching of electronically excited alkalis by

simple molecules vanishing cross sections have been found for the deactivation

of the 4 P-state of K by N (v' =0) into v = 0 and 1. This result requires via the

principle of microscopic reversability that the excitation cross sections from

v = 0,1 to -u1 = 0 are zero too which is in marked contrast to these measurements.

A more recent calculation by Andreev[10] in which the angular dependence of the

Landau - Zener transition probabilities is accounted for leads to large cross

sections for v = 0,1 •+ v' = Q consistent with these measurements.

It is experimertally well established that quenching cross sections increase with

decreasing collision energy. This -behaviour, is also predicted for the partial

quenching cross sections, o (v' •+ vj E'), by the ionic intermediate model in a

modified form [11]. If one assumes negligible rotational energy transfer during

the collision the principle of microscopic reversability provides the following

simple relation between excitation and quenching cross sections:

(3) aq(v' •> v; E - E ^ v ) ) " | E _ | ( v ) a(v + v';E)
th

with the initial collision energy for the deactivation E1 « E - E . (v). Insertion
th
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of the threshold law Eq. 2 into Eq. 3 leads, however, to a decrease of a with

decreasing E' in contradiction to the experimental and theoretical evidence.

This inconsistency indicates strongly that rotational energy transfer, neglected

in Eq. 3 and in calculations involving the ionic intermediate model, also plays

an important role in process (1).

A statistical aspect of the type of energy interchange processes considered has

been revealed recently[4> 12], A phase space calculation in which close coupling

between all degrees of freedom of the system including rotation has been assumed

provided threshold laws like Eq. 2 with p = 1.7 and o • 1 (v • o, 1,2). The

good agreement between these results and the present data represents a substantial

support of the statistical assumptions. Furthermore, the energy dependence of the

calculated cross sections is closely connected to the increasing volume of rota-

tional phase space with increasing E, thus giving additional evidence for the

importance of rotational energy transfer in collisional electronic excitation and

quenching processes.
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Coincidence techniques have been applied to the study of

electronic excitation in molecular beam experiments in the eV-r

range. Two different types of processes have been investigated:

(i) For the symmetric rare gas systems Ne-Ne and Ar-Ar

total cross sections for simultaneous excitation of the projectile

and target atom have been measured from the apparent threshold

around 40 eV to about 500 eV. Coincidence techniques are used to

determine'the time correlation between the signals from two photo-

multiplier tubes which view the collision region through appropri-

ate interference filters. In Fig. 1 the cross section for simulta-

neous excitation (j(p'[ 1/2-1. ; p'[3/2],) is compared to the cross

section for single excitation Q(p'[l/2]o) of the states p'fl/2lo

and p'[3/2l. in the Ne(2p^3p) configuration. The threshold energy

for single and simultaneous excitation is found to be the same.
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(ii) Differential cross sections for excitation of potassium

in the process K(4 S) + Np -» K(4 P) + N_ have been measured between

100 < T < 3^00 eV • deg for collision energies between 20 and

190 eV. The technique employed was the simultaneous measurement of

the scattered potassium projectile and the photon emitted by the

very same atom. Fig. 2 shows the excitation probability P(b) as a

function of the impact parameter b. Our estimates for the crossing

radius R and the potential energy V(R
X) are Ft = 2.6 X and

V(R ) = 0.62 eV.

A linear polarizer was inserted in the light path and ro-

tated in the scattering plane. The intensity of the emitted light

in coincidence with the scattered atom is shown in Fig. 3- The re-

sults indicate that the excitation process is almost completely in-

coherent! the excitation probability is the same for all orienta-

tions of the No relative to the incoming potassium atom.
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i . . . . I . . . . I . . . . l . .

Fig. 2s Probability P(b) for excitation of potassium in collisions with

Np versus impact parameter-

--500

K+N2—

H - +

= 189eV
= 9.6°

PRIMARY BEAM
AXIS

Fig. 3; Number of coincidences versus polarizer orientation.
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Translational Excitation of C0 2 to a Radiating State*

Subbarao Ryali and J. B. Fenn - Yale University
C. E. Kolb - AeroDyne Research, Inc.

We have recently achieved some modest success in determining cross

sections for excitation of ground state lUO and CO, molecules to radiating

states by collisions with themselves or with other molecules at transnational

energies in the several eV range. The idea is that two opposed free jets are

set far enough apart so that they comprise in effect two uncollimated molecular

beams. Their molecules thus encounter each other in an interaction region where

the densities are so low that each molecule in one of the jet flows undergoes

at most a single collision with a molecule from the opposed jet flow. By

aerodynamic acceleration with hydrogen or helium and control over the source

temperature the effective center of mass collision energies can be varied over

a fairly wide range. A sensitive infrared detector "looks" at the interaction

region and responds to photons radiated from molecules which have been collisionally

excited. Clearly, because of the divergence of the jet streamlines, the effective

collision energies will correspond directly to the noirinal flow velocity of

the jet molecules only on the axis of the jets. Therefore, it is appropriate

that the field of view of the detector be limited to a region near the jet

axis.

We use two axisymmetric sonic nozzles which are 100 microns in Jiameter.

They are positioned 9 cm apart in a chamber which is 80 cm in diameter and 100

cm long, evacuated by an oil diffusion pump 80 cm in diameter. The nominal

pumping speed of 3 x 10 liters per second is halved by a freon cooled baffle.

The pumping speed is such that we can use source pressures up to 1500 torr while

*This research was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research
under Grant AFOSR 72-2236.
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maintaining background pressure at a few times 10" torr. The detector is a

high impedance photovoltaic chip of Indium Antimonide (InSb), .04 cm in area.

A silicon lens with a transmission of 0.21 focusses the radiation on the detector

from a collision volume of about one cubic centimeter. The flow from one of

the nozzles is chopped at a frequency of 200 hertz in order to take advantage

of increased signal-to-noise provided by tuned amplifiers and phase sensitive

detection. The detector and all the surfaces which it sees are cooled to liquid

nitrogen temperatures.

For the asymmetric stretch mode of CO.,, which will be our prototype

case, the photon wavelength is 4.3 microns corresponding to a threshold energy

of 0.288 eV. For this wavelength the overall response of the detection system,
g

including the amplifiers, is 2.48 x 10 volts/watt. The noise is such that we

can achieve an effective output sensitivity of about one millivolt corresponding

to an imput of 4 x 10 watts. Under these conditions we have been able to

detect radiation from C0_ excited by collisions with 1I_, N-, CO, and Ar molecules.

A fundamental difficulty in the experiment as we have described it

is due to the relatively long radiation lifetimes of the excited molecules,

2.5 milliseconds in the case of the asymmetric stretch mode of C0_. After

collision these molecules are traveling at velocities of the order of 10 cm/sec.

The field of view of the detector is only about one cm across so that the

average molecule can be seen by the detector for only a small fraction of its

radiative lifetime. The net result is that only a very small fraction of the

excited molecules contribute to the detector signal. Thus, the problem of

deducing excitation cross sections from the radiation intensity measurements

is not trivial. In addition to an estimation of the residence time of a
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collisionally excited molecule in the detector field of view along with a

knowledge of its radiation lifetime! requires an estimate of the number of

collisions per unit volume in the flow field sampled by the detector.

A preliminary analysis of the data indicates that the excitation cross sections

range from -perhaps 0.1 to 10 8 depending upon the identity of the collision

partners and the collision energy. We hope to be able to make some firmer

estimates of these cross sections by the time of the symposium.

Moreover, we must calibrate the detector system to determine its effective

field of view and to interpret the output system in terms of a photon flux

from radiating molecules.
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Relative Level Excitation in Ion-Atom Collisions as a

Function of the Orbital Angular Momentum Quantum Number

B. Andresena' and E. Vejeb'

a' Chemistry Laboratory III, Physics Laboratory II

H.C. 0rsted Institute, Universitetsparken 5

DK-2100 Copenhagen 0, Denmark

Introduction

In a previous study of projectile Rydberg state

excitations in the collisions Be+, Mg+-He at 10-75 keV we

found, for a fixed value of the principal quantum number n,

that the ratio of the s,p, and d level cross sections was

close to 1:3:5, whereas the f and g level cross sections

drop to approximately the same value as for s levels. Blaney

and Berry found essentially the same increase in cross

section for electron transfer into excited Lil states in the

Li -H2 collision.

In contrast to this behavior, beam-foil excitations

oscillate as a function of the orbital angular momentum

quantum number with maxima at odd values of 1 ( p,f,... )

and minima at even 1 ( s,d,g,... ). Since no model is

available to describe these features, we have extended our

measurements to other systems to test their general validity.

A large conjugated molecule ( benzene ) was chosen as target

gas in one experiment to bridge the gap between ion-atom and

ion-foil excitations. The data presented here have all been

obtained by optical spectrometry. The experimental procedure

has been described previously ' .

Results

Fig. 1 shows the ion-atom results. Fig. 2 those of ion-

benzene; and Fig. 3 is a reproduction of our earlier beam-foil

data . The total cross section for a few of the collisions

oscillates as a function of the projectile energy. In such

cases the data shown are average results over representative

projectile energy intervals.
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Relative collisional cross sections in arbitrary units

versus orbital angular momentum quantum number for ion-

atom collisions .( Fig. 1 ) and for ion-benzene collisions

( Fig. 2 ).

It is striking in Fig. 1 to see the very similar

behavior of the cross sections regardless of whether the

excitation results from direct excitation ( e.g. Mgll levels

in the Mg -He collision ), electron capture into excited states
2+ +

( Mgll in Mg -He and Lil in Li -H- ), or more complicated

processes like triplet excitation in Lill and Hel which

presumably result from double electron exchange processes

rather than from spin-orbit coupling in these light systems.

The ion-benzene results ( Fig. 2 ) show no preferential

excitation and are thus intermediate between the ion-atom

and beam-foil excitations. This is very reasonable, since

benzene with its conjugated ring is expected to behave like a

small ultrathin foil when hit centrally, and like an atom

when grazed by the projectile.
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s p d f g

AZIMUTHAL QUANTUM NUMBER. I

Fig. 3 .

Relative level populations

in arbitrary units versus

orbital angular momentum

quantum number for beam-foil

excitations .

Quasi molecular explanation

In the ion-atom collisions presented here the initial

channel is always a Z tern. A II and a A ter•• will generally

cross this Z term at smell internuclear distances. Since our

projectile velocities are fairly large, rotational coupling

will usually be more important than radial coupling between

terms. The incoming channel being a £ term, it can accomodate

no more than two electrons so that one- and two- electron

processes will be strongly favored to multi electron processes,

and tius n and A terms can be populated through rotational

couplingr but no terms of higher symmetry. Upon separation of

the atoms E terms can populate levels of all 1-values, n terms

only non-s-levels, and A terms only levels with 1 = 2. On the

other hand, they will preferentially separate into the lowest

possible level, i.e. E -»• s, n->-p, and A •* d. This argument

explains why the observed intensities are s < p < d, but

f,g < d.

The two-electron processes resulting in Z •*• II -* A

transitions are clearly related to the quasi molecule formed
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during the collision. At higher projectile velocities the

collision time will be too short to allow two-electron

processes, thus one might expect p levels, and eventually s

levels, to be strongest populated. This is exactly what

Muller and de Heer observed in their He+-inert gas collisions.

The 1-dependence of collisional excitation might also be

predicted by other arguments. This will be done at the

conference, and explanations given why these theories cannot

be true.

The quasi irtolecular explanation given above is closely

related to the rotational symmetry around the internuclear

axis, which makes this the axis of quantization. In the

Li -H- collision this axial symmetry is still present to some

extent, whereas a collision with benzene rather should be

regarded as a vibration than, a rotation.
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COLLISIONAL POPULATION OF COMPONENTS OF ATOMIC FINE AND
HYPERFINE STRUCTURE

V.Aquilanti, P.Casavecchia, G.Grossi and A.Lagana

Dipartimento di Chimica dell'Universita - 06100 Perugia
Italy

Energy transfer processes in collisions between alkali ions and
several atoms are being studied in this laboratory by a technique of
crossed ion-atom beams combined with optical observation methods.1"4

The observables in these experiments are wavelenght, intensity and
polarization of light emitted after a collision event, as a function
of energy in the range from threshold to about 3 keV. Cross sections
for production of selected atomic states can thus be obtained.

In favourable cases, the analysis of these experiments allows to
establish the details of the excitation mechanism, and in particular
to correlate the dynamics of the excitation process with the nature
of the potential energy curves of the molecule, which is temporarily
formed during the collision. Such a correlation is facilitated by the
observation of oscillatory structure^*4 in the dependence of excita-
tion cross sections upon impact velocity: and in fact these oscilla-
tions are the results of quantum mechanical phase interference between
alternate paths, semiclassically due to development along different
molecular potential energy curves.

The study of the excitation of the fine structure components of
the first excited state of potassium in collisions with the five al-
kali ions^ has revealed non-statistical population and long-range
interference effects. For these processes, besides the direct excita-
tion of potassium atoms, results have been obtained also for charge-
-exchange excitation.

Strong interference effects have been observed also in the energy
dependence of both the intensity and polarization of radiation emit-
ted in collisions of alkali ions and mercury atoms: Fig.1 shows data
which refer to polarization of the resonance line of mercury for the
processes

M+ + Hg >• M+ + Hg (6 3P1)

where M+ = Li+, Na+, K+. The polarization fractionreported in Fig.1

J/t ) h
, p

is defined in the usual manner P = (IB - Î J/tly + 1^), where Ij| and
1^ are photon intensities, measured with a polarizer, parallel and
perpendicular to the ion-beam direction, respectively.

As can be seen from Fig.1, the polarization fraction for these
systems, takes up large positive and negative values as a function of
collision energy. Polarization of impact radiation is related to the
population of atomic magnetic sublevels: in our ion-atom experiments,
since these processes involve predominantly small-angle scattering,
the direction of the ion beam can be taken as a quantization axis&,7
and a relation can be established between measured polarization and
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the excitation cross sections of magnetic sublevels. The cross section
for process 1, Q(Hg 3p-|), can be written in terms of cross sections
for excitation of the single magnetic sublevels Qmjr

Q(Hg 3P1) = Qo + Q+1 -i- Q_1 = QQ + 2 Q1 (1)

(use has been made of the relation Q+1 = Q_1, which follows from sym-
metry about the quantization axis). When the emitted radiation arises
from a J = 1—- J = O transition, as in this case, and the atomic nu-
cleus has zero spin, the relation between the polarization fraction
P and the cross sections Qo and Q1 is particularly simple:
P = (Qo - Q-|)/(QO + Q-|). When the natural isotooic abundance of mer-
cury and the proper values of nuclear spins are taken into account,
a slightly more complex relation is obtained:8

P = 0.70 '1 + 0.17
7QO

+ 0.13
111 (Qo - 0-,)

337QQ + 563Q
(2)

1

Since in our experiments we measure both the cross section
Q(Hg 3Pi) a n d t h e polarization fraction P, it is possible bv means
of equations (1) and (2) to obtain the cross sections for excitation
of the magnetic sublevels Qo and Q-j. Fig. 2 shows these cross sections
for the system Na+rHg. It can be seen that both cross sections, Qo
and Q^, show a pronounced oscillatory structure,the extrema being
approximately equally spaced with inverse velocitv. Although the
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Fig.2 - Energy dependence
of cross sections Qo and Q-j
for excitation of the magne-
tic sublevels nij = 0 and
nij = |1| of Hg(6 3p,j) j.n
Na+-Ha collisions.

U60RAI0RY ENUCV

frequency of the oscillations appears to be the same, a clear anti-
phase behaviour is exhibited.

These observations constitute evidence that the strong optical
polarization effects are due to quantum-mechanical phase interference
between exit channels, which lead to atoms in specific magnetic sub-
levels. Recent studies on collisions.of several ions with Ne atcms^
presented evidence of interference between states correlating tc
specific magnetic sublevels and states arising from other atomic
configurations. Hence our results appear to represent the first
example of interference between molecular states which originate
from the same atomic configuration.

For these systems, other excitation processes have been studied
by determining the enecgy dependence of intensities of mercury lines
arising from the decay of upper excited states; also, processes of
charge-exchange excitation, leading to production of upper states
of the alkali ions have been investigated. In particular, for the
system Na+-Hg an antiphase oscillatory behaviour appears in the
cross section for production of Hg(6 3P1) and Na(3

 2 P ) , thus shewing
interference between direct and charge-exchange excitation channels:
the analysis of this effect can be carried out in terms of the
Rosenthal^-Bobashev''0 3ual coupling mechanism.
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Attenuation of H» +. ions by neutral gas targets, at about 500 eV

A. van Lumig and J. Reuse

Fysisch Laboratorium

Katholieke Universiteit

Kijmegen, The Netherlands

Ion cluster beams are produced by electron bombardment of a highly

expanded nozzle beam. After mass selection by a magnetic mas6 spectrometer

the attenuation is measured for H,, +.-beams with n • 1 T 13, at ion energies

of 250 T 900 eV. Our first measurements have been performed with No and Ar in
-2the scattering chamber. The detection angle is about 10 rad.

In the figure some results are shown for N« as scattering partner, at

250, 510 and 890 eV, as function of the ion-mass. The integral cross section

is given with (open symbols) and without (full symbols) a second mass

analysis downstream the scattering chamber. The dashed lines represent the

results of a simple droplet model, with a density n» = 0.025 A for the H_-

molecules.

Fragmentation, vith products in nearly forward direction was directly

observed. Its influence is indicated by vertical arrows, in the figure. A

fragmentation threshold at 800 eV was observed for Hp +1~ions with n < 11.

An interpretation shall be presented in terms of a shell model.
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METASTABLE STATE ANALYSIS-OF AN ARGON ION BEAM THROUGH NEUTRALIZATION-RE-

IONIZATION DOUBLE-COLLISION TRANSLATIONAL SPECTROSCOPY

Marie DURUP AND GSrard PARLANT

Laboratoire de Resonance Electronique et Ionique

and Jean DURUP

Laboratoire des Collisions Ioniques

Universite de Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay - France.

Internal energy levels of fast ions in long-lived excited states

can be analyzed by measuring the translational energy of tertiary ions

resulting from consecutive neutralization and reionization processes in
(1-2)

the same way as double charge transfer collisions have been used earlier .

The energy defect (either positive or negative) associated with each

step is essentially provided by the kinetic energy of the fast species, the

recoil energy of the target being negligible under our conditions. If the inter-

mediate species emits radiation, the relevant photon energy will appear as a

kinetic energy loss of the final ion .

The following equations describe typical processes leading to neutra-

lization and reionization of fast excited argon ions, with the indication of the

energy defects in the absence of photon emission:

(1) Ar+* + X -

-
(2) Ar* + M -

Here the upper bars denote fast species, the star an excited species. E +
Ar

and E. are the excitation energy of the incident ion (to be determined) and
Air

that of the intermediate neutral, respectively. The I.P'-s are first ionization

potentials; E.A,(M) is the electron affinity of the di-or triatomic target molecule M

possibly including;excita~tion energy of M . The fine-structure splitting of Ar

( P°) is neglected. The total energy loss is:

Ar*

A T +

Ir+

+

+

+

x+,
e~ +

M~

AE

M (a)

(b)

EAr+

AE2 =

AE =

" E A r

EAr

EAt

+

- I

- I

I.P.(Ar)-

.P.(Ar) -

.P.(Ar) +

I.P

Ee

E.A.

• (*

(M)

-AT =AE. +AE- - I.P.(X) - E e (a)

+ - I.P.(X) + E.A.(M) (b)

The apparatus (fig.l) consists of a Nier-type ion source, two collision

chambers filled with gases X and M, respectively, and biased to adjustable poten-

tials, deflecting plates located between the focussing electrodes, and a 60°

magnetic sector used for mass and energy analysis. The energy spectrum is

scanned by varying the potential of the whole (source* collision chambers) section

at constant magnetic field and constant potentials of the energy-focussing electrode
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RESULTS

Three groups of peaks appear in a typical spectrum at 3 keV incident

energy as shown in fig.2. The energy losses observed.when the first target gas X

is argon are consistent with the following expressions,

(i) - fir = EAr+ - I.P.(X)

(ii) - fir = EAr+ - I.P.(X) + E.A.(M) - hv

(iii) - fiT «= I.P.(X) + E.A.(M)

Group (i), whose location and structure is independent of the second target

M, is due to neutralization of primary metastable Ar ions into long-lived auto-

ionizing high Rydberg states of Ar . The energies of the latter are located bet-

.ween the P^i, and P°,/ 2 ionization limits They autoionize in the second

chamber either spontaneously or by collision according to equation (2a). The

energy of the ejected electron appears to be very small.

We assign group (ii) to neutralization of primary metastable Ar ions into

Rydberg states of Ar° which decay by radiation cascades to the ?n , states during

their flight between the two chambers. Then the metastable atoms react through (2b).

Group (iii) is due to ground-state Ar ions neutralized into Ar atoms

(mainly in the groundsstate) reacting through (2b). The structure of this group

yields a kind of spectroscopy of negative molecular ions, which will not be dis-

cussed here.

Direct neutralization of metastable Ar into aietastable Ar which would lead

to a broadening and shifting of group (i) into a target-dependent spectrum similar

to group (ii) is not observed, clearly because such a reaction has a too large

energy defect (here an exothermicity) for having a large.cross section. This is

why neutralization yields preferentially high Rydberg states of Ar. In contrast,

when neon is used as target gas X, there appears mainly two groups (fig.3) connected

with following energy losses:

(i)» - Ar - EAr+ - I.P.(X)

(iv) - Ar - EAr+ - I.P.(X) + EA (M)

Group (i)1 yields very high values of E. + , to be associated with high
+

Rydberg states of Ar , in contrast with those of group (i) which are associated

with metastable states in the range of 16 to 20 eV excitation energy. Group (iv)

is due to direct neutralization of metastable Ar in the conventional 16-20 eV

range into metastable Ar. These features of the spectra with Ne, compared with Ar,

as target gas X are immediately understood in terms of the most favourable channel

for Ar neutralization which in each case corresponds to the smallest energy defect

in absolute value. To summarize, conventional metastable Ar ions neutralize prefe-

rentially to high Rydberg Ar on collision with Ar, and to metastable Ar on collision

with Ne. High Rydberg Ar neutralize to high Rydberg Ar on collision with Ne, and
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undergo no measurable neutralization on collision with Ar. Neutralization to ground-

state Ar is not considered here since, it leads to very little reionization because

of the endothermicity «f reaction (2) with ground-state Ar. It is observed only in

the case of group (iii) because of the large amount of incident ground-state Ar

ions, which in addition may react in a resonant way on Ar.

We shall focuss here on the part of the spectra corresponding to neutrali-

zation into autoionizad Rydberg states of Ar, i.e group (i) when X=Ar and (i1)

when X=Ne, which exh'ibit structures independent of the nature of the target M and

therefore yield directly the excitation energies E, + of the incident ions. From
Ar

table 1 it appears that our experimental values are in good agreement with the

spectroscopic data. The metastable states of the 3d configuration have been known

for long time. The 3d' G7.9 9/2 levels we're very recently directly evidenced by
(7) 2laser fluorescence . The 3d1 F state is observed here for the first time as a

long-lived state. Long lived high-Rydberg states of Ar were reported by Kupriyanov

and Ferov and are here directly observed.

(1) See e.g F.C.FEHSENFELD, J.APPELL, P.FOURNIER and J.DURUP, J.Phys.B (1973)6L 263

(2) J.APPELL, M.DURUP..PHAM D. and J.DURUP, 23 Annu.Conf.Mass Spectrom..Houston,
Texas (1975) 122

(3) J.DURUP, J.APPELL,F.C.FEHSENFELD and P.FOURNIER, J.Phys.B (1972) 5_ L 110 (and
I, 1810)

(4) S.E.KUPRIYANOV and A.A.FEROV, Sov.Phys. JETP (1969) £9, 818

(5) L.MINNHAGEN, Ark- Fys. (1964) 25 203

(6) C.E.MOORE, NBS Circular 467.(1949)

(7) S.D.ROSNER, T.D.GAILY, R.A.HOLT, J.Phys B. (1976) 9_ 489

Fig.2

AT
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TABLE I

Energy losses AT in process (i) or ( i) '$ energy and identif ication oc Ar long-
lived s ta tes . r

AT.eV E (Ar ) . eV

this work spectroscopic

level designation ref.

Ne x"'
-7.0+0

-5.8+0
-4.8+0

Ar<*>

-4.5+0.

-3.3+0.

-2.7+0.

-1.9+0.

-0.6+0,

.2

.2

.2

1

1

1

1

1

21.6 -AT
28.6
27.4

26.4
15.8 -AT

20.3

19.1

18.5

17.7

16.4

<2S.36
<27.62
<27.62

20,272
20.246
19.118
19.116
18.4910
17.689
17.623
16.401

2 U 1
3s 3p ( D) nl

3s23pA(3P) nl

3s23pA<3P) nl

2F

r7/2
F5/2
S7/2

"'9/2

7/2
F7/2
F9/2

°7/2

3s23p4(1D)3d'

3s23p4(3P)3d

(5)

(5) (6)

(a) Target X in the charge-transfer step

m, X=N.
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MOLECULAR BEAM DEFECTION BY A FAST SUPERCONDUCTIHG BOLOMETER

G. Giillinaro, G. Roba and R. Tatarek

Istituto di Scienze Fisiche dell'Universita and Gruppo Nazionale

di Struttura della Materia del CNR, Genova, Italy

The late development in inelastic molecular beam experiments

has posed severe sensitivity problems by the continuous increa£

ing demand in angular and energy resolution. Therefore a great

effort has been taken in the last years to find a simple, sensiti_

ve, stable, small and, if possible, fast neutral molecule detector.

Only recently a new class of detectors for infrared radiaj:

ion, the? superconducting films , has grown up showing promise

as fast and sensitive devices. The high temperature coefficient

of resistance of a superconductor about its transition temperature,

T_, indeed suggests that is would have a high responsivity as a

bolometer v/hile operation at cryogenic temperatures reduces the

noise equivalent power (N.E.P.); further the small thermal capa_

city of the film assures a short time constant, f .

In the following, after a brief description of the supercon
(2)

ducting bolometer previously reported , we shall describe

the mode of operation which has made possible its use as a molecu

lar beam detector with performances comparable to those of more
(3)

sophisticated and bulky electron bombardment devices .

The esse1"4-"" ̂ 1 features of the experimental arrangement of

the bolometer are shown in Fig. 1. The sensitive element is a
° -2 2

tin film of thickness t ̂ 1500 A and area A a 4*10 cm evaporat_

ed on a thin Al 0 substrate obtained by anodization of the alu

miru-um block (T) which acts as a thermostat. The tin is evaporat^

ed until the desired surface resistance is achieved as monitor

ed electrically.

A brass rod (R) assures a loose thermal contact between the

thermostat and a helium superfluid bath (B) whose temperature is

stabilized to within 10~4 K by a d.c. bridge theraioregulation.- 327 -
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A very fine stabilization of the film operating temperature

around i ts superconducting transition, T £ 3.72 K, is then

obtained by using the bolometer i tself as a sensing device.

This provides the thermostatic control of the current going

through the manganin heater (H) wound on the aluminium block.

The temperature stability reached in this way is 10" K.

Before calibrating the detector with different molecular

5 we have measured i ts characi

and the thermal conductance g.

Table 1

6 4
R (4.2 K) oC fx10 gx10

(A) (il/K) (sec) (W/K)

1.5 70

beams we have measured i t s charac ter i s t ic constant R , cC=dR/dT,

Typical values are gi.ven in Table 1 . Also the d . c . responsivity,

S , and the c r i t i c a l current, I , of the film have been determin
° 2 T C

ed: S cs 10 V/W, I ~ 4-10 A.

The bolometer has been calibrated with molecular beams of

Ar, N and CO produced in a classical way from a room tempera_

ture source and then mechanically chopped at 100 Hz. The detect^

ed signal is amplified by a step-up trasformer and finally inte

grated with a normal lock-in technique. The calibration curves

of the bolometer for the different gases are shown in Fig. 2

where the output "S" of the electrical system is drawn as a funct^

ion of the incident beam intensity "I". Well visible are the li

nearity of the detector response and the right ratio between the

signals of different gases (at the same I). This suggests the sa

me, therefore equal to one, accomodation coefficient. The measur
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ed N.E.P. is 8-1O"13 W/H ~* essentially due to. thermal noise.

The minimum detectable signal corresponds to a beam intensity
7 -1

of 10,6 and 5*10 mol sec for Ar, N 2 and C02 respectively, the

RC of the lock-in being 1 sec.

In conclusion we may say that while the sensitivity of our

superconducting device is near the onevaoped crystals -, its

short time constant well compares it with eleccron bombardment

detectors. This and the additional advantage of simplicity of

sample preparation makes this kind of bolometer particularly

useful in scattering experiments.
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Fig. 1. Schematic experimental set-up.

KMol.soc:1)

Fig. 2. Calibration curves of the bolometer for three diffe-
rent gases.
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Infrared laser spectroscopy of molecular beams

T.E. Gough, R.E. Miller* and G. Scolest

Guelph-Waterloo Centre for Graduate Work in Chemistry
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ont., Canada N2L 3Gl

We would like to present the first successful observation of the infra-

red spectrum of a single, collimated (3.6 x 10"1* steradians) beam of carbon monoxide

molecules sampled from a supersonic free jet expansion. The principle of our

technique is to detect directly the power absorbed from a tunable infra-red laser

beam by the molecules of a molecular beam, using a microcalorimeter (a cryogenic

bolometer) placed a short distance downstream from the intersection of the two beams.

Since infra-red fluorescent lifetimes are long, the absorbed power is transferred by

the molecules to the bolometer where it is detected as a change in resistance.

The apparatus is sketched schematically in Figure 1. A beam of carbon

monoxide is produced by the supersonic expansion of carbon monoxide gas at pressures

ranging from one to five atmospheres, through a 40um diameter room tempeidture

nozzle (N) into a chamber evacuated by a 2000.Jl/sec oil diffusion pump.

The beam is sampled from the supersonic expansion by a skimmer (S) of

0.1 cm diameter located 1.4 cm from the nozzle.

The detector is a doped silicon bolometer, operating at 4.2 K, similar to

those used as molecule detectors in previous molecular beam scattering experiments.

Between the skimmer and the collimator, 7.0 cm from the former, the

molecular beam is crossed, at right angles, by radiation from a commercially available

PbS x Sei.x diode laser, maintained at temperatures between 10 and 80 K by a closed

cycle refrigerator. Before entering the vacuum chamber through a CaF2 window 10%

of the laser beam is split off by a CaF2 beam splitter and passed through a gas cell

containing carbon monoxide. The beam that emerges from the cell can be detected with

a pyroelectric detector, or can be sent into a conventional infra-red spectrophoto-

meter. In the former configuration, absorption by the bulk CO gas indicates that the

•Physics Department, University of V.'aterloo
tAlso Physics Department, University of Waterloo
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laser is operating at an appropriate frequency: the spectrophotometer may be used

to indicate which transition of CO is being excited.

The laser beam is mechanically chopped at 9 Hz and the signals from the

pyroelectric detector and from the bolometer are phase detected. Figure 2 shows

a) the bolometer and b) the pyroelectric detector signals observed when the laser

frequency is scanned through the R\ absorption of carbon monoxide.

As can be seen from Figure 2, considerable narrowing of the absorption

has been achieved by using the molecular beam as the gas sample. The Doppler width

of bulk gas carbon monoxide at room temperature is 150 MHz. The line-width of the

transitions measured on the beam was around 20 MHz. The broadening of the line by

instrumental factors may be readily' estimated from the geometry of the laser and

molecular beams and the velocity of the latter, to be around 5 MHz. We conclude

that the frequency stability of the laser is presently limiting the resolution of

our experiment.

The amplitude of the bolometrically detected signal indicates a signal

power of 5 x 10"9 watts. This is approximately 106 times larger than the sensitivity

of a good low temperature bolometer detector. The molecular flux in the present

experiment was about 1015 molecules sec"1. From this, the minimum beam detectable

should be about 109 molecules/second. If the laser frequency stability were improved,

and if multiple passes of the laser beam through the molecular beam were employed,

the limit of sensitivity should be about 107 molecules/second which is of course

comparable with the present limit for the conventional detection of molecular beams

by bolometric methods.

Figure captions

Fig. 1 - Experimental set up. N nozzle, S skimmer, CH choppers, SH shutter,

C collimator, B silicon bolometer, D pyToelectric detector, IR9 conventional

i.r. spectrometer.

Fig. 2 - The (v = 0 •* 1 J = 1 -> 2) transition of CO as measured a) on the molecular

beam and b) in the absorption cell.
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Stabilization of cavity and etalon of CW-Dye-Laser with respect to

an atomic beam

R. Dttren and H. Tischer

HPI fiir StrBmungsforschung, GOttingen

W. -Germany

In the measurement of differential cross sections with

a laser excited atomic beam of Na one can use the transition

between the P = 2 level of the croundstate and the F = 3 level

2 • 2)3)of the P_.--state . This requires a laser v»ith single-mode

operation and with a bandwidth less than 30 MHz. These conditions

are met by available dye-lasers.

But in the special application considered here the stabi-

lity of the center of the line for several hours is required. This

problem has .iot been solved in commercial lasers. Obviously for a

solution both the etalon and the cavity must be monitored in a

closed-loop stabilization. In our work we have developed such a

stabilization with a minicomputer. A survey of the complete system

is displayed in figure 1.

In this realization we have split the problem in two parts,

the stabilization of the cavity and of the etalon, which by interrupt

techniques work simultaneously.

The cavity is handled by conventional means, it is slightly

scanned and the fluorescence from the atomic beam serves as a
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monitor for the correct position. By this an external reference

(with it's inherent drift) is avoided.

Simultaneously with this stabilization the etalon is moni-

tored. For this the time dependence of the signal from the spectrum

analyzer is measured. The spectrum analyzer is driven by an exter-

nal sawtooth generator from which trigger-pulse are obtained to

mark the beginning of the slowly rising part. With these trigger-

pulses a clock is started which is read "on the flight" whenever

a line in the spectrum occurs. For two consecutive cycles of the

spectrum these times will either correspond to one FSR of the

laser-cavity or to a smaller amount. The first is recognized as a

jump of the laser mode, which will lead to a correction of the

etalon. The second case must be attributed to a drift of the spec-

trum analyzer and will be used to update the apparent position of

the correct line.

A noteworthy feature of this configuration is that the

stabilization is achieved at low additional costs. Most of the

components are used in this experiment anyway, and the use of ex-

ternal references of high stability is avoided.

The performance of the stabilization in the context of

our experiment is satisfactory. The stability of the laser has been

achieved for several hours namely as long as the atomic beam is

present ( 6 - 8 hours). Even varying room temperature by some centi-

grades had no influence on the stability. Under these conditions

the deviation of the laser line from the correct position has been

less than 3 MHz.
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the hardware for the stabilization of

the CW-Dye-Laser
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